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PERSPECTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES. 
Judge Roben L. Kunzig" 

Jim Jones is a West Coast contractor. He constantly sees 
proposals for government construction advertised in the news- 
papers, but he doesn't bother to bid. It's too much trouble. Con- 
tracting with the Government can involve tons of paperwork, 
and he can't be bothered with the whole mess. Thus the public 
loses a good competitor and ends up paying more for govern- 
ment construction. 

Bill Smith lives in New England. He just finished a job for 
the Government installing computers. There were only minor 
disagreements, but Bill feels the Government owes him 52500 
for an extra machine he was required 10 install. It's too expen- 
sire to fight over it, however, and he finally gives up-soured 
from then on-onallgovernment contracts. 

Tom Brown constructed a big office building for the Govern- 
ment in the southern part of the United States. There were 
many difficulties and constant changer brought about by the 
agencies who were eventually i o  occupy the building. Costs 
roared. The building is finished now, and Tom wants to sue, 
but he feels the department boards are pro-Government. They 
aren't, but h u  lawyer thinks they are. Tom wants to go to court. 
but the law requires him to go through the board first. He says, 
"Kever again." 

Joe Johnson built a dam on a major mid-west river for the 
Government. He had many unforeseen problems. The weather 
was horrible. There were two 'lad strikes, plus a major flood. 
He finally ended up broke and .>ut of business. By the time he 
went through the contracting officer, board, an administrative 
appeal, courts, more boards again, and then up through the 
appellate courts to the Supreme Court, fourteen years went by. 

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS-LEGAL AND 
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The delay killed him His money was tied up the whole time, a t  
zero percentinterest. 

Or, take the other side of the coin. , . . The Government feels 
a contractor built a building for the Army using shoddy mate- 
rial throughout. The contractor appeals. The A m y  realizes 
that in spite of inspections and constant watching, the public 
has been "swindled." A board of contract appeals (mistakenly 
in the opinion of the A m y )  decides for the contractor. The 
Government wants to appeal, but under piesent law, cannot 
Thecaseisclosed,andnothingmorecan bedone. 

All of these problems and many more beset those who wish to 
contract with the Government today. Red tape, expense, com- 
plicated legal procedures, and delay abound on every side. It's 
a wonder anyoneis willingto take thensk. 

In 1969 the President of the United States and Congress 
created the Commlsnon on Government Procurement to ana- 
lyze the entire problem and present recommendations for im- 
provement.' The Commission worked about three years and 
reponed its findings on December 31, 1972.2 The purpose of 
this article is to discuss one important phase of those recom- 
mendations-legal and administrative remedies 

There are solutions to the difficulties of the government con- 
tractor. The Commission has wisely suggested many. Specific 
proposals have recently been placed before the Congress by 
Senator Lawton Chiles, Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee 
on Federal Spending Practices and by Representative Peter 
Rodino, Chairman o f the  House Judiciary Committee.' 

This article will discuss there serious problems and the pro- 
posed solutions from the particular standpoint of whether they 
will work. I think they will. My comments are purely my own, 
and I speak, of course, only for myself But as I see it, there is 
hope in the future for Jim Jones, Bill Smith, Tom Brown, Joe 
Johnson and the many ather contractors who have endured these 
enormous difficulties f a r  so many years. 

As we begin our analysis of current problem areas of the 
Court of Claims' and the boards, it 1s essential to review briefly 
the role of the Court of Claims in the contract remedies process. 
The primary jurisdictional source for the courl's review of Gov- 
ernment contract suits is the Tucker Act.' This Act dates back 
to 18876 Ar presently constituted. the Tucker Act gives the _______~_ 

2 
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court jurisdiction to render judgment on all claims against the 
Government (except tort claims) based on  the Constitution, Acts 
a i  Congress, executive regulations and express or implied con- 
tracts (including certain "exchange activity" type contracts).' 

A key distinction has developed with regard to  contract suits 
in the courts. A litigant has direct court access for suits against 
the Government based upon a breach of contract. However, if 
the suit arises from what is commonly called a contract dispute 
rather than a contract breach, then under the standard "dis- 
putes clause," a contractor must first exhaust administrative 
remedies by presenting his claim to a contracting officer with 
subsequent review Through an agency appeals board.' Only 
after the contractor has presented his dispute administratively 
may he bring his claim to the COUR for review. As we shall see, 
the exhaustion requirement leads to  some of the current prob- 
lems inthe disoutes ~ r o c e s s . ' ~  

. , . . . .  ..I . _., .. . .  . - .  . .  :c . . a , . .  ... j . .  , . . . . .  .:, . . . , . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  .h,< ... 
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In  short, the basic contract jurisdiction of the court IS the 
Tucker Act; contract breach actions may be brought directly, 
and dispute actions are initially decided on the administrative 
level with subsequent court review. The court's review of ad- 
ministrative decisions is the principal focus of this article. Court 
of Claims review of agency contract decisions is governed by 
what is called the Wunderlich Act." This Act contains two 
parts. The first part deals with judicial review of facr determi- 
nations made by the boards." The second determines the scope 
of court revieu of legal conclusions made by the boards.ll Be- 
fore discussing the specific provisions of the Wunderlich Act 
and the various problems the Act raises, a quick look at events 
leading to its enactment might prove helpful. 

"Disputes clauses'' in Government contracts predate judicial 
consideration o i  agency contract a c t i ~ n s . ' ~  Beginning in 1878 
with Kihlberg v .  lhrred Siores." and continuing thereafter, 
courts reviewed contract decisions of administrative boards on 
a challenge by either the contractor or the Government that 
the board's decision Mas based upon "fraud or bad fairh."l6 
The Court o i  Claims gradually broadened this rather narrow 
standard ofre\lew.l' 

However, in IUW rather startling cases in the early 1950's, 
Chrred Srorei i. Wunderlichla and L'nried Srares 1. 

.Uaormnn.~P the Supreme Court found the court's expanded 
revien of administrative decisions unwarranted and the Court 
expressly limited review to whether or not the departmental 
decision had been founded on /mud. !.e., '%onscious wrong- 
domg,an intentiontocheat or bedishonest."'O 

Congress rather quickly responded to the Supreme Court's 
Wunderlich decision. eifectively overturning the case in 1954 
by reinstituting broader review standards." This Act (called 
the Wunderlich Act) established the standards for court review 
of board decisions. Still, Congress lei1 vanous crucial problems 
unresolved. 

4 
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The immediate ambiguity created by the Act was the matter 
of trials in the Court of Claims following a board determination. 
The Supreme Court's first resolution of this problem took place 
in 1963. The question presented in Wnired Slores Y. Corlo 
Bianchi & C0.22 was whether or not the Court of Claims could 
take additiond evidence in its consideration of the administra- 
tive decision. The Court of Claims initially decided that ir could 
reopen the record and take additional evidence when a con- 
tractor appealed a board declsion.1' The Supreme Court found 
o t h e r ~ i s e . ~ '  Thus the Court of Claims in its evaluation of the 
board's decision is now limited to evidence taken and consid- 
ered by the board. The court cannot make additional fact find- 
ings. 

In United States v .  Utah Construction CO.,~'  the Supreme 
Court expanded Bianchi. While board jurisdiction is limited to 
disputes arising under a contract's "disputes clause," where the 
same facts give rise to both a dtspute and a b r e d  of contract 
claim, board fact findings are to be accorded finality. The Court 
of Claims may not retry in a "breach action" those facts found 
by a board in an earlier "dispute claim.'' 26 This xtuation ob- 
tains despite the fact that the court has de novo or original jur. 
isdiction in breach of contract claims. 

The Supreme Court concurrently considered a further step. 
In a case where the board had improperly declined to make 
any fact findings, the Court of Claims determined that it had 
authority to try the case a t  the review stage since there was 
simply no record at a11.2' In  United States V .  Anrhony Grace & 
Sons, the Supreme Court rcvcrscd the Courr of Claims' 
position, concluding that in all cases the agency, not the court, 
must establish the record iorreview. 

These decisions placed the Court of Claims in a somewhat 
uncomfortable position. The court had no remand powers. 
Given an erroneous administrative determination, the Court of 
Claims had only two alternatives. First, it could decide the case 
based on facts in the administrative record if sufficient evidence 
had been placed in the record to allow such actlon; or second, 
if the record was insufficient, it could stay consideration pend- 

'. 4 n t h o n i  Grace dr Son3 > Cnirrd Stales 345 F l d  108 170 Cr C' 608 11965). 

'3R4L 5 42411966) 
i r r d  3 8 4 U T  424(19661 
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m g  further agency action with the threa: of entry of judgment 
for the contractor as a sanction for cases where the board re- 
fused to complete the record.>' Congress resolved this specific 
situation by granting remand powers to the court in 1972.3O 
Houever, serious problems still remained to plague bath the 
contractor and the Government. 

A second ambiguity in the Wunderlich Act was the govern- 
ment's right to appeal an adverse board determination to the 
courts. Prior to the Act, both plaintiff and Government could 
seek a court review, at least under the old "fraud" standard. 
After Congrcrs overturned the Wunderiich decision, there was 
some doubt as to the government's right to appeal an adverse 
decision. A divided Supreme Court answered the question in 
favor of the contractor in S & E Coniroclors, Inc Y. U m e d  
SlaieJ.ll Nou, a contractor may appeal an  adverse board de- 
c:sion, but the Government cannot, absent "fraud" in the ad- 
ministrative board decision. 

The S & E case left unresolved several other problems in- 
volving the Government's right of appeal. Fa r  example, what 
of the situation where the contractor wins in pari iif a case (let 
us call it Part A ) ,  the Government wins in a second part (Part 
E),  and the contractor decides to appeal Part B ? Ma.; the Gav- 
ernment then contest the decision as to Part A? In a recent 
case, the court faced such a problem.1~ Obviously, the con- 
tractors urged that under S & E the Government could not ap- 
peal Part A .  The Government countered that acceptance of a 
Board decision 1s an all or nothing proposition and if the con- 
tractor appealed Part  B, he consented to the Government's 
appeal of Part A.  The court rejected both of these "automatic 
alternatives." Instead it decided that a fairer solution mandated 
a result somewhere in between the two extreme positions. The 
Government may appeal those "issues [in Part A ]  which are 
so interrelated that they form a whole [with the issues appealed 
by the contractor in Part B] and should in fairness be decided 
together " 1 1  This resolution may give rise to additional litiga- 
tion, far it is not an easy test to apply. Further, S & E portends 
similar complex questions in ather areas, for example. set offi 
and counterclaims 

~~~ 
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Against this background, one can more readily understand 
the current problem areas in Wunderlich cases at the Court of 
Claims. To summarize, a contractor may sue directly in the 
Court of Claims if the Government has breached the contract, 
but must initially pursue administrative remedies if the 
“wrong” amounts to a “dispute” rather than a “breach.” Note 
that the distinction between a dispute and a breach is not al- 
ways an  easy one to draw.” If the action arose as a contract 
dispute, it will come to the COUR for review of a board decision. 
The court may review board decisions if they are adverse to the 
contractor. The Government may not, absent fraud, appeal a 
board decision. Further, in reviewing a board decision, the 
court is limited to administrative record evidence. The Court 
of Claims may not take new evidence to  complete an  insuffi- 
cient board record. If the board decision is incorrect, the court 
may render judgment for the contractor where there is suf- 
ficient record evidence; it may reverse the board as a matter 
of law; or may remand the case to the board for additional 
evidentiary findings if such is indicated. The Wunderlich Act 
establishes the basis for this procedure. 

On  questions of fact “[tlhe decision of the board shall be 
final and conclusive unless it is fraudulent or capricious or 
arbitrary or so grossly erroneous as to imply bad faith, or is 
not supported by substantial evidence.’’ l6 On questions of 
law, the board’s determination is not final: “No Government 
contract shall contain a provision making final on  a question of 
law the decision of any administrative official, representative 
or board.” 3’ 

Review of board decisions a t  the Court of Claims is currently 
governed by this Act, and subsequent decisions which interpret 
it. Let us now’ turn to some of the more troubling problems 
whicharecreated by the review process. 

The first problem is the need to  differentiate between con- 
tract disputes and breach of contract claims. A dispute requires 
exhaustion of administrative remedies by a contractor before 
resort may be had to the courts. A breach claim is directly re- 
dressable in the Court of Claims (and the federal district courts 
if under %lO,OOO). The distinction often proves dlfficult to 
fathom inpracrice.lb 

A second problem stems from the structure of the Wunder- 
lich Act itself. The Act compels the court to differentiate be- 

7 
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tween fact questions and legal questions. Board fact determi- 
nations are accorded finality. Board legal conclusions are not 
Again, there is often very little difference between a question 
of fact and a question of law. Mixed questions of fact and law 
are common. This presents great difficulties for a reviewing 
court in deciding exactly which board resolutions are to be 
considered final 

Third, the "finality" which the Wunderlich Act gives to 
board fact determinations is itself ambiguous. The terms "ar- 
bitrary," "capricious," and "substantial evidence" are quite 
vague Lven ihe Supreme Court has dlificulty in using such 
standards.J9 A court often finds it difficult to determine wheth- 
er a board decision is supported by substantial evidence. 

Fourth, the court may not take additional evidence to supply 
missing essential facts in the record. The most serious problem 
which results from this is the expense and delay that occurs 
when it IS necessary to remand a case for further evidence. 
Merrirt-Chapman & Scotr Corp. Y .  Cnfinired Siattr," recently 
argued before the court, IS a good example. 

That case presented a vivid example of the kind of delays 
the Wunderlich situation produces. In Merrrtr-Chapmon a con- 
tract dispute arose in 1956 over the government's delivery of a 
site to the contractor for excavation and building of a dam. 
Plaintiff allegedly suffered various increased costs due to the 
delay because the Government should have suspended the 
work. At any rate, after four board hearings over a period of 
eight years, the Board of Contract Appeals (BCA) found for the 
Government. The caae reached the Court of Claims in 1964. On 
March 19, 1971, after a four-year stipulated suspension of the 
case and 13 m m m s  far extension of time, the court held that 
the board's decision uas erroneous and remanded the case to 
the board.'' The board again found for the Government, con- 
cluding that independent events, not the Government, caused 
plaintiffs lois. Again the case came to the C o u n  of Claims for 
review of the board's PJ'lh decision. After 11 more requests for 
extension of time by the parties, the [rial judge (who advises 
the court in Wunderlich cases), held thai the board's decision 

I 
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was erroneous and recommended an award of $272,144 to 
plaintiff. The court heard oral argument in the case in Novem- 
ber 1975 and held that the board had erred, but remanded for 
yet another board determination on the quantum of damages" 
b in Grace and Bianchi. Under this decision, another board 
hearing and, presumably, another Court of Claims review 
could be expected." Much of this long delay would have been 
avoided if the court could have supplied missing record evi- 
dence a t  the time of the 1972 decision or if the contractor 
could have sued directly in the court. 

Fifth, a contractor does not receive interest on judgments 
rendered by the Court of Claims. The long delays that are 
created by the Wunderlich review problems have already been 
noted. Clearly, the delay and expense inherent in pursuing a 
Wunderlich Act claim are aggravated by the government's 
failure to pay interest on the judgment when rendered. Suppose 
a 5100,000 dispute arises today. Assume also that the contrac- 
tor's claims are totally meritorious, but that dispute might take 
as many as twenty years to grind through the adjudicatory 
mills as in Merrirl-Chapman. Clearly the contractor will lose 
a vast amount of money in lost interest alone over this twenty- 
year period. Certainly if legal fees are also deducted, it hardly 
seems worthwhile for the contractor to pursue his remedies. 
What incentive does the Government have to  settle in such a 
situation? 

Sixth, there seems to be some sentiment, at least on the part 
of contractors, that the boards are biased in favor of the Gov- 
ernment. This fear is, for the most part, groundless. Each case 
is generally decided strictly on its merits. However, let us look 
at the facts as they appear to the contractor. The boards are 
composed of career agency employees who are paid by the 
Government, They are responsible only to the agency heads. 
They do not have the independence stemming from the lrfetime 
appointments accorded federal judges. It is understandable 
that unsuccessful contractors might question their impartiality. 

Seventh, judgments rendered by the courts on claims are 
paid from the Treasury, not from particular appropriations. If 
an agency settles a disputes claim out of court, the payment 
will come out of its appropriations. If the agency forces the 
claim into the courts it "frees up" the portion of its budget rep- 
resented by the potential liability because payment there comes 
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out of the Treasury The pressure toward further dela) and 
away from settlement is obvious. 

Eighth. the concurrent jurisdiction of the district courts mer 
claims up to 510,000 appears. in the opinion of many. to be un- 
duly limited Origmall), the distnct courts were given con- 
current jurisdiction so that "lesser" claims could be adjudicated 
less expensi\ely at  the contractor's loca1e-o1 perhaps where the 
greatest number of witnesses (In bleach actions) was located 
The Court of Claims remained the forum ior "greater claims" 
due to Its expertise ~n Government contract suits. However, 
the $10,000 limit was set in 1911." The value of a dollar has 
signiiicantly eroded since that time S o w .  all but the very 
smallest claims must come beiore the Court v i  Claims in Wash- 
I"$tO" 

In summary, these eight problem areas and others have 
creatrd a situation where nearly everyone agrees that the gav- 
ernment contract remedies process is not working as well as It 
should Man? contractors are convinced that there 1s an iniui- 
ilclent remedy if something goes wrong, and that the best 
course for  them t o  iallaw IS totally to avoid btddlng on govern- 
ment contracts When the contract remedies process gets to the 
point of deterring potential competition. homething needs to be 
done. 

More mpartantly, the President and Congress agreed." A 
bipartisan commission was named to stud) not just contract 
remedies, but all phases of government procurement.16 As 
such, this was perhaps the most sweeping study m history of a 
government's procurement program. The makeup of the Com- 
mission was indeed distinguished. It included Senators, Con- 
gressmen, ind:istry leaders, and attorneys. as well as the Under 
Secretaiy of the Nav), the Camptroller General. and the Ad- 
ministrator of General Services of the Unned States On 
December 31, 1972 the Commission xsued its final report" 
which included numerous recommendations for sweeping 
changes in the gubernment procurement process. Giben the CUI- 
rem problems ~n the area of contract remedies, let us look at  
the Comm~srion's recommendations 

In Its consideration of disputes arising in connection with 
contract performance, the Comniissian iirst recommended the 
necessity "to make clear to  the contractor the identity and 

10 
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authority of the contracting officer, and other designated offi- 
cials, to act in connection with each contract.”‘S The reason 
for this recomniendation is fairly obvious. The role of the con- 
tracting officer varies from agency lo agency. Still, it ir the 
contracting officer (CO) who is the “representative of the Gov- 
ernment” in dealings with contractors. It can be very frustrat- 
ing to a contractor to be told one thing by the CO only to find 
out later that the CO never had authority to act. As the Com- 
mission stated, clear delineations of authority will “avoid mis- 
understandings, promote confidence in the procurement pro- 
cess, and improve the climate for the negotiated settlement of 
disputes.” I9 

The Commission’s second proposal also centers on intra- 
agency resolution of disputes. The Commission called for “a 
[timely] informal conference to review contracting officer de- 
cisions adverse to the contractor.’’ 50 The Commission believed 
this informal conference can provide several benefits. It would 
“promote settlements” by bringing in less interested officials 
to hear both sides of a dispute; might add to the C O S  confi- 
dence in making his decisions to  know that his superiors are 
present; should “increase contractor confidence” in the pro- 
curement process by providing for more “open” decisions; and 
could allow the agency to detect and correct erroneous CO de- 
terminations at the earliest possible moment. The agency would 
also be able to screen potentially large 01 legally important 
claims at an earlier stage.’ 

h’ote that these first two Commission recommendations are 
directed a t  the “contractmg officer” procedures. Obviously, 
the more claims that can be resolved at this stage, the better 
theentire process. 

After an extensive look a t  the present administrative board 
structure, the types of cases handled, the time required for 
various board resolutions and many other factors, the Com- 
mission, in its third recommendation. favored retention of the 
current multiple agency board system, but would set minimum 
standards for board personnel and caseload and would grant 
subpoenaand discovery powers to the boards.’: 

This recommendation adopts the current “flexible approach” 
to dispute resolution by allowing each agency to retain boards 
and procedures tailored to the types of disputes that commonly 

11 
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arise in a given agency. The Commission believed that its pro- 
posal would "eliminate the disadvantages" of the consolidated 
"superboard" proposals. It is true that a superboard might 
give "economies of scale" by eliminating duplication, and could 
provide "uniformity o i  practice and procedure." However, 
these advantages are more than outweighed by the disadvan- 
tages of a "superboard." The speedy administrative remedy 
now found In some of the agency boards u,ould probably be lost 
at the superboard A consolidated board would be less familiar 
with the unique problems faced by a single agency; and It would 
not be as responsive to the unique needs o i  a given agency 
Thus. the consolidated board would be less flexible than the 
current agency boards Finally, the Court of Claims, in exist- 
ence for oYer 120 years, has the necessary expertise to handle 
procurement claims. If the necessity for creating a "super- 
board" is indicated, expansion of the Court of Claims trial 
division rather than creation of a new board, would provide the 
same benefits without entailing the vagaries that a new board 
might produce 
New, commissions, new boards and new' agencies are I ~ V B T -  

iahly the quick and easy answer to all governmental problems. 
They cost more, merely transier one man's work to another, 
and usually solve nothing. In short, the Commission is correct 
m its c~nc lusmn  that the multiple agency boards should be 
retained 

The Commission's other suggestions are quite well mken: 
establishing a minimum caseload (to Justify the expense of 
maintaining a full-time board);" establishing minimum quali- 
fications for board members to improve quality;16 and grant- 
ing discovery and subpoena powers to the boards to improve 
the quality of board records and findings.?' 

The Commission's fourth recommendation attacks the delay 
and expense problems inherent in the current remedies situa- 
tian. Under this proposal, regional "small claims boards" would 
be established to provide expedited local handling for disputes 
of $25,000 or less.18 Notably, a decision by a small claims 
hoard * o d d  nor be reviewable in courr. The contractor could 
obtain a de novo court tnal  after an adverse decision, but the 
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Government could not appeal a decision except for fraud. The 
idea here is t o  develop a quick and cheap, yet efficient system 
for resolution of small claims. Because there is no pressure an  
the small claims board to “build a record for review” such a 
board would presumably remain informal in outlook. Whether 
$25,000 is a “small” claim could be questioned. However, with 
the current high costs of litigation, very few claims of this 
amount or less can be economically brought in the courts, and 
this limit is probably valid. 

The fifth Commission recornmendation concerns a h a t  1s 

termed “all disputes power.” This proposal would eliminate the 
current distinction between contract disputes and contract 
breaches; and thereby enable procuring agencies to settle and 
pay any claim in connection with a contract.5q Note that such a 
practice is adopted in conjunction with recommendation six 
which allows the contractor the alternatives a i  seeking the reso- 
lution of any conlracr claim, at the board or in court, as an  ini- 
tial matter. As the Cornmission properly points out, the dis- 
tinction between dispute and breach is “neither logical nor 
useful.” In some cases, the line between the two is quite difficult 
to determine. AU concerned would be better off if this distinc- 
tion were eliminated. 

The Commission’s sixth recommendation is quite important 
to the Court of Claims. It would allow contractors direct court 
access.6o This would provide a third ailernarive forum for dis- 
pute resolution (after the agency boards and the small claims 
boards). The proposal would eliminate the review problems 
created by the Wunderlich Act including the “fact law” dis- 
tinction and the “substantial evidence arbitrary or capricious” 
dilemma discussed earher. If a contractor elected, he would 
litigate before the court’s tnal  division. The court would not 
have to question whether a given contractor had fully exhausted 
his administrative remedies. Certainly this proposal would 
make the court’s job easier. It would also provide a judicial 
forum to those contractors who are worried about the independ- 
ence of the administrative boards. The Commission did not 
believe that providing three alternative forums (four, counting 
the federal distnct courts independently) would lead to forum 
shopping. In the system envisioned by the Commission, each 
forum will fill a rather unique role: the small claims boards for 
a quick, informal and cheap resolution of a dispute; the agency 
boards ior a fairly fast and rather expert resolution; and the 
courts for the more important disputes which call for judicial 

3 q 4 r d  al22~R~commmdal ionJl  
M Lid a123(Re~ommendafion61 
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independence and a well-studied resolution In spite of the  
somewhat greater time and expense which must be inreated 
foracourt  trial. 

Recommendation seven u,ould allow both the contractor Qnd 
the Government the right to judicial review of an adverse 
agency decision 6 '  This would reverse the Supreme Court's de- 
cision in S & E Conrracrors Y Untied Sroier s> In addition to 
eliminating the rather complex determinations involved when 
a contractor appeals only part of a case as in Roxeos-Ajar, this 
proposal recognizes the "adversary nature" of most board heai- 
ings now conducted. In addition, the Commission noted, if the 
suit were brought in the distnct court or in the Court of Claims 
trial division (as in recommendation six). the Government 
would have a right to appeal. Without recommendation seyen, 
the Government could not appeal if the contractor brought the 
action at the board level The Commission saw little basis for 
such adifference 6 j  

The Commmion's eighth recommendation IS d - e x p l a n a -  
tory and laudable. It seeks t o  set "uniform and relatively short 
time periods," limiting the nght to appeal adverse agency de- 

At the present time, a contractor has six years before 
his right of appeal  expire^.^' The Commission would consid- 
erably shorten this-and suggested 90 days as being more ap- 
propriate. 

The ninth recommendation would overturn the Groce and 
Bionchr decisions. It would permit tire reviewing court to take 
additional evidence and make a final disposition of the case 
The thrust of this proposal is clear. to shorten considerably the 
time now required for judicial resolution For example. at least 
four years could have been "lopped" off the appellate time re- 
quired for resolution of the Merrlir-Chapman case which exem- 
plifiesthegreat delay inherent in the present system.*' 

The Commission's tenth recommendation is  to increase the 
district courts' concurrent junsdiction io %100,000.68 While 
this might be a little too high, the current $10,000 ceiling needs 
to be raised. One Commissioner's dissent to this recommenda- 
tionproposedraiiingthirhmit to  $25.000.6p -~ ~~ 

~ n c r s  ah,in:cd 
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Recommendation eleven would force the Government to pay 
interest on all claims awarded by both administrative and ju- 
dicial for urn^.'^ The import of this proposal is clear. It would 
eliminate the current unfairness and hardship imposed on a 
meritorious claimant by forcing him to Irt the Government 
"use his funds" a t  no cost while the dispute resolution process 
moves on. An added benetit is  foreseen in that the Government 
would be encouraged to settle cases more readily. If there is 
some additional cost to the Government attendant in delays 
the Government would probably be less likely to  force doubt- 
ful cases into litigation. 

Recommendation twelve IS also aimed a t  urging the Govern- 
ment to settle cases. This proposal would force payment of 
judgments from agency appropriations." As we have previously 
seen, the agency presently has an interest in forcing claims out 
of the agency into litigation to free up appropriations for other 
purposes. This requirement would provide greater incentive for 
the Government to  settlecases. 

There are other Commission recommendations, but the I2 
just discussed center on the current problem areas between the 
courts and the boards. While they portend no cure-all, they pro- 
vide a comprehensive and fair approach to reform. At this 
point, the even-handed approach that the Commission's recom- 
mendations provide as an entity might be emphasized. All 
parties concerned will obtain certain gains and will be required 
to make certain concessions. For example, the contractors will 
obtain a quicker, fairer and more flexible system for resolution 
of their disputes. The Government will gain the right t o  appeal 
adverse board decisions and, hopefully, the benefits of increas- 
ed bidding competition. The boards will acquire powers they 
currently lack to subpoena evidence and conduct discovery, 
thus improving the quahty of their decisions. The courts will 
get a streamlined and easier-to-apply system of review. Each 
party will also suffer some detnment. The contractors will no  
longer have the exclusive right t o  appeal an adverse decision of 
the agency board. The Government will no longer be free from 
liability far interest on contract judgments. The agencies lose 
the exclusivity of their domain over contract disputes now 
embodied in the exhaustion and finality requirements. Some 
o i  the Court of Claims' caseload is shifted to the small claims 
boards and thedistrict courts. 

All of this leads to  the conclusion that the Commission's 
recommendations create a finely balanced and carefully con- 

-0 rid at 29 LRccammmdamn I I )  
' 8  aid ~ t 2 9 . 1 0 ( R e r a m m ~ n d ~ l i a n  11) 
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sidered package. Taken as a whole, the package seems to be 
the best proposal for remedying many of our current problems. 

Recently, Congressman Rodino introduced a bill which 
would adopt the majority of the Commission's contract reme- 
dies recommendations.'~ With the exception of the Commis- 
sion's proposal to pay judgments from agency appropriations, 
the Rodino bill adopts, in rhe main, the proposals of the Com- 
mission. One provision of the Rodino bill appears to provide 
the greatest impact on the Court of Claims. That provision i v e s  
the contractor the option of direct access to the courts. Can- 
gressman Rodino has remarked that "this option of direct ac- 
cess to court is the keystone of the entire reform system recom- 
mended by the Commission because it provides the flexibility 
that the Commission saw as essential to a fair and workable 
system." The Congressman has identified the most important 
need for the future, and I concur in his analysis. 

An executive branch proposal has suggested the possible 
creation of ~ W O  superboards. This idea has been strongly op- 
posed by many distinguished individuals and groups, among 
them the American Bar Association, the District of Columbia 
Bar Association, the Association of General Contractors, and 
the American Road Builders Association. Answering an  offi- 
cial request for comment, the Court of Claims, through Chief 
Judge Wilson Cowen, has stated, "taken as a whole, the Com- 
mission's recommendations provide the fairest and best-bal- 
anced approach . . . for correcting the inequities and ineffi- 
ciencies in the existing system for the resolution of Government 
contract disputes."'] The Chief Judge went on to support the 
Rodino bill which, in his opmion, provides a better method to 
effectuate the Commission's objectives. 

The Radino bill seems to offer the best system far all parties 
Certainly the beleaguered contractors will find their situation 
enormously improved 

To return to our  original illustrations. , . . Jim Jones, the 
West Coast contractor who doesn't bother to bid on Govern- 
ment contracts, may now well try to "take a fling." Settling 
disputes with the Government wouldn't be nearly as compli- 
cated under the proposed, newprocedures. 

8111 Smith fell the Government awed him 52500 on his com- 
puter job in New England. It was only a small amount, but now 
it wouldn't be too expensive to fight for this claim He could 
move immediatelyinto the small claims board nearest his area. 
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Tom Brown's huge office building down South constructed 
after many difficulties and constant change orders would now 
present a different legal picture. Tom could move immediately 
into the United States Court of Claims, and start with a trial 
denovo. 

The floods, strikes, and other problems that beset Joe John- 
son on his midwest dam would no longer add up to a fourteen- 
year delay. Joe's case could well end before a board of contract 
appeals, but if he wanted to go to court, he could move swiftly 
to an appellate tribunal. In addition, the Government would 
be required to pay interest for the period of time it had the use 
of his money. 

And the contractor who built the bad building for the Army 
using shoddy material could be held to account by the Govern- 
ment through the means of a counterclaim. N o  longer would 
theGovernment's right to appeal be foreclosed. 

The bottom line under this discussion is that things need to 
be done in the contract remedies area. Vital changes must be 
made and must be made as soon as possible. The Rodino bill 
appears to present the best resolution to these major problems. 
And most important of all, these practical recommendations 
will work! 

Perhaps all changes will not be to  everyone's liking, but com- 
promiseis the way our Government really functions. 
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COPYRIGHT IN GOVERNMENT 
PUBLICATIONS: HISTORICAL 

BACKGROUND, JUDICIAL 
INTERPRETATION, AND LEGISLATIVE 

CLARIFICATION* 
Captain Brian R. Price** 

I. INTRODUCTlONt 
Ever since 1895, statutory provisions have prohibited the 

assertion of copyright in any publication of the United States 
Government.1 Although the interaction of the statutory pro- 
visions contained in the printing law and in the copyright law, 

oran) alhergo>ernm 
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and the pronsions themselves raise almost as many questions 
as the provisions answer,' the major issue of what constitutes 
a publication of the United States Government has been largely 
settled by administrative practice,] the courts4 and the Inter- 
pretations of cammentators.s Nonetheless, questions regarding 
the nghts of military authors in works produced in the course 
of their duties still arise, and little readily a\ailable military 
authori ty~savai iabletoquickly resolve theseissues 

Three other questions of rarying degrees of importance are 
alive In the area. although two mag be neatly resolved by the 
Congress in the near future. The two easily resolved questions 
concern the common law nghts of the Government In unpub- 
lished u,orks and the ability of the Government t o  secure a 
copyright In works that are nor "publications" in the sense that 
they are no1 printed documents. The third question is somewhat 
more complex It IS whether the prohibition against copyright 
in government publications should extend to materials pro- 
duced under government funded grants or contracts. This issue 
has not been litigated in recent years and has emerged only in 

a '"govrrnmen! pubhcanon"" 5rr Seclion I \  - 
rndicnal ihal  has k e n  "publlshcd' ~ m e r a l l i '  
/L nexus uirh thr  G a w r n m m l  Ihsc makes Auch 

n a i  unpub!nihed vork on !'le ground rha l  81 IS no1 a 

Rtckoier  294 F 2 d  262 I D  C CI. 
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the congressional hearings considering the revision of the copy- 
right laws. The committee proceedings have provided a forum 
for adsocates on  either side of the question’ and have produced 
little in the way of balanced commentary. Most of the presenta- 
tions have ignored the historical basis for the copyright pro- 
hibition as well as two programs which have explicitly author- 
ized copyright in government subsidized materials for several 
years. 

This article will trace the development of the American com- 
mon law and statutory prohibitions on copyright in government 
publications and synthesize the vanous reasons the courts first, 
and then the Congress, determined that governmental works 
should not be copyrighted. This discussion will illustrate situa- 
tions in which the courts have found the restriction applicable 
and will consider some o i  the other problems typically asso- 
ciated with the publication of materials created by government 
authors. Using the historical and theoretical bases for the pro- 
hibition of copynght in government publications, the article 
will then address two questionable and probably incorrect pro- 
visions of the Army regulation; whether the Government may 
assert common law copyright in unpublished government ma- 
terials; and whether materials produced under government con- 
tracts are the proper subject of copyright. The discussion of 
these issues will draw upon the published congressional hear- 
ings considering the various bills to revise the copyright law 
and will note proposed legislative alterations where appro- 
priate 

11. AMERICAN COMMON LAW ORIGINS 
A .  EARLY SUPREME COGRT CASES 

Even before Congress enacted the first statutory prohibition 
of copyright in government publications, the Supreme Court, 
first in a casual aside, and 1at.r in a more clearly articulated 
holding, determined that on ~..bhc policy grounds there could 
be no copyright in the written judicial opinions of the courts. 
In Wheoron Y. Perers8 the Court, after a thorough review o i  
the British common law, the Umied States Constitution and 

. A s  s general rule hook publishers and researchers have raught en cxrrplmn Io 
Ihr s t a r ~ i e  uhlrh vould pcrmli them thc opparruna\ 10 p u b h h  saumrnenr sponsorrd 
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the early copyright act. held that after publication no common 
law right could serve as the basis far copyright; and that ~n 
order to obtain a copyright, compliance with the notification 
and delivery provisions of the statute was indispensable. Before 
remanding the case for trial on the issue of compliance with 
the act, the Courr, Joined by Justices Thompson and Baldwin, 
who had dissented on the merits, gratuitously remarked 

Thai rhr C O W  # r e  unanlmoud! d the opirnm chat no :cparrrr ha, or 
can h a w  an$ cop!nght 10 rhr U r l t I ~ n  op1mom dehwmd by rhli ~ e ~ n ,  and 
lhal  thrludgel thereof cannot confer nnan! reporter an) such rlghf * 

In its first attempt to eiucidate the position taken in the final 
lines of Whearon v .  Peters lhe Court appeared to rely on three 
somewhat related theories, each having its basis in "public 
policy." The case of Banks v .  MQncherrerlo involved a statutory 
scheme whereby the reporter of the Ohio Supreme Court was 
to secure a copyright in that court's opinions for the benefit of 
the state. The Court rejected the plaintifl's contention that the 
reporter could obtain a copyright in the opinions, stalements 
of the cases. syllabi or headnotes, all of which had been pre- 
pared by thejudges The first basis of the opinion stated that: 

In no proper  enr re can the judge uha (prrparcd aII chr malcml 10 bc 
3 0  as l e  canfrr cap)nehrcd] b regarded 81 Lhelr allthor 01 p m p m l a r  

an! 1111e on ihcrlair ' 
Then the Court commented that the judges 

tation of Wheaton's name, the 

pacity to empower the reporter to obtain a copyright in their 
decisions What was unclear was whether this result flowed 
from the judges' failure to obtain the status of 'authors". 
whether the judges' receipt of statutory compensation pre- 
cluded them from obtaining an addirional pecuniary reward; 

expositions of the law. were 
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simply noncopyrightable. This final consideration was in all 
probability the motivating rationale, because in its final sen- 
tence, the Court extended its language in Wheaton, which in- 
volved its own decisions, to all courts: the Justices in effect 
stated that no judge of any court could confer exclusive rights 
to his judicial labors on any person. 

One month later the Court had another opportunity to clarify 
Wheaton and took the opportunity to inferentially reempha- 
size the final rationale of Banks as the basis of its decision. In 
Callaghan v. Myers,l4 the plaintiff was the assignee of the re- 
porter of the Supreme Coun  of Illinois who had prepared con- 
siderable original material and appended it to the opinions of 
the coun. The defendant, who had been sued for infringing 
the assignee's copyright, contended that the reports were pub- 
lic property and therefore not susceptible of private ownership. 
Myers also alleged that the reporter was not an author within 
the meaning of the copyright act. The Court, relying on what 
was not stated in Wheaton, concluded that the Court must have 
determined that Wheaton could have obtained a copyright in 
the materials which he appended to the Supreme Court's opin- 
ions. Had this not been the case, there would have been no 
cause to return the case for trial on the issue of compliance with 
statutory prerequisites. Further, the Coun  found the reporter 
to be an author under the statute and despite his public position 
and salary, found him to be capable of obtaining copyright in 
his additions to judicial opinions absent any explicit inhibition. 
Clearly then, the Court read Whearon and Banks as having pre- 
cluded the assertion of property rights in judicial opinions on 
the basis that the law cannot become the property of any one 
individual. It excluded the "author" and "compensation" bases 
of the Banks opinion and reiied upon it for the proposition that 
"there can be no copyright , , , in the opinions of the judges, or 
in the work done by them in their official capacity as judges 
. . . ' ' ' 3  presumably because the freest access to such works 
should be encouraged. 

This theory of the Court's rario decidendi has not been uni- 
versally accepted by the commentators who have discussed the 
issue. While Howell strenuously questions whether any copyright 
can subsist m judicial reports,16 Nimmer seems to view the 
double compensation rationale as a persuasive basis for dis- 
abling government employees from obtaining copyright in ma- 
terials produced within thescope of their employment: 
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Nimmer continues by stating that this exception for reporters 
who were paid government employees may be explained on the 
basis of "a time honored usage."'B Indeed, such an argument 
has a substantial persuasiveness to it. The fact that reporters of 
court decisions may copyright matenal they prepare in the 
scope of their duties probably 1s a result of the Court's failure 
to squarely face the question of the copyrightability of a govern- 
ment employee's work in Wheoron Y. Perers. Between Wheaton 
and the two 1888 decisions, Banks and Callaghan, lower courts 
had commented upon the Supreme Court's inferential ruling 
that Wheaton was entitled to copyright his additions to the 
Supreme Courr Reporrslq and an influential commentator 
though: the question of copyright in the reporter's notes, and 
even in the decisions themselves, was easily answered in the 
affirmative.20 The question of the ability of the reporter to 
copyright his additions to the reports not having been litigated, 
the Court may have failed to realize the full implicalions of its 
remand of the case to the circuit court. 

Nonetheless, by 1890 there appeared to be either an excep- 
tion to the general allowability of copyright ior expositions of 
the law; a presumption which prohibited copyright by govern- 
ment employees of material created in the scope of their em- 
ployment with an anomalous exception for reporters of judicial 
opinions; or, most likely, a general prohibition of copyright in 
materials u,hich constituted "the law" and a presumption, that 
absent express language or firm tradition to the contrary, pub- 
lications of government employees could not be capynghted 
because they belonged to the writer's employer-the public at  
large 

B. LOWER COURT DECISIONS A N D  
AD.WI.VISTR4 TIVE OPINION 

Even bcfare the first statutory restnction on copyright in gov- 
ernment publications emerged in 1895, the general practice, if 
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we can believe a contemporary source, was to publish govern- 
ment printed material without complying with the formalities 
for obtaining a copyright.2' Indeed, the public at large, or at 
least litigants challenging another's right to property in a docu- 
ment that had some connection with the Government, ire- 
quently alleged or assumed that all public documents were in 
the public domain. 

The practical ramifications of the government's failure to  
properly claim copyright emerge in bits and pieces from occa- 
sional reports of judicial and legislative consideration o i  the 
copynght ISSUC.  In Blunr Y .  Pollen12 the defendant claimed he 
had not infringed the plaintiffs copyright in a map because he 
had merely copied a public document, which anyone was iree 
to do, T h e  decision is not clear whether Patten claimed the map 
m'as public merely because the author had transmitted a copy 
to the Navy Department for government use and preservation 
in the public archives, or because the Navy had provided assist- 
ance in the preparation of the map. The chart was prepared by 
the piaintiii and his crew, although the commander of a naval 
station had permitted the use of a naval vessel in making the 
survey in question. The government assistance was given with 
the express understanding that the results of the work were to 
be far the plaintiffs private benefit. The circuit judge con- 
cluded: 

[ n h c  prercnlr that II became a Pubbr document from k l n g  depol lkd in 

A more direct relationship with the Government mandated a 
diiferent result in Heine v .  Appleron." There the plaintifi at- 
tempted to a s e R  his copynght on  drawings which he had made 
while employed by the Government during Commodore Perry's 
expedition to Japan. After Congress had ordered Perry's report 
of his journey published, the plaintifi sued IO enjoin publication 
of a subsequent edition. His motion was quickly denied because 
he could not qualify as an  "author" lor the purpose of the stat- 
ute because his 

skelchri and drauingi were made for the governmsnt. lo b 81 lhcir dispoial, 
and Caniresi h, ardcnnn the ?mort whish conrained tho%< rkcmhcs and 
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drauingi. to  be published for thc b n c f i l  of Lhr public a8 large, has shereby 
8 ~ ~ n t h r m i a t h r p u b l i r  .' 

An opinion of The Judge Advocate General rendered in 1897 
illuminates the administrative interpretation given to the Su- 
preme Court precedents during this same period.'b The facts 
giving rise to the opinion involved an  Army officer's assertion of 
copyright in a published course of rifle and carbine instruction 
which he had prepared under orders from competent authority. 
When other officers revised the work several years later, they 
questioned the propnety of republishing the matenal in view 
of the original author's copyright. The opinion concluded that 
the facts that the first author had prepared the instructions "in 
his official capacny. . . . in the performance of his duty . . . and 
under [his government] salary" were sufficient grounds to hold 
"the copy right [sic] was not a valid one." However, after this 
clear articulation that the nature of the officer's duties preclud- 
ed him from obtaining a valid copyright, The Judge Advocate 
General brought his decision into line with Whearon v. Peters 
bystating: 

[Tlhr r~su!ationi  si m:grnally prepared, ranaidrrrd. rrincd and idaprcd 
bcame the  official public resulallani iar rifle and caibme firing ~n the arm). 
and that thcrrfarc the?  could 81 8gun revised b) other oificcri in iheir 
affirm1 c ipaci iy ,  b pnnrcd b) thc Goicrnmrnt  for diirnbuiion to chi  arm). 
xi ihourmn/rap~mmi ~ / r h ~ r n p i . i p h r r r J ~ r n d i a  '' 

This phraseology appears to undercut the prior basis of the de- 
cision by seeming to concede the validity of the author's copy- 
right, even though the copynght could not bar the Army from 
utilizing the work One theory that might pstify this position IS 
the implicit assumption that even if a copyright did exist, 11 be- 
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longed to the Government by virtue of the fact that it was ob- 
tained by an employee for work created within the scope of his 
duties.ls 

The factual situations In BIunr and Heine are so dlfferent 
that meaningful conclusions of other than the broadest type are 
difficult 10 substantiate, and the JAG opinion seems to  adopt 
theories compatible with both. It is, at this point, unclear 
whether public documents other than expositions of the law 
were as a matter of pnncipie debarred from copyright protec- 
tion or whether publication without compliance with the statu- 
tory formalities forfeited otherwise allowable protection. The 
defendant in Blunt urged the former construclion, while the 
language in Heine and the JAG opinion can be read to support 
thelatter view. 

The last pre-statute case sheds little more light on the ques- 
tion of copyright in government publications than did the ear- 
lier cases. Hanson Y. Jnecard Jewelry c0.2~ merely held that 
a compilation of materials drawn from public documents could 
be copyrighted. The basis of the decision was that “such pub- 
lications are valuable sources of information and require labor, 
Care and some skill in their publication.”3O As with most of 
these pre-statute matenah, the noncopyrightability of govern- 
ment published works is implicit in the court’s opinion, but no 
reasonfartherestiictianIs stated. 

These events compnse the available sources of information 
on the practice and opinion concerning copyright in govern- 
ment publications prior to the enactment of lhe first statutory 
proscription in 1895. The events noted above, and the uncer- 
tainty of the rules respecting copyright in governmental publi- 
cations would not in a11 probability have provoked legislation 
to regularize the status of property rights in governmental pub- 
lications31 had it not been for the Richardson Affair. This par- 
ticular interlude m coneressional historv has been thorouehlv 
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treated elsewhere" and will be noted here only to the extent 
necessary to illuminate the considerations that found their ex- 
pression in the first congressional prohibition o i  copyright in 
governmental documents 

111 STATUTORY PROHIBITIONS ON COPYRIGHT 
IN GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS 

A.  THE 1895 PRI.VTING LAW 
An 1694 Joint Resolution delegated to the Joint Committee 

on Printing the task of pubhhing  a collection of presidential 
communications including messages, addresses and proclama- 
t i ~ n ~ . ~ ~  Unfortunately, no provision appropriated the funds 
necessar) ior prepublication collection and editorial work. 
Congressman Richardson, Chairman of the Committee, vol- 
unteered his services, spent considerable time and effort in the 
process, and sought and received compensation in the form of 
a set of duplicate plates from the Public Printer. The year be- 
fore, Richardson himself had developed a bill which included 
P provision allouing the sale of duplicate plates to the public." 
To preclude the assertion of copyright by users of these plates, 
a restriction on copyright in reprints of government publications 
%'as inserted35 and then the general prohibition on copyright 
in eovernment Dubhcations was added.lb Richardson took out 
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a copyright on  his editions, and although he claimed that he 
did not assert his copyright as against the Government3' and 
that his editorial work added onginal material to the editions, 
a Senate committee later found that Richardson should never 
have obtained a copyright on  those materials.jB This finding 
was based on the considerations that the work as a whole had 
been commissioned by Congress and more speclfically that: 

If ,ha ~ C ~ Y ~ C C I  ai m y  author or eomprbr cmplayed by the Gouemmcnr IC 
qurc 10 b campcnaarcd, pl)mml rhould b mndr m money frankly and 
p r o p d y  appropnatcd for that purpo~c.  and rhc rcrdflng book or  other 
publication 10 whole and a8 to  m y  part should bF alva)i %I the ! r ~ c  YY o! !he 
people. and this, without doubt. u a a v h n l c o n g i i i m t ~ n d e d  

l k s  statement, while clarifying the Richardson case, began the 
confusion which to some extent still exists concerning the defi- 
nition of "Government publications." m The Superintendent of 
Documents, for his purposes, defined the term as publications 
reproduced and disseminated under the auspices of the Gov- 
ernment.4j The Attorney General echoed this interpretation."i 
This definition, however, ignores the problems generated when 
government sponsored or federal works are not officially print- 
ed by the Government. 

Another example of the narrow coverage of the 1895 Act was 
geminating even as the printing law was being debated. As a 
section of the printing law, the bill could obviously hope to con- 
trol only printed material and not other works subject to copy- 
right. In Dielmon Y. While" the plaintiff had been commis- 
sioned by the Library of Congress to create a mosaic for a wall 
of the Library. He submitted his cartoon, complete with notice 
of copyright, for approval: and after the contract administrator 
had approved the design, the mosaic was fashioned and hung, 
always beanng the statutory notice. When the artist subse- 
quently objected to the publication of unauthorized photo- 
graphs of his work, the court dismissed his bill. Relying on  the 
normal patron-artist principle that the patron would obtain 
copyright in any work he commissioned absent agreement to 
the contrary, the judge dismissed the parties' citation of Banks, 

See 25 C o w  Rrc 1766(1893) 2 e s L x  Srirfcl, w p r o  note 32, at 22" 61  
3,  I N I E E T I G A T I ~  R r r ~ r l h a  TO M r s l ~ a r r  A\D PAPERS or THE Paiilorurr, 

S R W h o  14' ) ,581hCong, l l iS~1r  211900) 
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Caiiaghan and government-related patent cases as "remote," 
and found that '"considering . . . the habits of governmental 
officers"M the evidence of acquiescence was not sufficient to 
overcome the presumption ofcopyright vesting in the patron. 

The failure of the court to make mention of the newly enacted 
prohibition of copyright i s  not surprising in light of 11s emer- 
gence In the printing act and its reference to "publications" or 
"reprints."ii Indeed, this interpretation of the decision has 
been iollowed in a recent case,<6 More surprismg. however. 
is the absence of any concern over the origination of and pay. 
men1 for the project by the Government. Nowhere dld [he court 
make any mention o i  the dual compensation or public domain 
arguments which served to justify the common law prohibition 
ofcopyright in government publications. 

B. THE COPYRIGHT A C T  
The statutory provision was substantially incorporated into 

rhe copyright law in the hurried passage" of the 1909 re- 
and the courts, with some exceptions, began to go be- 

yond the mere face of the statute and elaborated on the reasons 
for the prohibition. One case noted that a document's "public 
character"4q excluded it from copyright protection. This "char- 
acter" must have attached as a result of the article's publica- 
tion as an  official document by the V.S. Bureau of Education; 
the court noted in dictum that the author was not herself dis- 
abled from asserting her copyright in the article prior to its 
publication without statutory formaliries. 

C JUDICIAL 1.VTERPRETATIO.V OF THE A C T S  
This theor! of the prohibition was further developed in 

Sherrdi Y. Grievrs.5o a case involvrng a -government officer 
4. Id ri 891-1! 
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whose writings were initially printed a t  government expense. 
While willing to concede that such publication may have made 
the pamphlet a government publication "in the mere physical 
sense," 5 1  the court was unwilling to conclude that the physical 
act of printing by the Government was sufficient to invoke the 
restriction ofthe statute. 

In Sherrill, the plaintiff was an  Army officer, teaching ad- 
vanced courses in map reading, topography and surveying a t  
the Command and General Staff College. In his leisure time, he 
worked on his book, which was produced for, and was in iact 
used in civilian institutions, as well as by his military audience. 
When the author sued Grieves for infringing his copyright, both 
parties to the litigation agreed that the plaintiff was under no 
duty to reduce his lectures to writing, but nevertheless the 
defendant urged that: 

Thhe dcrval a1 eop)nght 10 any pubhcation of Ihe Governmrnr or  ID an? r r  
p m  af rhc whole or B pan t h w d  has the $ ~ r o n g ~ s t  public e q w y  PI /I! ban.  
In 811 w c h  CPIC~ the public has paid the c06f of publicauon and. p m u m a b l i  
in all, he8 also pmd I h i  eo11 a1 pcoducmg the iubiect matLci by &alary 01 

other compmialmn to thoir who haw ercaod or prcpircd the mtlu for  
pvbliralion 

To accept such an  argument would be to affirm the proposition 
that 

by cntcnne rhc mp1a)mcnt  oi the G o v m m c n t  a p l n o n  i d 8  d l  his mcmm 
physical and mental. to  Ihc Gavcrnmcnt 11 'he) ~ d s u  10 BOY rubjeer mm 
d i a l r w t h  b) himin p(rioormm% hiadulles 33 

This the court refused to do, basing its conclusion on the fact 
that military officers d o  in fact write books that have been copy- 
righted and used in government schools and on the early Su- 
preme Court holdings that court reporters may copyright their 
"origina1"additions to the opinions. 

Even though the court off-handedly cited the Supreme 
Court's decisions without considering the anomaly that the Re- 

s ' idar290-91.20C0 Bull at688 
" i d  at290,2OCO Bvll a1681 

Id #I 290, 20 C 0 Bull. 81 687,  accord. SPJGP 1942 5928. Drc 17, 1942, 1 BUL 
TAG371 
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porter was permitted to assert copynght in material that he 
prepared in the course of his duties, 11 seemed to base its de- 
cision on the fact that Sherrill produced the materials in addi- 
tion to the duties he was contractually obligated to perform. 
Furthermore, the court concluded that there was nothing finan- 
cially improper in the arrangement inasmuch as the Govern- 
ment madeadealthat was obviously toitsadvantage. 

Ostensibly using the same test, the Federal District Court for 
the Southern District of New York held that an employee was 
not entitled to damages for the infringement of a map he had 
created u-hile in Alaska on government business:" 

[ \b lhm an e m p l a ? ~ ~  create5 iamcthing ~n cmnicf ion with h a  duUci 
undrr  his ~ m p l o i m e n l ,  che thing ircafrd 13 rhr prop~n! af thr ~mpla!er 
and an> copinghL ablamrd thereon b! the empla!eF Is dremcd held In llusl 
farihr~mploirr 3' 

The court found the requisite nexus between the plaintiffs 
work and the publication in the fact that the map would pro- 
mote interest in Alaska and therefore that the publication of the 
map "relates directly to the subject matter of the plaintiffs 
work."56 Even though the required relationship between the 
scope of employment and the literary product is much more 
distant here, and the "connection with" test is much broader 
than others used, it 1s worthy of note that the court felt the need 
to protect taxpayer dollars and prevent double compensation: 
there was "no evidence that this was not done on government 
time";li and a subordinate government employee as well as 
government facilities had been utilizedin the project. 

The rationale of the Sawyer case has been criticized'" and 
was not followed in the series of cases resolving Vice Admiral 
Hyman Rickover's right to copyright certain speeches given by 
him," some of which related to his duties as a naval ofiicer. 
Because the speeches were the outgrowth o i  Rickover's govern- 
ment activities, were in part prepared on what the plaintiff 
alleged was "government time" and were produced with the 
assistance of government facilities, the plaintiff deemed that 
they werein thepublicdomain, free ofcopyright." 

CraucllPublilhlngCo ,46F Supp 471(S D Y  7 194P 
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The district court, using language reminiscent of Sherrill V .  

Gneves, divided publications emanating from government of- 
ficers or employees into three categories: first, where the indi- 
vidual is hired to write for the government as part of his official 
duties; second, where the writing has no connection whatever 
with the individual's duties; and third, a class of writings some- 
where between the first two, In this group are those works 
which "have some bearing on, or that arise out o f .  , , official 
actions"" although their preparation is not part of the person's 
official duties. The district court relied on the public interest 
in fostering the intellectual growth of government employees 
to the exclusion of "minor considerations" such as the facts 
that the work might have been prepared during office hours or 
with the assistance of government facilities or personnel. The 
court added that abuse of government facilities could be con- 
trolled by administrative regulations,6' and noted that several 
of the nation's more valuable literary creations have been pro- 
duced by individuals an  the government payroll. After deciding 
the publication issue6' in the Admiral's favor, Judge Holtzoff 
dismissed the plaintiffs complaint for a declaratory judgment 
onthe ments.' 
On appeal t o  the District of Columbia Circuit, the plaintiff 

reiterated its readine of section 8 .  Mr. Justice Reed, sitrink bv . I ,  

designation, decline; to accept the proposition that a govern- 
ment official who speaks or writes on matters with which he 1s 

concerned as an official is by virtue of his official status barred 
from assening a copyright in such materials. Instead, he found 
that none of the speeches was a government publication.6' In 
the process of reaching this decision the court interpreted the 
statutory prohibition as having been enacted to promote the 
All rhe courts uhirh considend Ihs imw decidcd rhai the spctchei ID I ~ Y C  were not 
"gavernmcnl p~bllcal lnni '  The OICYII  COY^ differed DO the  i b s w  of uhcihor there 
had been B general publication of the speeches which >m>alrdated ani subsequent 
iopynghf 284F2dar269-,2 

L '  I V F  Tupp atW4 

d a3 AR 160.51 ''Pcrmnal larrar? DI public spcakme 
during normal uorkmg houri or aicompliahrd uirh ,he 

erica? Lithographic C o ,  I34 F 321 (2d 

p r n p c n i  in t i c  s o r i  or  bar rhs 

* ' i h F  Tupp at607 
284F 2da126Y 
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"broadest publicity for matters of government" and limited the 
term "government publication" to encompass only material 
"commissioned or printed at the cost and direction of the 
United States," in other words "authorized expositions on 
matters of governmental interest by governmental authority." 67 

After this discourse the circuit court looked to officials' con- 
duct and judicial opinions to confirm this finding. However, the 
court reversed and remanded the case for further proceedings 
ontheissue ofpublication without notice ofcopynght.68 

In a per curiam opinion the Supreme Coun  vacated the court 
of appeals' decision and returned the case to the district court 
because, in light of the importance of the decision, the "record 
was woefully lacking." 69 Consequently, the Court refused t o  
exercise its discretion and render a declaratory judgment. 
Among the matters the Court deemed important for a complete 
presentation of the question were the following: 

[nht S I T S Y ~ ~ ~ ~ C C I  of the prcpemmn and 01 the dolivery 01 the $peethcs 
an conlrovcn? in rililmn 10 !he Yxc AdmraIII offlclsl duriri The n ~ t u r c  
and %cope of his duuci , rhc use by him of e ~ v c r n m i n l  l a c l l i r i i i  end gav. 
Crnrncnl pe~sonncl ID thr prcparalran of lhcie xplcchcs [and] admm. 
~ntrafwcpraclice. in ialarai  I I  ma! nlnanll!  nhed light. 

Like the lower courts, the Supreme Court was concerned with 
the scope of Rickover's duties, the use of government facilities 
and personnel, and the administrative practice pertaining to (it 
must be assumed) other government authors. Siding with past 
authorities, the Court was apparently concerned that properly 
belonging to the Government was being appropriated to pri- 
vate use and that the use of government facilities could have a 
bearing upon whether a particular item was a publication of 
the United States Government.' 

D. RATIONALES FOR THE PROHIBITI0.N 
The prohibition of copynght m government documents has 

been justified on a number of bases. The early judicial decisions 
relied on the policy that expositions of the law could not belong 
to any one person and that absent express agreement or long- 
standing tradition, works of government employees created In 

" l d  &I 268 The c m r r  rrlisd an rhr prmmonr af rhr 1895 Act  BI Ihc i o U r u  of 

Ll,r:d 
'dFI 

rr'ordedcui .. 
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their official capacity could not be copyrighted because the 
works belonged to the employer, the public a t  large. This com- 
mon law basis was reflected by text writers, through admin- 
istrative practice and injudicial decisions. 

In the commotion surrounding the Richardson Affair, legis- 
lation was passed to prohibit copyright in any publication of the 
Government, ostensibly any material printed by the Govern- 
ment through its official printing facilities. The congressional 
debates reflect that the Congress' purpose was to  make public 
documents more readily available to the public a t  large," a 
rationale similar to the reasons underlying the common law 
proscription of copyright in the sources comprising the law, 
statutes,'] judicial decisions," and eventually legislative his- 
tory." As a posr hoc rationale, a Senate committee articulated 
the theory that there should be no "hidden" benefits involved 
in the production of government documents. Money should be 
frankly appropriated to cover the services of all compilers and 
authors, and the public should not pay twice, once through 
taxes, and a second time to the author for his copyright royal- 
t,es. 

The first appearance of the prohibition in the copyright laws 
came with no floor discussion of the issue. At only one point 
during the lengthy hearings did the question arise, and there 
the testimony indicated that the law was "perfectly well set- 
tled"'6 and needed no  more explicit enumeration. Unfortu- 
nately. if this clarity existed then, it did not continue. Not only 
did the absence of a definition of the operative term itself pose 
problems, but as in the past, the courts affixed their decisions 
to any rationale for the prohibition which suited their purposes. 
When a court desired to uphold a government employee's copy- 
right, It would merely claim that an individual does not sell his 
entire being to his employer when he assumes his position. 
Where copyright was denied, COUTIS focused on  a document's 
"public character," or the fact that public funds were either di- 
rectly or indirectly involved in the publication of the document. 

'.The iniertian of the p r m w m  dlnwmg the Public Pnntrr IO rcU duphcale 
uould aid the  c t r c ~ l a t m n  01 knowledge uah. 

public %C~\ICC or m? extra charse to  the Fmsrnrnent' IS 
plnlsi 10 an?onc uho dersrd rhcm " 

k 2 i F 6 1 I C C D  Umn 1866) 
34F 319(C C Y  D Y  Y 1888) 

h 357. 20 Stal 20, uhich authorized Ihs purchase 
o n g i # m m o I  Glob? and alm required xhr p w s h s x  uf the p h i r i  and back 
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In summar), then. copyright in "government publications" has 
been denied because: 

In a democracy uhere the widest possible publlc dissemi- 

a. expositions of the law (statutes, judicial opinions and 
legislative histories) cannot be copyrighted because every- 
one IS presumed to knou, the law and no one can be given 
a monopoly on publishing these expositions. 
b materials generated by government emplo)ees and mi- 
tiall) printed by the government should be given the 
wldeit. least expensive distribution. which IS possible only 
d no one can monopolize the publicatlon or republication 
ofanitem. 

2. The Government should frankly recognize and openl) 
appropriate the money io cover the cost of 11s public docu- 
ments; and the pubhc should not have to pay twice, once 
through appropriations and then again through royalties. 
3.  Employees cannot claim property In their work because It 
belongs to their employer, the public a t  large, and should 
thereiore be inthe publicdomain 
4. Government employees cannot be compensated twice for 
material produced In the scope of their official.$uties Their 
only source of compensation can be their employer 
5 .  Government facihties ma) not be used for private gain: 
any such use will result In the iorieiture of the rights to any 
property so 

IV. ACTUAL PRACTICE UNDER THE STATUTE 

Despite the general acceptance of the proposition that for 
the purposes of section 8 of title 17 a "publication of the United 
States Government" IS a work produced by a goi'ernmenl em- 
ployee within the scope of his employment. whether or not 
privately the transformation of this principle into 

1 
nationofmaterials ofpublicinterestx consideredvital. 
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administrative practice has not been consistent with the judicial 
interpretation of the statute. If the approach of the Department 
of the Army can be used as an example, it demonstrates the 
problems which arise when administratm regulations attempt 
to control employee conduct through the use of the copyright 
laws. Although some of the regulatory provisions are consistent 
with the purposes of tbe copyright provision, they do consider- 
able violence to the terms of the statute and ignore its history. 

Other problems crop up when governmental agencies, in- 
cluding the Army, wish to avoid the terms or the intent of the 
statute. In some instances these agencies have blatantly vio- 
lated both the letter and the judicial interpretation of the statute 
by claiming (or authorizing employee-authors to claim) copy- 
right in publications which were prepared as part of their off,. 
cia1 duties, and which have on  occasion even been printed by 
the Government Printing Office. Another issue is whether the 
Government can assert a common law copyright in material 
and thereby prevent its dissemination. Finally, the practice of 
avoiding the spirit of the statute by paging nonemployee con- 
tractors or  grantees to create government works and then per- 
mitting such authors to copyright their works should be ex- 
amined. 

A.  IVTERPRETATI0.V OF THE COPYRIGHT L A W  
IN A R M Y  REGL'LATIONS 

Army regulations have adopted a reading of the prohibition 
of copyright in governmental publications which is broader in 
language and application than the judicial decisions which have 
interpreted the statute in at  least two particulars. The first of 
these provisions transforms the statutory term "publication" 
into the broader term "work."8o The second regulatory pro- 
vision interprets the statute as prohibiting private copyright in 
any work prepared by an employee even as part of his "im- 
plied" duties.6' This interpretation, if not inaccurate, pushes 
the provision to its outer limits and without further clarlfication 
1s misleading. A third portion of the regulation, which purports 
to give the Government a rovaltv-free license to  utilize a vahdlv 
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copyrighted work which was created with the use of any gov- 
ernmental facilities.82 derives not from the copyright law itself 
but rather from a Jurisdlct!onal provision of the Cnired Srares 
Codexand should beexamined. 

1. "Anypublicorion or orhercopyrrghrablex-ark.. . "  
The use of the word ''publication" in section 8 has provoked 

difficulties in discerning the section's true meaning. The use of 
a term so directly and exclusively applicable to pnnted media 
may leave classes of copqrightable but nonprinted works out- 
side the coverage of the statute Indeed, there is persuasive 
historical and judicial support for this interpretation of the 
statute. 

Initially included in the 1895 Printing Act, the prohibition on 
copyright in government publications must be read in light of 
the Richardson Affair There, 11 will  be remembered. Con- 
gressman Richardson obtained a duplicate set of the printing 
plates which had been used to print a congressionally funded 
compilation of the messages of the Presidents Richardson then 
printed his own edition with the plates and da rned  copyright 
in his version. Although Richardson obtamed his electrotype 
plates by gift rather than under the statute u,hich permitted 
the purchase of such plates, the Congress had only one year 
earlier prohibited the assenion of copyright nor only in mate- 
rials produced from duplicate plates but also m any 'Gov- 
ernment publication."dd When a congressional committee re- 
viewed the Richardson affair it found that this type situation 
was precisely what the Congress had intended to prohibit. Be- 
cause this provision was first enacted in a printing statute, the 
reach of the original statute can only have extended to mate- 
rials printed by direction of the Government. When a variant 
on the statutory language was incorporated intn the copynght 
law, the drafters considered their action as merely havlng per- 
petuated settled law.B( Thus, the origin of the provision sup- 
ports the proposition that the term "publication" was intended 
tomeanadocumentpnnted by order ofthe Government. 

iigh:m pri i ,eC,pubPrhrduork,  o f r h ~ C a r c m r n e m  SrrScctlonli  E ruPm 
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This historical interpretation conveniently meshes with the 
particular wording used and is consistent with the terms which 
the Congress has used when referring to broader classes of 
works in the copyright statute. Section 8 itself utilues the term 
"work" when identifying the class of materials which cannot be 
copyrighted because they are in the public domain or had been 
published prior to 1909 without notice of copyright.86 The 
term "work" is likewise used in section 10 of the Code which 
prescribes the manner for securing a copyright upon publica- 
tion!' In short, while the selection of the term "publication" 
was manful and in a11 probability an unthinking adoption of 
the language of the pnor printing law, the word choice seems 
deliberate and the term certainly encompasses a smaller class 
of material than the term "work." 

The facts and the judicial opinions in Sherr v .  Universal 
Motch CorporotionE8 illustrate the distinction between the use 
of the term "publication" and the broader term "work." There 
two soldiers with some artistic abilities were relieved from their 
other duties to design and create a statue which depicted a 
charging soldier dressed in full battle gear. The work was 
created by the plaintiffs largely during their duty hours and 
was fashioned from Army supplies and with Army equipment. 
Shortly before the statue was to be unveiled, one of the soldier- 
artists placed a copyright symbol on a portion of the statue 
where it was imperceptible to anyone who would view the 
statue once it had been put in place. 

After the sculptors' discharge from the Army, they sued the 
defendant match company for infringing their copyright by 
manufacturing and selling match covers bearing a picture of 
the statue. The district court and the circuit court of appeals 
both granted the defendants' B9 motion for summary judgment 
on the basis that the plaintiffs were not entitled to a copyright 
in their production. 

The district court found that the statue was not a "publica- 
tion of the United States Government" because that term re- 

I mlv I0m.X o! ,n I n ,  *.ri 
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fers only to printed matter,'0 but held that the plaintiffs were 
not entitled to a copyright because the statue had been pub- 
liihed wiihout valid notice of ~ o p y r i g h t . ~ '  The Second Circuit 
avoided the section 8 question,'> and affirmed the judgment 
of the district court on the ground that any right in the statue 
vested in the Government under the provision of the copyright 
1awdealingwith"works for hire." 

The interesting point IS that the Second Circuit also avoided 
the government's counterclaim that it be assigned the plaintiffs' 
copyright in the event that they prevailed. The circuit court 
saw no "necessity to make such a determination."" However, 
given the logic of thc district court's reasoning and its citation 
of authorit], a strong possibihty exists that the Government 
could have obtained copyright in the statue had the notice of 
copyright been effective. 

Sherr is not the only judicial opinion which has seemed to 
confine the term "publication" to printed material. In the rust 
Rickover opinion, the Federal District Court for the District 
of Columbia noted that the only materials which were indis- 
putably "publications of the United States Government" were 
those "prepared by a Government officer or employee as part 
of his official duties and issued by the Government as a public 
document ' ' w  

These cases highlight the Inartful drafting of the act and 
suggest that any number of nonpnnted materials can be the 
proper subject of a governmental copyright under the current 
law. This result is inconsistent with all the ennounced reasons 
behind the general prohibition of copyright in government- 
produced materials, and will be corrected if the House of Rep- 
resentatives passes the currently proposed revision of the copy- 
right law or an equivalent bill and the President signs such 
a bill into law. Section 105 of the bill currently before the 
House96 and af the bill whch has already passed the Senate" 
proscribes copyright in any "work of the United States Govern- 
ment." The Senate Repon accompanying the bill makes no 
mention that a purpose of the bill is to expand the coverage of 
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the current section 8 to clarify the Sherr problem,g8 but the 
intent 1s ob\ )us. After enactment of this or similar legislation, 
there w,ill bs clear authority to ensure that not only writings, 
but artistic works created by government officers or employees 
in the scope of their duties will be in the public domain. Until 
such time, however, the current language of the Army regula- 
tinn will continue to be suspect. 

2 .  .Material "prepared by an employee as pari of h o  duiies, 
either express or implied. . , ." 

There is no dispute that publications created by government 
officers or employees within the scope of their duties may not 
be copyrighted." This phraseology obviously includes publi- 
cations which such personnel create under direct orders from 
competent authority.Jm It is, however, more dfiicult to deter- 
mine the status, for copyright purposes, of materials not so di- 
rectly related to a governmental employee's express responsi- 
bilities 

Of the courts which have considered the requisite nexus be- 
tween an officer or employee's duties and a work he seeks to 
copyright, those in the Sherrill and Rickover cases differen- 
tiated between material which has been expressly required by 
the terms of the author's employment and material which has 
been prepared on the individual's own volition, although it 
relates in some way to his governmental duties. In Sherrill v .  
Grieves, the defendant-infringer asserted that the pamphlet 
entitled "Military Sketching" was created as part of the au- 
thor's implied duty to provide the school's students with the 
best instruction of which he was capable, including the prep- 
aration of the text: 

li to  rhr Govemmenc IO $w ID the student 
on contained m the pamphlot if lhal  U ~ / E  the 

of which hc -8% capablr and thaL uhrn he 
adapted 8s s means af periarmlng hla duri w r l l l ~ n  ~nstrur t lons and had them 
p r m e d  &I Goiernmmr exynsr ~n a Go\cmment  p m w c  Ihr E O Y ~  must 
e ~ s u r n e  he had Ihe m m e n t  of his iuperior ofiicrri I I  r h i  rchaol 10 d8schargc 
hirdul ieiIr lharuai 0 
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The court found that because the officer's superiors had the 
book printed and because the officer was not obliged to re- 
duce his lectures to writing (or that if he did so they did not 
become the property of his employer) material relating to his 
employment did not become the property of the Govern- 
ment.l'' 

In the four Rickover opinions, the couns drew distinctions 
between the rights o i  authors who are "hired to prepare the 
publicatrons" :O3 and are thus ineligible to secure private copy- 
ri,oht, and those who are permitted to copyright their works 
despite the "circumstance that the ideas for the literary prod- 
uct may have been gained in whole or in part as a result or in 
the course of [their] official duties." j a r  The circuit court read 
the statutory provision as referring to materials "commissioned 
or printed at the cost and direction of the United States." lo' 

While the Supreme Court's decision turned on the declaratory 
judgment Issue, on remand the district court in its findings of 
iact concluded that the writinganddeliveryofthespeeches 

part o i  R i r k a i i r i  d u m %  The rpecchci *ere "01 made ,n ,he 
i 01 his dullci HI> dullr, did no1 call far Ihr writing and de- 
i h w  raeerhei nor  % a i  h i  rrqueslid i o  deliver them b i  his IY- 

ten other passages of the final decision, the district 
court commented on the fact that the speeches did not consti- 
tute a p a n  of Rickover's official duties,lO' and at  one point 
noted that administrative practice (an issue in which the Su- 
preme Court had expressed interest) loB  approved of govern- 
ment employees writing privately on matters within their field 
of expertise so long as the materials had not been prepared a t  
the direction of official supervisors or as a part of the em- 
ployee's official duties I o q  

These cases do  not clearly differ, .e between the terms 
which are used in the regulation. du. :s which are "express" 
and those which are merely "implied." If any such distinctron 
is  present it 1s between "official" duties, those prescribed b) 

nd those, which ___- 

koicr,  169 I 5 i l l .  111(19611 
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although not "official" in the first sense, are performed under 
orders from competent authority. If the Army Regulation 
equates the first of these terms with "express" duties and the 
latter with "implied" duties, then the regulation is clearly in 
harmony with the cases, although the categories are somewhat 
misleadingly titled.110 

Another category of works may, however, be included in the 
concept of materials produced in the course of an  employee's 
"implied" duties. This type of work may be what Grieves and 
the Public Affairs Associates alleged was involved in their re- 
spective cases. This class of materials encompasses those ma- 
terials which fit in neither of the categories noted above, but 
nonetheless are initiated by an  author to funher a govern- 
mental purpose For example, had Sherrill written his book 
primarily for his military students (although totally on his own 
Initiative) or had Admiral Rickover spoken to advance govern- 
mental abiectivss. their endeavors could be described as within 
!heir"imp:.cd'dur.er~si~ar ierrn I) normall) uied 

Suck a r:hdlng or the term bllous rhe duthsr io cnaracierl?~ 
h:r unrh in !b: msr.ner nos'  iisorable to his ob!ccti\er Snerrill 
could argue that his book was essentially a civilian publication 
which he merely permitted the Army to use; Rickover could 
insist that all his speeches were delivered in his private, rather 
than in his governmental capacity. By avoiding statements 
which could be construed to be official, they both could claim 
copyright in their works."' The author's characterization of 
the transaction makes a substantial difference in the copyright 
result, but in no other respect. So long as a governmental 
author adopts a private posture and views himself as a private 
individual when creating literary material, he can restrict the 
reach of the "mplied" duties to something closely resembling 
"express" duties. This result is echoed by the Xickover coun's 
finding of fact number 26."' Thus by engaging in work of 
their own volition, characterizing their work as "private" and 
avoiding "official" publication, government authors may write 
concerning matters within their official competence without 

baa Circuit in the Rickaver 
ng capinghr  ~n "aurhonzcd 
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creating nancopyrightabie "publications of the United States 
Government." 114 

The opinion in Sowyer v .  Crowell Publishing ComponyllA 1s 

in conflict with this interpretation. There the court asked 
whether the literary product in question "relates directly to 
the subject matter of the plaintiffs work" la6 and held that a 
map made by the piaintiffs subordinate could not be validly 
copyrighted The court failed to cite the statute under which 
it purported to act; failed to mention or discuss Sherrili Y. 

Grieves or any o i  the pertinent government publication cases; 
and has been cnticized for incorrectly reading the cases upon 
which 11 relied to reach its decision."' Moreover, using the test 
the Sawyer court used, the Riekover court would have been 
compelled to reach the opposite result irom its actual holding 
For these reasons, the Sawjer case must be dismissed as un- 
persuasive, and the reading of the Army Regulation limited to 
cases where the creation of the work in question is expressly 
within the scope of the orders describing the author's responsi- 
bilities; directed by competent authority; or conceded by the 
author to be within the implied scope of his duties by actions 
inconsistent with private ownership oithe work. 

3. Governmenial license in works creoied through rhr ure of 
an) governmenrolrime, marerroior faciliries. 

A third provision o i  the regulation which does not seem com- 
patible with the cases interpreting the copyright law 1s the pro- 
vision which purports to give the Government a royalty-free 
license to utilize materials created with the aid of any govern- 
mental time. material or facilities. The courts and even The 
Judge Ad?ocate General have stated that the use of govern- 
mental iacilities to prepare copyrighted works is not a concern 
of the copyright laws. Although the Supreme Court indicated 
its concern with the "use . . . of government facilities and gav- 
ernment personnel in the preparation of [Admiral Rickover's] 
speeches,""8 each of the courts which considered the issue 
found that the slight use o i  governmental facilities and per- 
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sonnel did not disqualify Rickover from obtaining copyright 
protection for his speeches. In fact, in the final decision which 
held Rickover's copyright in two of the speeches valid, the dis- 
trict court stated, "[Tlhe alleged use by Admiral Rickover of 
certain Department of Defense facilities in preparing the 
speeches [is] neither material to the case nor [a] proper [sub- 
ject]ofcommentfarthiscourt." i l q  

A 1942 opinion of The Judge Advocate General stated a 
similar view: 

The rights of chc Govcrnmenr IO s uork produced b! an officer or  rnliiicd 
man doci [iic] not dipend npon the production of rueh uark d u m #  0, out. 
ride or  [nc aPl oiflcr houri Whon iopbnghabla rns~ir ia l  bclongs 
IO [an] officer or  enliirrd man [#I] ms) not k usid wlhout th< conwnl  
of theowner  '2 

However, it is not the copyright law itself which empowers the 
Government to utilize material created with government time, 
material or facilities, but rather the lack of a forum in which 
the copyright owner may assert his rights against the United 
States. 

Pnor to 1960 the Government could publish material from 
any source without fear of liability for infringement because 
it had never waived its sovereign immunity with respect to 
such suits. This facet of governmental immunity was the sub- 
ject of some criticism,'a' and in 19M) Congress permitted cer- 
tain infringement suits to be brought against the Government 
in the Coun of Claims.11z One of the clauses of the statute 
which waived this sovereignimmunity provided that 

This sub?ectian rhsll not confer a nghl of act100 on 803 cap)righr o ~ n ~ r  
r (  of the official lunir iani  of !hi  emp 
L prcparalian of uhirh Govrmrnmt 

of the Government stems not from 
the copyright law itself, but rather from the fact that a certain 
limited group of copyright owners is unable to sue the Govern- 
ment if it uses their works without authorization. Consequently, 
the provision has no effect on the validity of the copyright it- 
self; the copyright may be enforced against any infringer other 
than theGovernment or~tsauthorizedagent.l>~ 

"e2b%F Supp ai449 

I 13% (19601, srlrfsi, P, 
Lan A S C G  C0P)IIC. 
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Several examples uill illuitrate that government officers and 
employees have copynghted works which are  clearl) prohibited 
from being the subject of copyright under the accepted inter- 
pretation of section 8 Beyond the feu examples given here,"' 
registrations In the Copyright Office indicate numerous m- 
stances of noncompliance with the terms of the statute."L a 
fact which has prompted one advocate of strict enforcement 
of the clause to suggest that the prohibition "is honored more 
b! its breach than 11s practice." I:' Even If this observation i s  
somewhat extreme, these incidents certainl) manifest the crea- 
tivity of governmental officials in forging justifications for illepa! 
conduct. Moreoier. each of the reasons presented to  justjfy 
such copyrights direct!) conllicts with the theories underljing 
the prohibition of copyright in go\ernmmtal publications 

Inadvertence LS not to be o\erlooked 3s 2" explanation for 
the assertion of copyrighi in home materials Clearly this uas  
the case u,hen President Kenned 
was pubhshed with the statutori 
right in the author's name. No claim u a i  made that rhe book 
was a work falling outside the prohibition, indeed the nark's 
subtitle clearl! indicated that the contents "ere "public state- 
ments . setting forth the goals of his first legislative year." 
The probable explanation fa: the assertion of capyngh: ~n t h s  
volume IS that the publisher fallowed his normal practice and 
included the notice as a matter of course The author quickl) 
acknowledged the "mistake" and enhurcd that ii uould be cor- 
rected iniuture editioni."i 

Other intentional assertions of copyright have been justified 
by departmmrai officers u h o  no doubt have had the best in- 
terests of the Gwernment in mind Unfortunatelv, their m e r -  
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pretations of what course would best serve the nation are In 
direct opposition to the congressionally mandated and judicially 
interprered prohibition of copyright in governmental publica- 
tions. 

The 1961 Library of Congress sludy of copyright in govern- 
ment publications investigated the frequency of the registration 
of government written and produced materials in the Copy- 
right Office and found a “substantial” number of such works 
to have been regi~tered.12~ In many cases the government 
agency for which the work was initially produced supported 
the author’s application for registration on  the grounds that the 
work had been prepared outside the scope of the author’s duties 
or on behaifofa nonappropriated fund agency.lI0 

In other cases, publication ourside governmental channels 
was alleged to justify the assertion of copyright. Because the 
publisher bore aU costs and saved the Government the necessity 
of incurring such expenses, private copyright was justified.”l 

One of the more controversial, and now reportedly aban- 
doned,llz uses of copyright involved the Army’s assertion of 
copyright in officially produced military histories. Unquestion- 
ably these materials were produced by government employees 
within the scope of their duties and they were printed at the 
Government Printing Office. The acknowledged purpose of the 
copyright restriction was, in the words of General C. G. Dodge, 
to “prevent quoting of material out of context.’’ 1x1 Another 
Army officer commented that the copyright would prevent 
“sensationalizing” 134 of reported events. In addition to raising 
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serious questions of censorship,llJ these assertions are flatly 
contrary to the major reasons for the prohibition of coplright 
in government publications 

C. LSE OF COPYRIGHT TO RESTRICT ACCESS 
TO DOCL'.UEA'TS 

Although one af the guiding principles behind the statutory 
provision u hich prohibits copyright in government publications 
is that the widest possible public dissemination of such works 
should he fostered, the peculiar phrasing of the statute may ~n 
some cases permit an opposite result Discussing the proper 
definition of the term "publication," Professor Simmer sug- 
gests three possible meanings. First. he proposes that a publi- 
cation can he "any writing (in the constitutional sense), 
whether or  not published . ." 116 Next. he suggests that the 
term could mean a minimal 01 limited pub1xcation.l" and fi- 
nally that the uord  might he considered to mean a general 
publication ' j8 Uimmer selecLs the first definition as the most 
persuasire an  the ground that any construction uhich uould 
al low the federal government to prohibit the diaiemination o i  
material because of its property interest in the document would 
runaioulofthefirstarnendment."9 

Putting this argument to the side for a moment, let us first 
consider the other alternatives beginning with the \iew that 
"publication" means a general publication This interpretation 
of the term finds strong support in the history of the provision's 
enactment and m the particular language of the statute Both 
these conslderations hare been dealt with In depth in a pre- 
vious section of this a r t i ~ l e , " ~  and it LS important to note that 
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the result they require is not unreasonable when viewed in con- 
junction with the reasons the statutory provision was enacted. 
The statute u'as undoubtedly enacted more to prevent Indi- 
viduals irom obtaining private rights in publicly-created prop- 
erty"' than to prevent the Government frum dealing with its 
unpublished manuscripts. In fact, it is probable that this aspect 
o i  the problem was not even considered and is an outgrowth of 
current history rather than oithe statute melf. 

The argument that the term "publication" must be interpret- 
ed to mean a limited publication is based on the anomalous re- 
sults that a stricter reading produces. Nimmer hypothesizes 
the situation where an  inaugural address is delivered, but not 
generally published; the author retains his common law copy- 
right and could iarbid republication or dissemination of the 
speech.14z Similarly, the Government could utilize its common 
law copyright to suppress dissemination o i  a written document 
which had only been distributed to a limited number of persons 
far limited purposes, and thus not publ~shed. '~ '  

While these results are contrary to some of the purposes be- 
hind the common law and statutory prohibitions of copyrlght 
in governmental publications, the history of the statutory pro- 
vision again illustrates that interpreting the word "publication" 
as limited publication would be wholly outside the drafters' 
intentP+ Likewise, the particular word chosen by the drafters 
certainly does no! give any reason to suspect that the concept 
a i  limited publication was to have any relevance to the govern- 
mental copyright prohibition. 

94 F supp sa? (s D 
1912) 
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Nimmer'i preference ior the deiinition of ,he term as mean- 
ing a "writing (in the constitutional senrey I A  subject to  criti- 
cism on ieieral grounds. First, and most basic, is  the historical 
argument. It :s clear that the Congress considered only printed 
matter and paid no consideration to unprinted material when 
It enacted the pnnting law's restriction. Second, use o i  the 
term "publication" IS quite awkward if the intended term was 
"wntings"m the conslitutional sense 

Mast interesting. however, is the argument that the first 
amendment precludes the Government from asserting literary 
property ~n an! of iti documents so as to forbid an) dissemina- 
tion Cornmar. law, copyright arises outside the Constitution 
and 2s equall) available to all authors. While the limitless na- 
ture of the right ma) raise some traublerome q u e s t i o n s , ] ~  be- 
cause the right has its origin in English common law, lt 1s diffi- 
cult IO see precisely what law Congress has enacted to abridge 
freedom a i  speech or the press. Even if such a law k found, it 
is questionable hou the government's assertion of property in 
a work impinges upon ireedom of speech or the press any more 
than the eniorcement of a private author's rights. Indeed, it i s  
difficult to accept this one attack on the constitutionality a i  the 
coDvrieht svstem without io l lowin~ the arzument to its loeical 

I _  

res"lt.-The.capyr!ght laws themselves are restrictions an  a i r e e  
press and thus ~ncons t i tu t iona l .~~ '  In addition. this argument 
would call into question those statutory provisions which per- 
mit the United States to  assen copyright m certain types of 
documents."# The overbreadth of this argument dooms its 
persuasibeness. 
~ ~~ ~~ ~ ____~-  
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In short, then, Professor Nimmer's reading of the term "pub- 
lication" in section 8 is in all probability erroneous. The term 
must refer to printed material that has been generally pub- 
lished. If this interpretation of the statute is correct, an  admit- 
tedly anomalous result follows: The Government may properly 
assert a common law copyright in material that has not been 
the subject of a general publication. This result is at odds with 
the po!icy of encouraging the ready availability of materials 
which the common law and section 8 of the copyright act seek 
to promote. Nonetheless, the Government can legally prevent 
the use of material which has not yet been generally published. 

The Judge Advocate General of the Army is of the opinion 
that the Government possesses common law copyright in un- 
published material149 which can serve as a basis for preventing 
the dissemination of such material,lS0 although in one recent 
case he advised against asserting that power for practical rea- 
sons.111 In view of the definitional analysis of the term "pub- 
lication" presented above, this view seems correct despite its 
apparent inconsistency with some of the goals the statute at- 
tempts l o  promote. 

The theory behind the provision and the theoretical appli- 
cation of the copyright law will be harmonized if the House of 
Representatives passes and the President signs legislation simi- 
lar t o  that parsed by the Senate in the last two sessions of Con- 
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gress The legislation proposed In the House and passed in 
the Senate contains t u 0  provisions, one technical and the other 
fundamental. which would bring about this change. 

The language of the new provision w,hich prohibits copyright 
In governmental materials denominates the category "work[s] 
of the United States Government" l J 3  and precisely defines 
the meaning of the term in a definitional  section.^^' Even with- 
out this particular revision, the proposed legislation would e l m -  
mate the possibility that the Government, or indeed any author, 
could utilize a common law copyright t o  control access to all 
but a minute class of works The congressional bills propose to 
eliminate the dual system of common law and statutory copy- 
right protection b) making statutor) copyright protection the 
exclusive means of protecting works as soon as they are "cre- 
ated " l s i  Yo longer will "publication" mark the dividing line 
between two different types of protection. As soon as a work is 
"fixed in a cop) or phonorecord for the first time"156 it obtains 
statutory protection for the indicated term, although the authsr 
may choosenot to publish theu'ork.1'' 

the enactment of a new law Congress can 
implicitly adopt Professor Nimmer's broad view that the Gov- 
ernment should not be able to restrict access to its intellectual 
products by virtue of its property rights in them. This revision 
brings the statute into harmony with the theory behind the law 
that ready availability of public documents should he fostered 

D COPYRIGHT 1.V MATERIALS PRODCCED U.VDER 
G 0 VERSIEIVT C0,VTRA CT 

The prior sections have indicated that works created by em- 
ployees of the Government can and have been copyrighted 
undcr the operation of the current statute. The pending revision 
of the copyright law will close two of the loopholes which per- 
mit the general purposes of the provision to be avoided. How- 
ever, the current statute only precludes copynght in publica- 
tmns produced by employees within the scope of their du- 

Thus, through 

ch %a passed bi the Ssnsre on Frb- 
uhich UBI Dsiscd b i  rhs Srnst: 
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ties:'38 and while the proposed bills broaden the class of ma- 
terials covered through substitution of the term "works," the 
status af the author as an "officer or employee" is still a crucial 
factor limiting the scope of the prohibition. No restriction is 
currently placed on governmental documents produced under 
contract or grant, and the proposed legislation will continue 
this p ra~ t i ce . i ' ~  This situation has produced numerous cases 
where the purposes of the prohibition are clearly flouted, and 
the authors and sponsors, as usual, have justified their actions 
on grounds diametncally opposed to  the theory of the Congress 
uhich enacted the initial prohibition on  copyright in govern- 
ment publications and judicial decisions predating and succeed- 
ing that legislation. 

One of the more noted instances of copyright of a govern- 
ment sponsored publication is the dual publication of Professor 
Henry D. Smyth's Aromie Energy /or Milrrary Purposes16o by 
the Princeton University Press and the Government Printing 
Office. The Atomic Energy Commission, which sponsored the 
work, reportedly authorized the commercial publication be- 
cause it expected significant public demand for the book.16' 
Both publications bore notice of Professor Smyth's copyright 
and both enjoyed notable sales.16z The GPO edition went out 
of print, and the Princeton edition reportedly continues to sell 
despiteits higher cost. 

The questions of public policy raised by this publication are 
stnkingly similar to those rased in connection with Mr. 
Pahardson and his edition of the presidential messages. If the 
Government Printing Office could or would not meet the de- 
mand far a publication, any enterprising publisher could obtain 

"'See. eg  Rrsaar OF Rrolsria. mupm note 3.  a i  111 1567 X ~ n r m g i  w g m  
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a cop) of the pnnting plates and meet the demand.j63 However, 
in this case that avenue was foreclosed by Mr. Smyth's copy- 
right In light of the Richardson controversy. wh) should a pri- 
vate copynght h a w  issued to the authorq In bath cases the 
publication was an official report of the Government. and in 
bath cases. mone) could-and I f  historical precedent IS any 
guide-should have been appropnated ior the author's com- 
pensation if his salary was insufficient to induce him to write 
the 

An analogous situation has developed with respect to ma- 
teiiali produced under contract for the Office of Education. 
The large amount of money involved in research grants'6' 
generated interest 'in that Office's policy of permitting copy- 
right in the results of funded research. While the Office must 
have originally permitted contractors to  copyright the results of 
their work. in 1965 it reversed its policy and required all such 
materials to be placed in the public domain. 'a This policy, 
probabl) effectuated in order to comply with the spirit of the 
so-called Long Amendment,14. also comports with [he general 
theor) uhich prohibits copyright In government materials. 

However, this practice of prohibiring all copyright in govern- 
ment financed material ended in 1970.168 At that time the 
Office of Education issued copynght guidelines which permitted 
the Commissioner of Education to authorize authors to secure 
cap)righr in work funded by that office to "preserve the integ- 
rity of the materials during development or as an incentive to 
promote the effccti\e disseminarion of final materials. 
From its cxperlence under the 1965 "public domain" policy, 
OE realized that publishers would not refine the contract ma- 

." 

n copiriehri YSLI pro- 
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terials into a publishable format without a guarantee that their 
product could not be copied by competitors.”0 In short, the 
Office determined that a close alliance between contractors and 
private publishing houses was necessary to ensure the widest 
dissemination of materials created under OE contracts and 
grants, and thus make the most advantageous use of taxpayer 
money.”l Under the OE authorizations for copyright, the Gov- 
ernment retains an  irrevocable, nonexclusive, royalty-free 
right to reproduce the material.”’ 

The legai basis for this policy is questionable, although the 
practice is by no means limited to the Office of Education. 
While many agencies may permit copyright in government 
sponsored work on  the basis of administrative practice, the 
Copyright Administrator of the Office of Education has as- 
serted another justification. His position is that materials 
developed under contracts or grants are not subject to the pro- 
hibition of section 8 as a result of the Supreme Court’s decision 
in Rickover which the Office of Education interprets as “limit- 
ing section 8 to works prepared by Government employees as 
part oitheir official duties.” 1’3 

Such an  interpretation of the Supreme Court’s Rickover 
decision gleans a rather broad conclusion from a rather limited 
decision. As will be recalled, in Rickover the Court merely va- 
cated the court of appeals’ judgment and remanded the case 
to rhe district court because the record was insufficient to jus- 
tlfy a decision on ‘ha t t e r s  of serious public concern . . , re- 
la(ing] to claims of intellectual property arising out of public 
employment.” Nowhere did the Court intimate, much less 
state, that the situation in Rickover defined the outer limits 
of section 8.  

Despite the questionable legality of these copyrights issued 
for material produced by OE contractors, none has been in- 
fringed and none has been judicially questioned.”’ This prob- 
ably results from the general acceptance of the administrative 
practice of permitting authors or publishers t o  claim copyright 
in such materials. However, the factual basis upon which the 

“OSrr u s  omcr OF EDVCITIY,., C V P I I , G * T  Paoaa*a I\IOPIYITIUN I 

Re! T i 9  # I S  Bi 9 (1970) C o r n p i n  4R 27-64 psra 4 8 b  which deala 

\lo:tan Pachrsch IO Brian h c c  March 5 19’6 [hereinafter cited 
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decision to authorize copyrights rests1’6 i s  diametrically op- 
posed to  the t h e o v  underlying both the provision ~n the print- 
ing law and section 8 and its predecessors. Because Congress 
has declared that public dissemination is  best achieved through 
the open competition which IS inspired by iree access to the ma- 
terial, any exception to this policy should come through legis- 
lationrather than federal agency regulation. 

The Department of Commerce did obtain an express excep- 
tion to the prohibition of copyright in government publications 
when it succ%sfull) sponiorrd the Standard Reierence Data 
Act1” m the mid-1960’s. This Act was an au tgrawh o i  the 
National Standard Reierence Data System which was esiab- 
lishedm 1963 to serve a i  a centralized source from which the 
American scientific community could obtain important data 
relating to the atomic and chemical properties of various sub- 
stances (’! 

Of importance to this article 1s the congressional approach 
to  what became section 6(a) o i  the final legislation, the pro- 
vision permitting the Secretary of Commerce to obtain a copy- 
right in certain cnt~callg evaluated data.”9 

__~_______ 
dnrcrnmallor bc be,: ac+cird  b! g ! m g  one p i o n  a mooop- 

Y t l  P i b  L \ o  Sn-?96 8 6 E: Stat 140 r e d  fiea L I  15 I. S C 
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The comments of the Library o i  Congress on the bill1Bo in- 
dicated that the combination of the mark and the restriction on 
publication created the equivalent o i  a copyright in the mate- 
rial, although the provision was not limited as to time. Although 
the testimony published in the committee hearings never ex- 
plicitly details when 01 why the legislation was altered to pro- 
vide for copyright in materials produced under the Act, prob- 
able explanations are the facts that the initial provisions could 
not control ioreign UEO of the data,ls' and that the pecullar 
phrasing could open a broad exception to section 8. The Bu- 
reau proposed the additional justification that the copyright 
would tend to support sales prices for the material a t  a level 
above that which GPO could statutorily charge and above 
which unprotected works could obtain, thereby providing a 
level ofself-sufficiencyfor theprogram.lE' 

It is clear that none of the asserted justifications could with- 
stand judicial scrutiny in an action testing the validity of a 
copyright obtained on material created by a government em- 
ployee in the course of his duties. However, a mere change in 
form, hawng the material produced by a contractor rather than 
by an employee, reverses the result, at least under current 
administrative practice. This practice is explicitly recognized 
in depaitmental regulations,l81 and shows no sign of abat- 
ing 184 

Konetheless, this practice 1s equally antithetical to the rea- 
sons underlying the prohibition of copyright in government 
publications as the practice of permitting employees to copy- 
right works produced within the scope of their duties would be. 

oueh rhr "IC 01 copir#shr  could chc corn- 
nvnaurhorizeduirabrood Id rtW.65 95 
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Even before the statutory prohibitions were enacted, the com- 
mon law precluded the assertion a i  copyright in expositions 
of the lau, because lt accepted the premise that a no-copyright 
policy would foster the widest possible dissemination of ma- 
terial la5 This judgment uas  reiterated in the printing law 
which gave printers an incentive to reproduce government 
documents by permitting the purchase of duplicate plates at 
afraction over theircost 

All the efforts to secure copynghr an  gobemment iinanced 
materials proceed an  exact11 the opposite theory. The premise 
of the developeis of the Sm).th Repon,lB' the Oifice o i  Edu- 
cation p01ic);~~ and the Standard Reierence Data SystemlB9 
IS that more eifective dissemination o i  the material can be 
made if one publisher can monopolize production and distribu- 
tion o i  an item. The argument is that without the protection 
accorded by the exclusive position a copyright gives no one 
will expend the necessary resources to adequately advertise or 
promote a work.'*O Although this argument does ha\e a per- 
suasive ring to 11 and has apparently been borne out in at least 
one field by the Ofiice of Education's three policy reversals 
between the earl\- 1960's and 1970.1p' a decision of such a iun- 
damental nature'is one to be mad; by Congress. not the execu- 
tive departments:*' 

Simllar to the common law rationale of free accessability 
is the position taken by the Senate investigating committee 
iollawing the enactment o i  the 1895 law. At that time the com- 
mittee determined that the ready availability of documents to 
the public was more important than the savings in appropriated 
moneys that allowing a copyright in government documents 
u,ould produce, The Senate committee looking into the 
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Richardson Affair concluded that what was raved in appro- 
priated funds would be more than consumed by taxpayers' 
expenditures. Governmem funded authors and distributors 
who obtain copyright in their work effectively obtain compen- 
sation both directly from the Government and indirectly from 
the taxpayer-purchasers who pay premium prices for their 
material. Again, one purpose of the prohibition of copyright in 
government documents, to provide the widest distribution of 
material at the lowest possible price, 1s frustrated. The privately 
published Smyth Report cost five times the GPO price;"' the 
SRDA has funneled almost $100,000 back into the Treasury 
in the past three yearr;lq3 and the Office of Education assumes 
that the extra compensation a copyright will bring is neces- 
sary to induce the publishers' best efforts l q 6  For the same 
reason Congress objected to  Richardson's royalty payments, so 
should Congres; object to the assertion of copyright in govern- 
ment-financed works 

The argument that an individual producing a work for hire 
is entitled to a copyright in the material is subject to the same 
objections noted previously. The normal presumption is that the 
copyright in a work made for an employer under contract be- 
longs to the employer.19' Of course this presumption may be 
contradicted by the specific understanding o i  the panies,lP8 
but it has rrevcr been suggested thar the Government could 
validly make such an agreement with its regular employees, a t  
least with respect to materials clearly covered by the ~ t a t u t e . " ~  
The only argument of any merit which could conceivably jus- 
tify a difference in treatment is that a contractor is more "in- 
dependent" and has a greater interest in his creation. Konethe- 
less, the arguments in favor of the widest dissemination of 
government works apuly equally in this context and should 
override the author's interest. 

The arguments that it is not permissible to allow authors to 
copyright materials for which they are otherwise paid and that 
the use of gowrnment facilities should preclude the assertion 
of a private copyright should apply with equal force to con- 
tractors and emulovees. The contractor oresumablv accounts for 
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his costs in preparing his bid; and there costs should be frankly 
acknowledged and paid from appropriatians~” rather than 
by the taxpayer-purchasers 

V CONFORMING THE STATUTE AKD 
4DMINISTRATIVE PRACTICE TO THE THEORY OF 

THE COPYRIGHT LAW 
It is clear that the dichotomy in results allowed b) the char- 

acterization of a work‘s author as an “employee” or  as a “con- 
tractor” bears no rational relation to the reasons underlying 
the prohibition of copyright in gosernmental publications. The 
hearings on section 8 have not approached the problem from 
the perspectire suggested in this article, but the initial pro- 
posals contained probirions which would have permitted oc- 
casional deblatiom from the general prohibition against copy- 
right in government workr.’Ol However, despite ruppon for this 
proposal from several federal agenaes,’02 first the Register201 
____ 

rms u l l h o u l  a:fcnn# t h r  
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and then the Senatem' retreated from this position. In fact the 
Senate, in its report accompanying its recently passed copyright 
bill, expressly acknowledged and confirmed the current admin- 
istrative practice.m' 

Although the provision permitting exceptions to the general 
rule of the current section 8 was deleted from the copyright 
proposals sponsored by the Register and enacted by the Senate, 
it provides a convenient perspective from which to approach 
the question of how to conform the government publications 
exceptionto the reasons underlying the exception. 

Briefly stated, the proposals would have allowed the asser- 
tion of copyright in certain employee created materials d the 
public interest would be better served by copyrighting the 
product. This decision would be made in conformity with ad- 
ministrative regulations and after certification by the head of 
the agency."' This provision, while applying only to works 
created by employees, makes a valuable contribution by shift- 
ing the question of copyrightability away from the author's 
s t a t u  to a consideration of the work itself. 

Today the Government produces a vast number of materials, 
many of which closely resemble works published by private 
concerns. The educational texts produced under contract and 
grant from the Office of Education are one example of this, 
and the tables of critical data produced through the Standard 
Reference Data System are another. The Government has 
assumed the responsibility for producing material of this nature 
for a number of reasons. It may develop educational materials 
to channel the national effort in a particular direction; and 11 
may s e m  as a clearinghouse for scientific data because no 
ather entity has the financial or organizational wherewithal 
to maintain such a prqect. Such situations present questions 
significantly different from the questions of whether a copy- 
right can subsist in the text of a judicial opinion which inter- 
prets the law or whether a n  official speech outlining issues of 
forelgn palicy which concern the public?'' can become the ex- 
clusive property of the official who uttered it. 
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Perhaps a distinction similar to that which differeiitiates a 
state's sovereign and proprietary acts would provide an appra- 
priate method to distinguish between particulai governmental 
efforts. Where the Government is conducting the business of 
government, certainly the widest possible access to materials 
should be encouraged The dissemination of materials gen- 
erated in this process IS for the direct benefit of the citizenry 
at  iarge and would be best served by printing through the 
Government Printing Office and alloning reproduction by any 
enterprising printer. On the other hand, cenain materials ap- 
peal onl) to a discrete, limited sector of the population. Be- 
cause the Garernment merely SIIVCS a i  a clearinghouse for 
this group, and because the governmental status of the product 
i s  whully incidental to the materials themselves. the considera- 
tions are different N o  longer 1s the Government interested in 
obtaining the widest possible dissemination, but merely the 
aides1 dissemination wth in  a select group. The Government, 
acting like a business, should not be precluded from using the 
most effective method of reaching its audience, and if need be, 
charging a pnce similar to what a private concern would 
charge. Consequentl). when the Government acts in other than 
a sovereign capacity, the goals of promoting the widest possible 
dissemination of material at  the lowest possible price which 
lie behind the prohibition of copyright in governmental works 
no longer apply. Likewise. the argument that the entire public 
should have unlimited access to the materials does not apply 
a i t h  equal vigor, because the general public's benefits are 
indirectly achieved through the contributions of those for whose 
primary benefit the materials were created. 

This conclusion finds support in the British practice of claim- 
ing a Crown copyright in governmental publications. While 
any comprehensive analysis of the Crown copyright is beyond 
the scope of this article. discussion elsewhere provides authority 
for this brief reference ios Apparently the British law permits 
the Crown copyright to lie dormant.'09 and in practice mnbt 
publications issued in a sovereign capacity are dedicated to 
the public. These documents include most Parliamentary ma- 
terials such as committee reports, debates. and acts of Parlia- 
ment. a7 well as official papers required to be placed before 
that body According to the Treasury Minuter of 1887, the 
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Crown maintained a strict interest in maintaining proprietary 
control over works “of rather limited interest, , , , of the same 
general character as those published by private industry.’’ 2 I o  

Perhaps this practice merely recognizes explicitly a practice 
which has grown up in this country without much thought. It 
will be recalled that the earliest copyright provision was con- 
tained in the printing law and government publications were 
defined as materials ordered printed by the Congress.2” Such 
congressional printing, which was usually accomplished by the 
Congressional Printer, now the Public Printer in the Govern- 
ment Printing Office, made all government documents govern- 
ment publications in the printing act sense, and consequently 
confirmed their noncopyrightability. 

Even in the late 19th century executive documents were 
printed by the Congressional Printer and hence were govern- 
ment publications.2’2 However, the great expansion of the 
executive departments and broad congressional grants of 
authority to those departments diverted some printing away 
from GP0.211 Printing outside that office weakened the print- 
ing law basis for designating a document a government pub- 
lication, despite the efforts of the Joint Committee on Pnnt- 
mg”‘to compel GPO publication. 

Thus by happenstance the United States appears to have 
stumbled into a practice which i s  the practical equivalent o i  the 
British solution with one slight twist. Official legislative and 
executive documents in both countries are not the subject of 
copyright; materials which are the equivalent to those produced 
by private enterprise are the subject of Crown copyright in 
Britain and often the subject o i  private copyright in the United 
States because they are produced under the terms of a special 
statute or by government contractors, not government em- 

Rrc 1462-63(1893?) 
See U r  Comp Gcn 8-18491, 20 Jan 1950 which affirmed the proprich 01 

Thli apprmaI UBI based 
road IhnEuSge o f  the 4 t o m c  Energ) 4 c i  01 1946 and rhr facr i h ~ l  a subcon- 
ecrlicd no dlrerr campeniauon for :hr publrcauan of r i r  mairna: Thcx 

broad ~ m m i  of aurhar8ti ma) be found nn man? BCN see ‘ 8 ,  20 u s  c 5 2 (1970) 

Ion of the relUlL3 o f  emernmen! rr l larch 

(ORlcc ofhdurallanl 
“See Gairrnmml Prinring and Bindins Rreu1.iiani 119741 hoi 36.1, 16-2. 18 
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ployees. The British practice analyzes the situation by looking 
t o  the type of material; we look to the aurkor uzith, in man) 
respects, thesame result. 

One other comparison uith the Crown copyright may be 
appropriate. In Britain the copyright vests in the government 
and it presumably may deal with it in the same manner that a 
private person may. Under government contracts and grants, 
however, the copyright vests in the contractor author who often 
1s required to provide the Government w t h  a nonexcIu~ive. 
royalty-free license.:'d Vesting the copyright in [he contractor 
ostensibl) protects his interest in developing the materials for 
publication and encourages him to use his best efforts to obtain 
the maximum distribution for the materials, because more sales 
oroduce more mafit.  

This procedure 1s. in the long run, probably no different than 
the British practice. Often the granting of a copyright to the 
contractor for his work is predicated on the condition that the 
copyright nil1 be limited to  a certain term, generally the time 
required to fulfill the requirements of the program.216 This 
practice achieves the same object as giving the ContractoI a 
license to use the government's copyright in the material, or 
licensing the copyright that the contractor producer obtained 
and assigned lo the Golernment. It is possible, however, that 
substantial differences hinge upon the manner in which this 
result is effected. The current practice of limiting a contractor- 
obtained copyright to a number of years mag be an unconsti- 
tutional dcrogation of th: pauer  vested in Congress"' to '' . 
secure fur limited Times to Authors . . . the exclusive Right to 
their respective Writings.. . " 2 1 8  

Consequently, the better practice would be to either allow 
the Government to  assert copyright in certain of the publi- 
cations it sponsors, or to permit the author to assert copyright 
m his name, assign his rights to the Government and then pro- 
duce the material under license from the Government The 
latter solution probably is rupertar If only because it retains 
present procedures b) not creating a new righr in the Gavern- 
ment and b) util1zmg presently contemplated provlsions.:19 
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VI C o N c L u s I o N s  

Current congressional initiatives to  revise the copyright laws 
will reaffirm the basic principle that materials written b) 
officers and employees of the Government aithin the scope of 
their duties may not be copyrighted. The law will still permit 
governmental authors to assert private copyright in literary or 
other works they have created, if the work is incidental to and 
not required by their duties, even though the work relates to 
their particular position. T:.e proviiiana of the current A m )  
Regulation which interpret the copyright lam as prohibiting 
officers or employees from assemng copyright In materials 
prepared as part of their implied duties 1s unclear and must be 
read in conjunction with the cases which more clearlj define 
the types of material which may not be copyrighted. The De- 
partment of the Army should clarify its regulation to conform 
precisely with the judicial interpretation of section 8, and until 
it does, military attorneys should recognize the imprecision of 
its provisions and so advise their commanders andclients 

Two provisions in the proposed legislation will conform 
fringe areas of the governmental copyright prohibition to the 
theoretical bans of the common law and statutorq rules. No long- 
er  will a theoretical basis exist which will allow the Goternment 
to assert common law cop)right in unpublished works or to 
claim copyright in works ahich are not publications in the 
sense that they arenotprinted materials. 

Howerer, the Congress has refused io  legislatively resolve 
the difficult issue of whether material produced under govern- 
ment contracts or grants can be the subject of a private copy- 
right Permitting documents which relate to proprietary rather 
than sovereign governmental functions to  be copyrighted would 
involve no conflict with the theoretical bans underlying the 
prohibition of copyright in governmental publications. The 
current approach of the copyright act which determines the 
permissibility of cap)nghting government-sponsored works b! 
looking to the status of the author concentrates on an issue 
uhich IS irrelevant to the reasons behind the prohibition. A 
better practice would be t o  allow contractors to obtam copy- 
right only in works which do  not relate to sovereign govern- 
mental functions. It IS unlikely that any such change will be 
made in the cop!nght law, however, and government agencies 
will remain able :L, i e c u ~  copyright for  mj reawn wh!ch 1s 
sariaiactory ! o  them by procdrlng the work b., contract rather 
than having it produced b) governmental Jfficrrs or employees 





THE LAW OF CONFESSIONS- 
THE VOLUNTARINESS DOCTRINE' 

Captain Fredric 1. Lederer** 
I INTRODUCTION 

Few areas of criminal procedure have proven as complex as 
the law of confessions. Basic issues of self-incrimination and 
voluntariness have been increasingly complicated by Article 
31 uamings' and the Miranda-Temprai rights to counsel 3 

Technically speaking, compliance with the Article 31-Miranda- 
Tempia rights warnings is an issue distinct from the voluntari- 
ness of the associated statement. However, in practice the two 
have become so interrelated as to be virtually identical. This is 
particularly true in the military, for the Manual for  Courir- 
MarrraP has declared that "Obtaining [a] statement in viola- 
tion of Article 3I(b) or other warning requirements" is an ex- 
ample o i  "coercion, unldwful influence, and unlawiul induce- 
ment." 5 In day-today practice, most prosecutors laying a 
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foundation for admission of an accused's statement under- 
standably concentrate on the rights warnings and usually give 
little more than passing atrention to common law or due process 
consideration, of voluntariness. While this may normally be 
adequate. it can be suggested that we are not generally pre- 
pared to argue ioluntariness issues.6 This is likely IO become 
particularly important in rhe near future as the Supreme Court 
appears embarked on a course designed to strictly limit 
Mmndo , .  While limnation 01 even elimination of this prec- 
edent will leave Article 31 intact. i t  is  probable that the in- 
creased aiiention paid to ialuntanness b) civilian courts will 
cause a rciurgencr o i  military interest in the doctrine Accord- 
ingly, it appears appropriate 10 r e n e w  the ~oluntariness dac- 
trine as I: currenrly exists. 

I1 DEFINITIOSS 
A confession IS a stalemen! by an individual admitting all of 

the elements of a crime. Historically a confession took place 
before the court and u'as the equivalent of a Dis- 
tinct from a confession, an admission 1s a statement admitting 
facts relevant 10 proof of a crime but less than a confession. In 
terms of admiisibil~ty there IS generally@ no difference be- 
rueenanadmiisionand aconfession ! @  

< loond 1 1  bc ~niolunlsr? on non-.WKiirndu 
In? cas? 01 Ihc etfrc: 0: e:roneiw admn,ior 
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A judicial coniession 1s simply a confession made in court, 
usually by an accused who has taken the stand. A judicial con- 
fession irequently takes place when an accused admits com- 
mission of one offense while denying responsibility for another, 
more serious oiiense. AU other confessions are technically 
extrajudicial ones but are usually referred to merely as con- 
fessions. 

Adoptive admissions are those admissions, by speech or 
conduct, which although made by another are adopted by a 
witness or an accused." 

111. AN INTRODUCTIOK TO THE ADMISSIBILITY OF 
COKFESSIONS 

To successfully offer a confession into evidence, a counsel 
must comply with the hearsay rule, the voluntariness doctrine 
and the corroboration requirement. Admissions and confessions 
uhen made by a party to the trial are of course exceptions to 
the hearsay rule.12 The voluntariness doctrine requires that 
admissions and confessions be shown to have been made 
voluntarily. The doctrine is designed to ensure the reliability 
of evidence and to  protect against unfairness. The corrobora- 
tion requirement demands that M o r e  a confession can result 
in a conviction, enough other evidence must be shown to sub- 
stantiate the commission of an offense or to establish the 

"Also knoun a3 lacit admtwani.  a d m n m n  bi ulinci ha> p ~ m c n  Iroubloromc 
k c s u i r  of chi .Mmndr v~mms that B S Y S ~ L I I  haa rhc right 10 remain silent Of uhar 
pmbstiic value II the ~ i l e n c e  af B m s p m  regardlcri of rhr c ~ r c ~ m i m n c ~ ~  d hc has 
JUII k e n  uarncd of hi3 rieht 10 say nothin@ The Supiemc Caun has finall! held that 
admiiiioni b! u l e n c ~  o$e? Mirondo w ~ r n i n g ~  arc 
823 (19761 XI grnrrvllr Comment Adoppllv? 

The underlying rauonak tar thc rccogmuan of Ihc admxnan and confeinon 
exceplmn to  the hraraa! i ~ l e  IS unclear I t  uauld seem IO be based ~n pan on thc 
for rhe eiidmce, BI rhe diclsranr *ill be uncompdlabk due 10 Lhc prcvUr$e ag  
self-lnmminaflon and parually on che same rcnraning that undrrliri Ihr Y Y I C  
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reliabhty of the canfessmn.l3 In addman to the rules discussed 
above. statements offered should be offered m their en tmty  
lor the oppontian ma) complete the statement)14 and where 
applicable, compliance with presentation rules" or rights 
u'arningsrequirements must beihown j 4  

From the 17th Cenrury. Anglo-American law has been can- 
cerned that confession evidence be "voluntary" in the sense 
that it is not obtained by coercive measures. The reasoning 
behind this concern has been twofold: that involuntary state- 
ments are prone to be uniehable, and that coercion of state- 
mmts IS fundamentally unfair While the development of the 
rule will be traced m the next section, brief consideration of 
the reliability o i  confession evidence seems appropriate, as it 
ma) be the most contradictory farm of evidence available In a 
criminal trial. On the one hand. it? effect IS so weeping and 
damning that far all practical purposes it is conclusive of the 
issue of guilt On the other. while the law recognizes that con- 
fession eiidence IS in one sense '"preferred" evidence. it also 
recognizer that confessions are highly likely to be unreliable 
and accordingly are to be carefully controlled. While it is ap- 
parent that under certain circumstances most persons would 
confess to almost anything, it is difficult I O  gauge the extent to 
which interrogation methods that do not utilize torture do  in 
fact result in unreliable admissions. There is a surprising 
paucity of literature, legal or psychological, on why confessions 
result 1. However. the material that does exist makes it abun- 
dantlv clear that desone the absence of the "third demee." 
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good police techniques18 can obtain admissions from most 
people. What is particularly disturbing is that even accepted 
police techniquescan result in falseadmissions. 

One motive for confessing is clearly to attempt to avoid 
possible violence or to gain favors. Beyond this obvious reason 
are a number of others which include: 

1) Desire to  mitigate possible future punishment of self 

2) Desire to clear conscience of known offense; 
3) Desire for punishment; 
4) Desire for publicattention (e.g. notoriety); 
5 )  Desire for recognition of personal status:iO 
6) Desire for approval byauthority(e.g. police): or 
7) Feelings ofgeneral guilt because of arrest." 

or others;19 

For many peopie the comparative isolation, fear, and embar- 
rassment that are likely to accompany arrest and interrogation 
may well trigger, due to the factors listed above, a desire to 
admit details of real or imaginary offenses. Indeed one com- 
mentator has pointed out that the Miranda nghts warnings may 
h a w  the effect of encouraging confessions rather than prevent- 
ing them, because they present the interrogator as a fair, im- 
partial officer and yet (unless the suspect refuses to  talk at all) 
do nothing to affect the ability of the underlying situation to 
suggest that a confession is required.12 The number of false 
confessions is unknown but their existence is well docu- 
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mented ? '  Whether their number is "suii~clentl)." substantia! 
10 cart general doubt an  confession evidence is unknown.:' The 
concluiion that can be drau,n, however. is that confewon e\?- 
dencr per re i s  ar least partially suspect A necessary result of 
lhii conclusion is that spontaneous confessions. made without 
any police que,iioning. ma) be no more reliable than confes- 
m o '  gained after houri or  days of interrogation. for man) of 
the factors will operate in the absence of even implmt coerc,on 
However. to  eliminate coniessions would be to substantially 
increase police uo:k. The ultimate balance is yet to be detei- 
mmed 

I\' THE HlSlKlRlCAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
VOLI?XTARIUESS DOCTRIKE 

Professor U'lgmore iound four stages in rhe Engllsh dereiop- 
ment of the !a% oi  confessions:;' total acceptance of coniesslon 
cadence ilntrl appsoximatcly 1750, inmited exclusion of in- 

coni:isiuns fiom approximately 1'50 to 1800, hyper- 
10 confessions resulting in almost wholesale exclu- 

and the cuirent rul t  charactenrzd in the U n m d  Slates 
b! cuns1:tutiondl underpinnings. Diifering slightly irom 
Wigmure, Professor Le)) iinds that the voluntariness rule uas  
at least psrtisll) recognized by 1726?- and suggerts [hat the  pn-  

. .  
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mar) justification for it was to prevent receipt of unreliable 
evidence. Although separate and distinct from the right against 
self-mcnmmat,m, the wluntariness doctrine plainly had its 
angins in the same complex of values and social conflicts that 
gave rise to the right. Because much of the objeciion to self- 
incrimination was based on opposition to torture-derived con- 
fessions, the groundwork was laid for exclusion of coerced 
confessions. Except during the period when exclusion of con- 
fession evidence may have served other purposes (such as 
mitigating overly severe sentences), the English voluntariness 
rule appears to have been based primarily on reliability 
grounds. although questions of fairness no doubt were also 
relevant Although the right against self-incrimination per se 
had no remedy (for 11 only allowed an individual to remain 
silent, and once testimony was oven  the right was waived), the 
voluntariness doctrine created a remedy; for d an individual 
was compelled to  confess, his statement could be excluded thus 
in effect attaching an exclusionary sanction to violations of the 
right against self-incrimination. This should not be miscon- 
strued, for all coerced confessions were not inadmissible. Par- 
ticularly during the 1700's in England, the question was one of 
apparent truthfulness rather than breach of a privilege. 

As in the case of the right against self-incrimination, the 
voluniariness doctrine was transplanted to the American 
colonies. Formal recognition took place in Pennsylvania by 
179218 at latest, for example. The common law voluntariness 
doctrine was the rule in the United States during most of the 
19th Cen tuv ,  although presumably it did not carry with it the 
anti-confession bias common in England during the early 
1800's. Despite the existence of the fifth amendment and later 
the fourteenth amendment (enacted in 1868), the Supreme 
Court failed to make use of constitutional rationales>' until 
1897 when the Court decided Bram v .  Wniied S1ores.3~ In 
Bram. a murder case, the Court found the fifth amendment 
right against self-incrimination required reversal of the convic- 
tion due to the receipt in evidence of an involuntary confession. 
Bram was the high point of the application of the privilege 
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against self-incrimination to confessions and the Caun retreat- 
ed from its holding in that case 3, Professor Otis Stephens!' 
states thdt In respect to 11s r a i e u  of federal confession cases. 
the Supreme Court. while emphasizing the reliability test far 
coerced statements, began to swing towards concern about 
fair trial generally !? In 1936, the Court ~n the state case of 
B r o w  i .M~ssisrippP' held that admission of a coerced 
confession into evidence violated the fourteenth amendment's 
requirement of due process. The facts in Brown cried out ior 
reversal A uhite Mississippi farmer had been murdered. In 
order to  obtain a confession from one black "suspect," a deputy 
sheriff accompanied by a mob hanged him twice from a tree. 
Having refused to confess, he was released, rearrested a da" or 
so later. and beaten. He then signed the desired confession. The 
t w o  other black suspects. including Brown. were jailed and 
beaten until they too confessed as their captors desired. It i s  
clear that m reversing the conviction the Supreme Court was 
motivated by the specihc facts and the obvious injustice of the 
case. Howeier, 11 is  also !ikely that the Court's ex:ension of 
due process standards to confessions was motivated by the 
Wickersham Repor!,!' which had confirmed the use of the 
"thrrd degree" (physical violence) and psychological coercion 
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to obtain confessions across the country-particularly from the 
poor and disadvantaged. The Court’s subsequent caseslb 
tended to manifest a strong element of redress for racial dia- 
crimination as many poor blacks were the targets of brutal 
beatings designed to coerce confessions. 

While the Court has consistently reaffirmed the voluntariness 
requirement of Brown Y .  Mississippi,]’ its actual application 
of the voluntariness doctrine has varied greatly. After Brown, 
the Court made use of its supervisory powers to require thdt 
federal defendants be promptly brought before magistrates, 
thus strictly limiting the time available for police interroga- 
tton.18 In the state arena, the Court took an active role in 
preventing coerced confessionsJ9 and then turned temporarily 
to considering primarily the “trustworthiness”4o of the coerced 
confession-a standard that emphasized reliability. Beginning 
in the mid-1950’s the Court returned to  its earher philosophy 
and scrutinized confessions not so much from the perspective 
of reliability but more from the standpoint of the fairness of the 
procedure involved.ll Ultimately the Court decided Mironda Y .  

Arizond’ which held that the innate coercion of custodial 
interrogation required that suspects be given rights warnings, 
including the nght to counsel, t o  dispel the coerclve effect. At 
present, the test used throughout the United States emphasizes 

’$See e g  Uard t Texas. 316 U S  547 (194:). \mmn > Alabama, 313  L S  
54, 11941). Lomar I Texai. 313 US 544 11941). Whirs, Tcxar. 310 51 S 530 (1940). 
Canly L Alabama. 309 L S 629 l1940), Chambers $ Flanda, 309 U F 2:’ (1960) 
i lradrair) 

m i  murder CIEI. thr Coun uphcld 8 cocred ranhrstan on rhe grounds that 
(he drlrndanl‘i uill had no$ k e n  averbarnr The Court did I ~ C .  however. that thc 

14 L 5 at 236 Thr c y n d  render mmr l n b r  that 
cnmc Involved, the case would have k e n  revrrsrd 

I41 (1944), the Suprcmi Coun recognized that 
on, 8 %  wi l l  I S  phwcal  brutal~r). could mskr a slate 

rharllivid Lesr o i  “lnhrrcnt C O C ~ C I U ~ . ’ ’  ~ 

the nnture 01 (he police mircandurt The rest. rupcrsrded by 
iventuall) brcamr B part of the contemporary \ ~ l u n l a n n ~ 3 1  doit 

156 (1913), overruled lackson , Ucnno, 378 US 

“ S D L  e t ,  Pa)ne \ Arkansas, 356 L S 5bO 11958). R k c i  , Alsbsma, 352 US 

“ 3 8 4 U S  41611966) 
19111957) ,L l j rav Denna,341L 5 51611954) 
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fairness rather than reliability and asks If the statement was 
the product o f a  free and unrestrained choice.4' 

V. THE VOLUSTARINESS DOCTRINE TODAY 

Although the voluntariness doctrine has been greatly af- 
fected hy the Supreme Courr's decision in Miranda v. Arizona.M 
11 retains vitality for determining the admissibility of confea- 
smns Determining the exact nature of the doctrine i s  diffmlt. 
howe\er. in view of the ambiguity inherent in the term '''01- 
~ n t a r y . " ' ~  Every individual jurisdiction in the United States 
has Its own statutorily4' or judicially derived definition of "vel- 
untnr) " Generally the states will suppress confessions that are 
the product of coercion, threats, or improper inducements just 
a i  they would he suppressed under the common laa .  The state 
provisions ma) differ, however, in respect to what constitutes 
improper inducements. what effect is to be given to the sus- 
pect's age. mentality and similar attnhutes. and the effect to be 
given to other relevant factors. Regardless of the individual 
state test. the federal constitutional test is p a r a m o ~ n t . ~ ~  Under 

* See e P Cu1ar.k \ Canner!icut, 167 I. 5 566. 602 (1961). Raerr i  > Rich- 
mond 365 L 5 514  J 4 M l  11961), LniIed Staicr > C a l b n  2 U S  C U 4 3 6 C U R  
? < I 9 1 2 1  S e e d r o U C M  1969 m r a  1400121 
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the due process clause, a court must determine whether a 
confession was "the product of an essentially free and unre- 
strained choice" by its maker." If the Individual's will was 
"overborne" by the interrogation, the resultingJo confession 
will be involuntary and inadmissible. In determining the 
voluntariness of a statement, the trial court must look to "the 
totality of the cmumstances" surrounding it. The primary 
purpose of the due process test is to ensure fairness: the truth 
or falsity of the resulting confession is irrelevant." Of course 
the courts have assumed that voluntary statements are likely 
to be reliable ones. 

While the due process test suggests a case by case approach 
that would seek t o  determine a causal connection between 
police51 misconduct and a confession, analysis of the cases 
suggests that actually two separate ruler are being applied.'> 
In those cases where the misconduct appears extreme, as in 
Cases of physical brutality, the courts will frequently find that 
the misconduct has rendered the statement involuntary per 
s c i 4  In all other cases the courts will test the facts of the case 
to determine if the misconduct actually did overcome the will 
of the accused.5' It is virtually impossible to  set forth criteria, 

69See e~ Schnciklorh Y Buslamonte 412 LS 218, 224-26 09731, Culamb 
Y C o n n ~ c t ~ c ~ t .  361 U S  568. 642 119611. Rosrir Y Richmond, 165 C S 534. 544 11961) 
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other than torture, uhich will result in automatic exclusion. 
The situation IS very much like the application of the famous 
R o c h W  "shock the conscience" test used in search and s e m  
ure cases. Until the conscience is shocked one 1s unable to 
define the test 

The contemporary voluntanness doctnne conxsts of the due 
process standard complemented by those other rules, state and 
federal, which reinforce it. While the common law voluntariness 
doctrine was pnmarily concerned b.ith the reliability of the 
statement, the areas addressed by a common Iau, judge were 
not substantialiy different from those reviewed by a modern 
court applying constitutional and local rules. Thus the existence 
of coercion, threats and inducements In a case remains critically 
important. When considering the voluntariness issue using the 
totality of the circumstances test, a court rnust look to numerous 
factors According to Wigmore.'. among the factors to  be con- 
5Idered are. 

The character of the accused [health, age, education, in- 
telligence, mental condition, physical condition), 
Character of detention, if an) [delay m arraignment, u a m -  
mg of rights, incommunicado conditions, access to lawyer, 
relatives and friends): 

Manner of interrogation (lenph of ressionfs), relays, 
number of interrogators, conditions, manner oi Interra- 
gatars),and 

Force, threats. promises or deceptions 

A COERCJOA' A.VD THREATS 
Of ail the possible forms a i  misconduct, the one most likely 

to result in automatic exclusion of a statement IS physical 
coercion Physical brutality, usually termed the "third degree," 
was of course at  the heart of the Supreme Court's turn to due 
process standardss8 and 1s assumed not only to  violate mini- 
mum standards of fairness but also to yield unreliable state- 
ments. When physical coercion is involved, it IS generally 
irrelevant that the parry rerponsible was no; a policeman or 
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public official.J9 Because of the extreme concern that accom- 
panies charges of police brutality, a number of states require 
in such cases that the government call all material witnesses 
who were connected with the alleged confession." When dis- 
cussing coercion, any attempt to create separate and distinct 
categories is doomed to failure. While beating, hanging and 
flogging are clearly forms of illegal coercion, other forms of 
mistreatment can also be considered a~ k i n g  identical in effect. 
In Slidham Y.  Swenson.6l the United States Coun of Appeals 
for the Eighth Circuit found that solitary confnemsnt for 
eighteen months in subhuman conditions prior to the offense, 
and return to those conditions after twenty-five interrogation 
sessions without any food or water over a fourday period 
constituted coercion and rendered the petitioner's confession 
involuntary. Courts have condemned as improper coercion 
denial of medical Ireatment,61 sustained detention,63 sus- 
tained interrogation,u handcuff ig  for lengthy periods:' and 
brutal detentian,66 to mention only a few possibilities!' Other 

" Y e .  e # ,  N Y  CODE CWM P a x  6 6 0 4 1 2 ( 1 )  (McKmnc) 1971). Cammon- 
wcrlth I Uahnka, 1971 Mu9 Ad, Sh 2897, JJ5 N.E2d 660 (1971) ivl@lano group), 
Pcoplc 1 Haydcl. I 2  Cal I d  190, 524 Pld 8 6 6  115 Cal Rptr 194 (1974). 3 WIGMORE. 

iupro now 8 ,  at 6 811 \ole the uoidmg af UCMl s r t  31' "KO perron rubiccl to this 
chhaprrr", and MCM 1969 para l5Qb "A rtatemmt obcamed from thc accused by 
compcuing him to ~ncnmrnsb h m w u  Y madmrrribl~ ammt  Ihc m u d  rsprdlcsr 
ofIhcperranapplyingLh~Eompularon " 

" L e .  e s  Smith Y Stare. 216 Ark 67, 105 S W 2d 104 (19741, Fabori > Stair, 
29ISa 2d316(Mi$i 1974) 

$ '506  F2d 478 fS :h  C u  1974). Slidham, impnaancd for robbry, was c a n n ~ d  
of the murder of 1 felloP inmstc dunng s prism not While Lhr facta as ponrsycd by 
rhr mapmy are rhocling, ,he daacnr m@at% an e d r e l y  diffrrcnc mew Stidhorn 13 

an ex8mplc af the dificulflcs 10mc!lmc1 c a u d  by h d c d  habar corpua. Thc aFIy.1 
cue had k e n  a f i m c d  by the Mmoun Suprcmc Cow rhmm ycars k f o r c  fhc firs! 
frderai attack ULI filed, m k m s  rebvltal a1 Sudham's charge? dlfFEull. Stidham had 
a110 c h a r d  ho was b a l m  butthccoundricountcdrhcsllegarion 

I*  Cl Commonwullhv h m r . 4 8 5 P a  159,126A.2d 169(1974). 
Cl Slidham I, Swenson, 506 F2d 478 (8th Cn 1974): Unitcd Slam Y A c f a k .  

12 U 5 C M A 465. 469. 11 C.M R $1. I5 (1961) (The Government m y  not YI 11% 
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forms of coercion such as loss of employment*E may also 
render 2 Statemenl involuntarr Whether specific c o n d h n s  
other than phksical punishment will render a statement mvo1- 
untary must depend upon the facts of each case, although 
certain factors are obwousl) likel) to be weighed more heavily 
thanothers 

Coercion can of course also be supplied through threats in- 
asmuch as coercion includes the piycholog~cal as w e l l  as the 
physicd69 Refusal to supply medication;’0 threats of vm- 
l e n ~ e . . ~  of remoial of wife or children,’2 of arrest or prosecu- 
tion of fnends or relatives,.’ of continued detention’l or ai 
harsher consequences if a confession is not piven.” ma) all 
constitute sufficient coercion to  render a statement Involun- 
tar) -6 

E .  PROMISES A.VD 1.VDL’CE.WE.VTS 
Like threats, promises and inducements may well result ~n 

involuntary confessions Clearly a possibility of benefit may 
Well reSUlt in an overborne will rendering a Statement Golative 
of due procc5i Under the common law test for voluntanness. 
which was mostl) concerned with the reliability of the state- 
ment, some forms of inducements, such as religious appeals, 
were nor considered likely to result in false or inaccurate con- 
fessions:’ This may no longer be the case in view of the effect 
of Mirando v. A r ~ : o n a . ’ ~  In theory, an) promise or inducement 
should be analyzed under the usual due process test. However. 
perhaps a i  a result of the common law hentage, man) states 
will almost ~uiotnat~call!  suppress a confession that took place 
after a Promise or inducement. Most improper promises tend 
to involve representations that the police will not arrest or _ _ ~  

uJe:iri 385L S 493 496-5Wfi9b3) 
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prosecute,'P that leniency as to sentence will result,80 or that 
friends or relatives will not be harassed, arrested or prose- 
c u t d B 1  Exhortations to tell the truth are not in violation of the 
traditional voluntanness test8> although they may interfere 
with the Miranda rights warnings and invalidate a statement, 
Statements resulting from immunity or plea bargains will be 
inadmissible against the maker.81 According to Wigmore, for 

'*See, e g  St Ides j BILO. 371 F Supp 670 ( 5  D Tei 19741, Lnirrd Slaws % 

White 14 C S C M A 646  34 C M R 426 119641 f~romise a i  admmtsoatiii dnrharncl. . .  
U D B Y Stat., 311 So 26 399 (Fh App 19751. Stale 1 Raimand - Mmn - 
212 S W l d  879 (1971) But see People Y Ycidon. 5 1  App Dii 2d 875. 180 N Y S 26 
141 I19761 lionfcsnon held v ~ l u o l p r y  even ihavqh deiorv ihcniff rald dofendan! firat 

? Commonucalth. 211 \ ia 670 212 S E 2 d  293 !19iS1 ldclcndsnt claimid'rhat he 
confisicd because af h s  belief !hat hn  pregnant w f c  uould be airailed i f  he didn't: 
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such a promise to resuli ~n suppression if should be possible of 
fulfillmcnt and rhus 11s maker must have some An 
accused who inilimeJ a bargaining session with authorities by 
offering a statemeni m return for some concession will not 
normally be heard t o  complain that his statement was invoiun- 
tary.85 

C. PSYCHOLOGICAL COERCI0.V 

cause ior the Supreme Court’s decision in Maando v .  Arrr 
Whether holding a suspect incommumcado, helping him io ex- 
cuse :he offense, supplying sympathy, or using a “Muit and 
Jefr’ routine,B8 use of psychological techniques by interraga- 
tors may have a coercive effect. The courts have recognized 
that such coercion mdy render a confession involuntaF just as 
physical coercion may Hou,ever, in this area determination o i  
what actually did take place and what its effect should be is 
particularly difficult and a finai judgment is likely io depend 
u p n  the character and background of the suspect.89 In Slaie 
i’. Edr urds,% the Anzona Supreme Court found that the police 
actioni of using sympathy, stressing ”sisterhood” between the 
female suspect and a female officer, and minimizing the moral 
seriousness of the charge, were in conjunction with other vio- 
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lationsgl more than enough to result in an overborne will ren- 
dering the resulting confession involuntary. Similarly in Slate 
v.  Pruilr.P2 the North Carolina Supreme Court found that the 
interrogation of Pruitt by three police officers took place in a 
policedommated atmosphere characterized by repeated com- 
ments that the suspect's story had too many holes, that he was 
lying, and that they did not want to fool around. The court 
found that the fear, augmented by a threat that things would 
be rougher if he did not cooperate, necessitated exclusion of the 
resulting statement. The decision of a COUR will of course de- 
pend on the specific facts of each case. In State v .  Iverson.qJ 
the Supreme Court of North Dakota sustained the admissibility 
of a statement gwen after an interrogation session attended by 
a bloodhound and which included a suggestion that Iverson 
take a lie detector test. Testing the circumstances of the inter- 
rogation, the past experience o i  the suspect with the law, and 
the suspect's rational participation in the session, the court 
found that the statements were voluntary. 

D. DECEIT 
The police have frequently used deceit to obtain confessions. 

Examples include misrepresenting that an accomplice has con- 
fessed,g4 misrepresenting the seriousness of the offense or con- 
dition of the victim," misrepresenting that evidence has been 

and disguising police  officer^.^' While numerous 
courts and commentators have joined in condemning deceit?% 

* '  Othcr faclorj includcd c ~ n u n u ~ u s  >~tlerrogalian. a ,(quirt that thc ivipci l  Lakc 
s polmraph land $ W m g  that il rcfuaal mdicared gull!) and most ~mponnnr d u i  IO 

Kmndo. ~gnormg Ihc iuipcct'r request for C O Y ~ S C I  Thc lad factor i lone would havc 

286FC 442.2175 E 2692(19751 
225UW2d48 IUD 19741 
L e .  e g .  Fra2rer \ Cupp, 394 U S  731 .  739 (1969). Proplr v Houimn, 36 

111 App l d  695. 344 N E 26 641 (19761 Commonwealth Y Jancs. 457 Ps 413. 322 A 2d 
119(1974j 

e T c r  eg., In rd Walker. I D  Cal 3d 7 6 4  51% P l d  1129, I12 Cal Rplr 177 (1971). 
Slatei  C a a p r  217h W 2d589(lowal974i 

O '  Cf Smlc ,, Oaker. 19 Ore 284 517 P2d 418 (1974) (drBndanL told that g u m  

436, 476 (19661 rllsn) rvidcncc that 
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most courts continue to sustam the adm,sslbhty of confessions 
obtained through its use. So long as the deceit does not nullliv 
the Miranda uamings," overcome another policy such as the 
right to counsel,loD overbear the will of a person. or make I t  
likely that a false statement might resuIt,lo1 a resulting state- 
ment is usually deemed voluntary and admissible. 

E. THE POLYGRAPH 

While the results of polygraph OI lie detector examinations 
are not yet generally admissible in evidence, the polygraph 
itseli plays a major rale In law enforcement. I n w e d  to clear 
themselles via the machine, numerous suspects submit to a 
polygraph examination only to be trapped by their own iears 
a i  the machines, occasionally augmented by police com- 
mentar) Bath the pretest and the examination itself tend to 
create iear and apprehenslon that result in the suspect confess- 
mg and throwing himself on the mterrogatar's mercy.103 The 
test itself IS ioluntary and cannot be compelled Article 31 
rights are required and i i  a custodial situation exists, .?4iranda 
rights warnings are required, l e t  canfesrioos continue. While a t  
least o n e  court has stated that "the situation a he detector test 
presents can best be described as a psychological rubber 
hose,"1oL courts across the country have ruled that the mere use 
of a polygraph w i l l  nor render a confession n t~oluntary .~05 
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What will create an involuntary statement, however, will be 
coercionto take thetept.1°60rpolicemisconduct.'0' 

VI. THE NATURE OF THE SUSPECT 

Under the federal due process test, a confession will be in- 
voluntary if the perron being questionrd was denied the ability 
IO make a free choice-in short, if his will was overborne. A 
court dealing with a challenged confession must not only ex- 
plore the nature of the alleged coercion or inducement, but if 
the case does not involve inherent coercion must weigh the 
character and background of the person interrogated. The to- 
tality of the circumstances thus includes the suspect. As a gen- 
eral rule it can be stated that questions of age, intelligence, 
and mental or physical condition are simply factors that must 
be considered in determining raluntariness. 

The iact that a minor 1s involved in a confession will not as 
such make a confession inadmissibIe.lo8 Age and understand- 
ing will, however, be substantial factors to be considered by 
judge and jur) . l op  

Cull!ron 215  \ \\ 26 3 i o m i n  told fhai she 
, examinillion or rhe 

cnaueh rhc courts dr ips  

monxralih Y Eden 416 
"E eluc uilh drug exper>- 

ngr for h a  ronirmon 
lemon% I" a dliT.lrn, 
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The mentally retarded are ~n the same legal pontmn as any 
other group of people If a retarded individual is an adult, or  
a minor in a state uithout a special pra\ision, the retardatmn 
u.d be considered as simply another factor going into the vol- 
untarinesi equation Similarly, the mentally ill are considered 
able to make a knouing. intelligent decision to c o n i e s  in the 
absence of a specific condition that uould interfere with their 
ability tocopewirhrealitytoasignlficantextent.ll1 

Physical illness 4s mch is treated a i  any other factor and each 
case w i l l  be determined by specific facts.'): Difficulties 
exist in the area) of intomcatmn and drug abuse The traditional 
rule for intoxication 1s that "proof of [voluntary] intoxication 
amounting to mania or  such an impairment of the will and mind 
as to make the person confessing unconscious of the meaning 
of his words renderr a confession so made by  him madmlss~ble, 
but a lesser state of intoxication will not render the confesszon 

Drug addiction per se does not make a con- 
fession involuntary.1" However. withdraaal symptoms or 
threats or promises connected with wnhdrawal may make a 
statement madmissible."' There appears to be a strong trend 
in  the alcchal and drug cases towards emphasizing the reha- 
b i l i t i  of the statement, perhaps to  a greater extent than free 
choice The law has never favored intoxication and It would 
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appear that in this area as well, an intoxicated individual is 
considered to have waived his right to make a truly free and 
intelligent choice. However, if the alcohol or drug has rendered 
an  individual peculiarly susceptible to  some form of pressure, 
thatfactorwill betakenintoaccount. 

VII. THE EXCLUSIONARY RULE 
An involuntery confession is normally inadmissible in evi- 

dence. Further, in most cases any evidence gained through the 
involuntary Statement will also be inadmissible."' The cxclu- 
sion of derivative evidence under the "fruit of the poisonous 
tree" doctrine is necessitated by the desire to prevent improper 
police conduct as well as by doubt as to the propriety of courts' 
using illegally obtained evidence. While exclusion of coerced or 
induced statements may also be justified on the ground that 
the evidence itself is unreliable, the same conclusion does not 
necessarily flow from possible use of derivative evidence."' 
Accordingly, the ban on derivative evidence must be presumed 
to stem from policy considerations rather than reliability 
grounds. While an  involuntary statement will not automatically 
prevent a subsequent, voluntary interrogation from producing 
admissible evidence, the Court of Military Appeals has s u e  

" * l e  ~neroi! .v  3 WICMORO, wpro note B. 81 8 819 lmmrundy, MCM. 1969. 
para lSOb BLlcmpU Lo limit ~ x ~ l u i i o n  of denvmwe wideno< Io c a s u  whim "compul- 
sion was applrcd by, Or P I  riu mmmllan or Wlh !he pwtnp8 l lon  of, an omeial Or 

01 the Unilcd Stater, or any Sfalc %hireof 01 pohtical aubdiviiion of either who 
was acting /n P 8orrmmenfa! cap~c11y" While this _IC has t e n  aacnbed to Murphy 
v Wlcrlront Carnrn, 178 LIS ! (19Mh DA Paw 21.2 mpro m f i  5 ,  st 27.36, 11 I s  
more l r h l y  lhai 11 I% tht product of Uniird Stater I TroimowkI,  5 U S.C M A 305, 
1, C M  R I05 (1954) The mterpreldlion I I  qutriianablr In T m i o n m s k > ,  Ihc Coun 
of Military Appcslr felt that littlc purposs would be served by cxtcnddmg thc Aniolc 
l l l d )  crclunmary ryle l o  ICMCL prmnncl acme a i  pnvaw C I I ~ C ~ S  In reaching this 
CDOSIYIIOD the C D Y n  lmorcd the pmnbibty that Congrrii had intended to extend 
indindual nghU byond rhr minimal con3 
31 ai  Lhc Unllorm Codc Marc imp~rLZnl 
EESS interpreted the phrasing of Ihr mill 

cludr dmvativc endance In rho Hrmngi 
31 .  Mr Smmrl, P commilte~ ruff mrmbrr  
makc3 ilalemcnrr or LYidmcncr obtained m i l ~ l a t m n  af tho fin< three rubdlriaionr 
insdmriribie " Heonng on H R 24998 Belore a Subcomm 01 ihr H m r r  Comm 
m A n e d S e N r e l .  SlalCanp,  I r f 5 r r  984(1949) (cmphaniadd~)  

on3 01 !lesl zra7h and ~ Z Y X  which 8mcraUy  upp ply 
nceco, 
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gested that it  will be difficult to overcome the taint resulting 
from the first involuntary statement.118 

VIII. THE VOLUUTARINESS DOCTRINE AT TRIAL 

A.  STANDIYG 

Because an involuntary statement must usually be excluded 
irom evidence, the rule has evolved that before a party may 
challenge the admissibility at a statement on voluntariness 
grounds, he must have an adequate personal interest in its 
suppression. This requirement, known as standing, has been 
held to mean that a defendant can only object to a statement 
made by himself Thus the general rule is that an accused is 
unable to challenge a statement made by or evidence derived 
from another person although offered to prove the guilt of the 
a c ~ u s e d . : ~ ~  This can be particularly important in cases involving 
a c c o m p l ~ e s  Presumably this limitation is designed to balance 
the rights of the individual on trial against the societal interest 
in allowing a i  much probative evidence to be brought before 
the jury as possibleOO One possible exception to the rule may 
exist, however. In LaFrance Y .  Bohhnger,l2l the United States 
Court o i  Appeals for the First Circuit determined that where 
the prosecution had attempted to impeach its own witness with 
an allegedly coerced confession, the trial court should have 
determined the voluntannesr of the confession even though it 
had not been made by the defendant. The court's reasoning 
was primarily that "[tlhe due process requirements of a fair 
trial clearly extend to matters dealing with a witness' credi- 
b i i i ty . "1~ While the court limited its expansion of the tradi- 
tional standing rule, the case does suggest that due process 
considerations may allow an accused to occasionally challenge 
statements made by other parties 

ol im fabricarion s m c d  b i  an a m  

LIE of unlawful mduirmeql had 
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B. BURDENS 

The general rule throughout the United States IS that the 
prosecution must prove a confession or admission to have been 
voluntarily made before it can be received into evidence l i l  

While the burden of proof is on the government, what has 
occasionally been called the burden of going forward is unclear. 
It appears that in many American jurisdictions, the defense 
must raise the issue of voluntariness or risk waiving the 
issue.l2‘ Once the defense has properly raised an objection, the 
go>ernment will be put to its burden. The degree to which the 
defense m u v  object is unclear. As a matter of practice, it seems 
likely that many if not most jurisdictions shift the burden im- 
mediately upon defense objection or upon a recital of the nature 
of the alleged coercion or inducement. In other jurisdictions, 
the defense appears to have to  present some evidence on the 
question before the prosecution must prove voluntariness.’2’ 
Some states assume that confessions are prima facie involun- 
tary until proven otherwise;lz6 in such a jurisdiction the prose- 
cution will habe to prove voluntariness even in the absence of 
detense abjection. The .bfQnuQ/ for Couru-Martm/ requires the 
prosecution to prove the voluntariness of a statement unless the 
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defense expressly waives the issue.ll' This would appear to 
p!ace the burden of going forward in courts-martial on the 
prosecution rather than on the defense. Consequently a defense 
failure to raise the issue should certainly not result in waiverlla 
unless the defense subsequently adopts the statement and ar- 
gues it to the court. The contemporary practice has the defense 
counseI raising the voluntariness issue, usually by motion, in a 
procedure closely akin to that used in civilian courts. T h i s  op- 
tional technique is to be encouraged as it precludes a possible 
error by the prosecution which could require a mistrial. From 
the defense standpoint, it also has the advantage of attempting 
to raise the issue at  a more advantageous time than the prose- 
cution might choose However, the procedure i s  not a required 
one under the Manual. 

The nature of the prosecution's burden of proof has been 
settled only recently. In Leg0 Y. llvomel;12q the Supreme 
Court held that the government must prove voluntariness using 
a preponderance of the evidence standard."O While this speci- 
fies the minimum constitutional rule, a number of jurisdictions 
are requiring the government to prove voluntariness beyond a 
reasonable doubt.l3l The mihtary uses a combined preponder- 
anceand reasonabledoubt tes tP2  

Some states have also required that in certain cases, usually 
those raising the issue of physical coercion or improper induce- 
ment, the prosecution must call all material witnesses rather 
thanpickingthoseit prefers to testify.lA3 
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C. PROCEDURE 
There are two basic, constitutionally permissible procedures 

to determine the voluntariness of statements-the "orthodox" 
rule and the "Massachusetts" rule.lA4 Under the orthodox rule, 
the trial judge determines the voluntariness of the statement 
out of the presence of the jury and his determination is conclu- 
sive,ll' Under the Massachusetts rule, in use in the mili- 
tary,1j6 the trial judge makes a first determination out of the 
jury's presencell' and then if the finding is against the defend- 
ant will instruct the jury that before it can consider the state- 
ment in evidence it must first determine the voluntariness of the 
confession or admission.llB Thus under the Massachusetts rule, 
the accused receives two determinations. Under federal stat- 
utellP it appears that aU civilian federal courts are required to  
apply the Massachusetts r ~ l e . 1 ~ ~  While the orthodox rule is 
simpler and more efficient, a t  least one court has found it "con- 
tains aspects of harshness inconsistent with the general admin- 
istration of criminal law . . . [attaching] to the preliminary 
determination of the court an  aura of infallibility which . . . is 
not consistent with the general concepts of the right to jury 
trial." 141 Instructions to the jury in jurisdictions following the 
Massachusetts rule should not inform the jury that the judge 
has already determined the statement to be voluntary for such 
an instruction may prejudice the jury."? 

Traditionally the military procedure to determine voluntari- 
ness was to litigate the issue when the chalienged statement was 
offered into evidence. This is still possible, although the more 
usual procedure 1s for the defense"' to raise the issue in an 

836 See grnrrrili Jackroo > Ucnna 378 L S 368 11964) In J a c k o n  Lhc Court 
awd the "Tru Yorir" rule undcr uhi rh Ihc m a l  judge made a prchminary deter- 
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times in an almost incidental iashion, the showing that those 
requirements were properly complied with. The defense will of 
course attempt to show a different picture of the interrogation. 
To minimize questions a i  proof, increased interest is being 
shown in recording police interrogations via either tape record- 
ing, movie or  videotape. While videotape use will not ~eso lve  all 
questions and will require proper authentication procedures, it 
appears most likely to moot the usual battle as to what actually 
did take place at the interrogation. 

E. THE CORROBORATION REQUIREMEAT 
The same reluctance to convict defendants on the basis of 

coniession evidence which helped give rise to the voluntanness 
doctrine gave rise to the corroboration requirement. Originally 
dealing primarily with crimes a f  violence, the rule requires that 
before a confession or an admission14~ may result in a comic- 
tion the statement m a t  be corroborated by independent e\]- 
den~e .14~ Thus the courts have imposed an additional reliability 
check on confession evidence. Two primary corroboration rules 
exist m the United States. Under the majority rule, independent 
evidence must substantiate the corpus delicri, or in other words 
show that a criminal act has in fact occurred.''0 Independent 
evidence is not needed to show the identity of the perpetra- 
tor.Is' Under the minority rule. used by the civilian federal 
c o ~ i t s 1 ~ 2  and the mi l i ta ry ,~5~ independent evidence must be 
received to shou that the confession is trustuorthy. As 
McCormick  suggest^,"^ the civilian federal courts ha\e tended 
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to confuse the standards and frequently require that the corpus 
delicti be shown ' 5 5  Because that rtindard almost always also 
establishes the trustworthiness of the confession, the difference 
between the two standards rends to be purely academic Cor- 
roboration need not be shown beyond a reasonable doubt"' 
and may in some jurisdictions, including the mililary, allow 
admission of evidence not normally admissible.ls' The pres- 
ence of sufficient evidence to  corroborate a confession is a 
question for the tnal judge in some jurisdic!ions,138 and for  the 
jury in others l i s  The m m n u m  constitutional requuernent 
thus remains unsettled although in the light of Jackson b 
Denno.160 presumably a Judicial determination IS adequaie. 
Traditionally the corroboration requirement has applied only 
to extrajudicial confessions and accordingly the rule will not 
apply to confessions made during trial by c o u r t - m a r i ~ a l . ~ ~ ~  

P THE B R C T O S  RL-LE 

The Bmton rule 1s the outgrouth ~ f j o m t  trials of co-accused 
individuals in which one accused has made a confession that 
implicates another. In  Bruion v .  Lhired Slates,"' the Supreme 
Court held that the admisson into evidence of a confession b) 
one defendant that implicates a codefendant deprives the 
second accused of his sixth amendment right to confrontation 
unless the first accused takes the stand and can be cross-exam- 
ined about the incriminating statement The two usual cures 
for the Bruron problem are revenng the cases of the codefen- 
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dants or redacting“’ the confession, The Bruron problem does 
not arise in a court-martial by judge alone,’” when the maker 
of the confession takes the stand or if the codefendant has also 
made a similar confession.1” The courts have retreated from 
the original decision in Bruron and its long term vitality is open 
to question. A number of cases166 have found Bruron errors to 
have been harmless beyond a reasonable doubt and thus not 
reversible error. 

IX. THE AUTOMATIC REVERSAL RULE 

While svery effort is made by the trial judiciary to prevent 
error from occurring at trial, error of various types is frequent, 
especially in the admission of evidence. While most error will 
be scrutinized for the likelihood of prejudice to the accused, 
the Supreme Court has promulgated a general harmless error 
rule dealing with violations of federal constitutional rights. In 
Chapmon v .  Cali/ornia,l6’ the Court indicated that a violation 
of such a constitutional right must result in reversal of the con- 
viction involved unless the error could be shown to have been 
harmless beyond a reasonable doubt. Most interestingly, how- 
ever, the Court stated in addition that its “prior cases have 
indicated that there are some constitutional rights so basic to a 
fair trial that their infraction can never be treated as harmless 
error.”Ibs This phrase is the source of what has been termed 
the “automatic reversal rule.” Under the rule, error involving 
such a basic right cannot be tested for prejudice and the con- 
viction must be reversed regardless of the amount of untainted 
evidence properly admitted against the accused. Because the 
Supreme Court cited a coerced confession case169 as an exam- 
ple of a basic constitutional right, a number of jurisdictions”0 

“’R~daonan 13 !hi delrlian of all rduancza lo the roasrurcd. See. < E ,  M C M ,  
1969, para 140b Bccaurc lhir may be pmi l iuuy  tmponible m many C=~R I I  1% B Iimitcd 
i~Iut10n For a general dimxi ion  of %ha imue ~n the military ~ n n t e ~ t .  ars Corngin, 
Prrhrdicd Joader--nir Crnw@zlr  World of S ~ r m c m ,  6s Mu L Rnv I (1975) 

w UslrdStalerv  Aponlr.45C M.R 522(ACMR1972J 
‘ ( I  See United Stales ex rcl Stsnbridgr Y. &lker, 514 F 2d 45, 4 S 4 9  (2 Cir 

1975JL‘eri d e n i d 4 2 3 U  S 872(1976) 
‘*See. r E .  BrOun v Unncd Sralar. 411 L S 223 (1973). Schnrbk Y Flonda, 

a 5 E S  427(1972) 
“ ‘186US lS(1967) 
#*Id.  st23 
‘Iq Psyne Y Arkansas 156 U S 560 (1958) P I Y ~  8 l9-ycardld black, was 

chlrgld With the murder of hlr whnle employer Held >nsommumudo for Ihrw days, 
drnlcd food far Ions Fends, he WP* threatened ul lh  mob mdme if ha farled to 
confex The SupremeCaunrwenrd h n  connnim 

““See. 0.8,  L‘mted S W c s  Y Wagner, 18 U S C .4 A 716, 19 C M R 216 (1969). 
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ha\e adopted a rule under which any case involving an m -  
properly admitted confession") will be reversed automatically 
UnSortunatel! the true meaning of the Chapman case is un- 
clear. 

The Court's reference to Poyne 1' Arkansos in Chopman can 
be rcad as creating an automatic reversal rule applicable to 
coerced con:essions. Houwer,  even if one accepts that can- 
cluiion, I t  is  unclear u,hether the rule should extend IO other 
farmi OS involuntar) canfeiiionsl': (such as those obtained 
thraueh LmrxoDer inducements1 or to confesstons obtain<: 

extremely small in any event, future civilian clanficaticn of 
this perplexing issuel'dcan be anticipated. 

The Court of Military Appeals, using Chapman as 11s basis, 
applies an automatic reversal rule to courts-martial in which 
a confession or admission has erroneously been admitted 
While the court's original reasoning may have been faulty. 
recent cases ' '~ suggest a nonconstitutional basis Sor the rule 
that is highly persuasire. The court has statedl" that while 11 

- ~ _ _ _  
h i  :d 26 154 \ \& 26 1M 1196'1 See W n ~ r o l l ,  3 * i G l ( O i i  

c Srhncbla L Fla:ida LO5 
9691 I r  ma? yel l  b; tha t  1 
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will apply the usual constitutional harmless error rule to con- 
stitutional violations, a higher standard must be applied in 
c a m  in u'hich a vialation of Article 31 rights has occurred. This 
reasoning recognizes the congressional interest in according 
service personnel greater procedural protection than that avail- 
able to the general population, presumably to offset conditions 
peculiar to military life. 

x .  CONCLUSlON 

The admissibility into evidence of confessions and admissions 
has been of concern to Anglo-Amencan lawyers since at least 
the 17th Century and the voluntariness doctrine has been the 
major too l  through which the law has attempted to regulate the 
use of these statements. In recent years, however, there has been 
an understandable if misguided tendency to  presume that the 
comparatively recent Article 31-Mimnda rights warnings have 
subsumed the voluntanness doctnne. While the importance of 
Article 31 cannot be overestimated, It should be apparent that 
the American wluntaiiness doctrine bath complements and 
expands Article 31.  As the mditary tends to reflect ciwlian legal 
trends, there is every Teason to believe that as Mirondo is 
undercut by the Supreme Court the voluntariness doctrine will 
take on added importance. Expanded use of the voluntariness 
doctrine uill have the effect of increasing the emphasis that 
both the defense and prosecution must place on the circum- 
stances surrounding the taking of a statement Whether for 
present or future practice, this doctrine merits increased atten- 
tion bgjudgeadvocates 
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DISCHARGE 
FOR THE GOOD OF THE SERVICE: 

AN HISTORICAL, ADMINISTRATIVE AND 
JUDICIAL POTPOURRI* 

Lieutenant Colonel Donald W. Hansen" 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Private First Class Peter Poe robbed a taxicab driver on the 
Fort Wilderness Military Reservation after an  argument over 
the amount of the fare. He was subsequently arrested and 
placed in pretrial confinement after which his unit commander 
preferred charges against him for robbery' under the Uniform 
Code of Military Jusrrce.1 Following consultation with his ap- 
pointed defense counsel, Private Poe elected to  request dis- 
charge from the Army far the good of the service' rather than 
stand trial. The case was processed to the Commanding Gen- 
eral of Fort Wilderness who accepted the offer to resign. Four- 
teen days after the incident, Private Poe was given an Unde- 
sirable Discharge Certificate' and was released from the service 
with no further cnminal action having been taken against him. 

d in OCaliahan v Pirker. 395 U S  258. 272 
on IS not 30  c h i .  rubPlanrial w e ~ l i o n  15 to  
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The case of Private Poe is not uncommon in the Armed 
Forces. In the United States Army, for example, use of the 
resignation procedure by those charged with offenses increased 
steadily from Its inception in 1966 until fiscal year 1972 when 
over 25,000 soldiers initiated such requests for discharge.' 

Fortunately, this trend has been reversed In subsequent 
vears0 but u'hether the reduction in the number of soldiers 
seeking this form of administrative release from the senice will 
continue may depend on the extent to which the Army i s  able 
to attract more highly motivated personnel and eliminate those 
factors and which contribute to service dissatisfaction 
and the commission of court-martial offenses.' If, as a result 
of the termination of involvement in the Vietnam War and the 
full implementation of the Modern Volunteer Army Program, 
a substantial change In the attitude of the service member can 
be achieved, I t  may be increasingly against the interests of the 
individual soldier to resort to this expedient. Until that lime, 
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however, resignations for the good of the service will be of 
interest to both the civilian community and the Armed Forces.8 

This article will examine the provisions of Chapter 10, Army 
Regulation 635-200, which set forth the manner in which an 
individual may seek to ma id  the complete adjudicatory proc- 
esses of the Uniform Code o/ M h o r y  Justice. The focus of 
the analysis will be to determine whether the procedures are 
administrative or judicial in nature, with particular emphasis 
on the manner in which the regulatory provisions are put into 
practice by those charged with the responsibility of administer- 
ing the system. The data and comments reflecting the manner 
in which the request for discharge procedure is administered 
were developed from a survey conducted by the author in 
September 1972: of the practices then being followed in 39 
general caurt-mart,aljurisdictions. 

While the reasons motivating the soldier to resort to the 
process today may be different than many of those which pro- 
voked requests in 1972, the specific reasons motivating soldiers 
to utilize the procedure are only relevant to the initial decision 
t o  attempt to avoid trial. Elimination o i  the anti-war irritant 
as a reason ior entering the system does not detract from the 
analysis o i  its operation, for as long as the number of soldiers 
seeking voluntary diversion from the cnminal process remains 
high little change can be expected which would reduce the 
manner in which those numbers are handled. It is the opinicn 
of this author that a study and analysis of the managerial or 
Judicial aspects of the resignation process can be most produc- 
tive when the data reflect the system operating at a high volume 
and under maximum stress as it was in 1971-1972, for it is a t  
that time that errors and weakness in its operation are most 
apt to surface. To be sure, changes in the authorizing regulation 
may dictate different procedures or requirements which would 

'See * E .  ~ i c c r p l i  of an addrail b i  Majar  General George S Prugh The Judge 
hdiacmle Genera8 of rhc A m ) .  10 the Arm) Commandor's Conlcrancc No\ 30 1971 
iepoiird m THE A a v r  L ~ a i r a ,  Jan 1972 ill 4, *here he catirionrd the commanders 
t o  ' ' [ ~ ] > L F  nn ~ r p e ~ i a l l i  uatchful eye ID thr uses af rhe Chapter 10 Before ~ c c e p u n g  
Ihc Chapter 10 aflri and impoimp mn undcnrahk discharge on the olfmdrr, the 

ellclt open ended rerponxs  
he 8ppmpmts calceary of 
~ C I L  indiiidual commsntr 

prclcd mr an lndlcauan thar other? ellhrr agreed or disagreed ulrh rhr srprrixd 
,leu C c m m s n l r t r o m l h l i i u n r r a r ~ c i l e d a i  'SIAResp I l l l c  
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affect analysis of the previous practice; however. those changes 
will be identified in the appropriate section. 

11. THE FRAME OF REFERENCE'O 
A. THE .VEED FOR A'VALYSIS 

The administration of the military criminal lau system has 
traditionally been an object of criticism by some segments of 
the civilian cammunity.ll It is highly likely that the uti lmtion of 
the request far discharge procedure, both during the Vietnam 
era and thereafter, will be drawn within that circle of suspicion 
and distrust if for no other reason than that the procedures 
came into prominence during an  exceptionally divisive time in 
our national history. Whether the criticism of military practices 
and procedures i s  based upon a lack of understanding of ihe 
substantially greater rights of the service member as compared 
to his civilian counterpart," or  an  inability r r  unwillingness 
to accept the essential difference in the goals to be s e m d  by 
military and civilian penal law,lj it is clear that the military 
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lawyer must be prepared to analyze military procedures in 
terms that will be meaningful in the civilian community. 

The direction this analysis will take largely depends upon the 
view of the purpose to be served by the criminal justice system, 
and those diversionary practices associated with it. 'For ex- 
ample, if the system is tested against a single concern-ff- 
ciency in processing the guilty-the questions that arise are like- 
ly to be somewhat different than if another concern-the extent 
to which regular procedures and adversary process arc em- 
ployed-1s the frame of inquiry.'" '4 The view of the purpose to 
be served by the system is important because the criticism to be 
ansu'ered wil! persist as long as ths CrAics "base their argu- 
ments on different expectations and standards of evalua- 
tion."" This does not, of course, mean that the critics' view 
of the desired result will necessarily be changed: however, it 
does provide a common meeting ground upon which discussions 
and analysis can take place. Perhaps equally important is that 
any significant shift in eipectations of necessity reqiiires that 
society provide a sufficient number of professional military 
personnel of the quality required to support the model having 
the basic values it deems most desirable. 

Professor Packer suggests the creation of madcls by examin- 
ing both the regulatory provisions and the z&nner in which they 
areput into practice.lbOncecreated, the models 

afford a conxsmt  way to hit sbuif thc o ~ n l i o n  o i  I pr- who= 
day-today iunclmins mwlvcs a comt~ni ="a of m i n w  adimtrnenti b- 
t m n  Ihr compting dcmsnds of two Y ~ Y C  iyitcrm and uhou m r r m u v i  
furm l ikewe I O V ~ V C I  a L ~ C *  of rnalutionc b t r ~  rornprtiop slPlm(.'' 

This article will attempt to note the nature of the value choices 
which have developed in the regulatory provisions of A m y  
Regulation 635-200 as well as those choices which have been 
made in day-today operations, and wmpare  them with analo- 
gousactions inmilitary andciviliancriminalprocesses. 

Model building isnot without its pitfalls. 
There 1% P dit in an cntcrpriv of thm son t b t  u Iatsnl m m y  arumpr ID 

p01anzc it 11, simply, rhal ~ I Y L I  are Io0 mrieu to b p i ~ d  down (0 ycs.odr. 
no answcm Thr mcdrli arc diimniom of rrallly and, I ~ C C  Lhcy PIC noma- 
t l Y I  ~n chumei, fhirr i i  a dangcr of -ins one or the other .( Gmd 01 Bad. 

The attempt here IS p m n l y  10 clanfy the term, of d-non by twolstmp 
ihevivmpi ioni  thaL undcrlic cornprimp poiicyclnrn." 

'< F R&HIYIITON, D NBWWAN. E KIMALL, M M ~ l r i  C H GOLDITBIY, C~IUIWAL 

'5 Id 
' I  P A C X B I ~ ~  ISZ.S?. 
" I d .  st SI]. 
"Id.a1 I S 1 4 4  

J~Ir lc l  ADUINIITLAIIDN 28 [1%9) [krsinafki nEd .I RBYINOTON] 
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The application a i  any particular model to the resignation for 
the good of the service I S  particularly difficult. The process 
involves a number of personnel w t h  varying n e w s  an  the func- 
tion of the system of criminal justice. From the accused, who 
desires to escape immediate punishment, Through the chain o i  
command whose contact with the individual decreases and 
whose desire to support subordinates increases with the dis- 
tance from the offender, to the staff judge advocate and the 
auurovme authoritv u,ho are concerned with discloline and 
I /  ~ 

justice within the command as a whole, different value judg- 
ments mag be operating I9 

B MODELS OF THE CRI.UIAVAL P R O C E S P  
1. The Adminisiraiive Model.” Th, Administrative Model 
YICWZ eniorcement a i  the law as the basic protector of social 
freedom Disrespect for the law occasioned by the delay in- 
volved in screening suspects, bringing them to trial, and dis- 
posing of offenders after adludication ol guilt lowen the pre- 
ventive impact o i  punishment with a corresponding failure to 
suppress cnme. The ne! result 1s that the law fails to protect 
the law-abiding members of the society. 

In order to achieve the goal of effective law enforcement. the 
Administrative Model depends on a high state o i  efficiency in 
which large numbers of cases can be quickly disposed of with 

minimum of effort and resources. Professor Packer aptly 
compares this madel to “an assembly-line conveyor belt i? 
The model looks to the preliminary determination o i  factual 
guilt made by the arresting officer and prosecuting attorney 
a i  so reliable that when “reduced to its barest essentials and 
operating a! its  most successful pitch, it offers two possibilities: 

ng one inodrl 10 the 
ued A I  8 (inat c ’ Id 

- ~ _ _ _ _ ~  
rubrcnbrd ‘0 81’ of the 
uiderl i iae the oihrr u o u l  

rd mma8rral the uu: Proscx 
mhr Poliir and ihs Riir of 1 ,  
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an administrative fact-finding process leading (1) to exonera- 
tion of the suspect or (2) to the entry of a plea of guilty."2] 
2. The Judicial Model.2' The Judicial Model sees the inter- 
vention of the criminal process into an individual's personal 
life as the "heaviest deprivation that government can infict 
on the individual."25 It is permissible only when the state has 
met 11s full procedural and substantive burden.26 It 1s in this 
respect that the Judxial  Model insists that the criminal justice 
process must "be subjected to controls that prevent it from op- 
erating al  maximum efficiency." 21 As a result Professor Packer 
sees this model as an  "obstacle course''28 in which legal guilt, 
as opposed to factual guilt, is determined only when "factual 
determinations are made in procedurally regular fashion and by 
authorities acting within competences duly allocated to 
them." z9 

A basic disagreement between the two models relates to the 
manner in which the crucial fact finding is t o  be done. The 
Judicial Model insists upon 

formal adwdicaliie. advcrrar! fact-finding p r o c w ~ s  ~n wh,ch the factual 
caw a w n i t  rhe accused I, publicly heard b i  an ~mparrlal tribunal and IS 

iialuarrd ~ n h  after rhe accused has had a full oppmLunn! 10 discridit che 
c~rragainif him Y 

In the adjudication process of this model, the "guiding hand of 
counsel" '' is the essential ingredient t o  ensure that the prose- 
cution fully meets its burden. 

' Id at 162-63 
' # I d  I I  163-'2 
- ' idat161 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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3. Criticism of the Model3 4s Evoluoring Stnndords.32 The 
thrust of the criticism of this framework is that Professor Packer 
has merely created one perspective with two modes, each of 
which attempts to  secure favorable rules in the criminal justice 
system for either the state or the indlvldual depending upon 
the value currently receiving support from the legislatures and 
the courts. In Professor Griffiths'view, 

he cnminsl procc6r BI B m&--I Iyhud WBI- 

CCP uhoir ~ n w r m ~  are implarahly hoirilc the 
Indmdud ipani iu lar l l  the m u r r d  mdlnduall and tho State Sjn- 
,he melapbar ai baulr rauehli s u m  this S ~ I  pxmiic about the r n f u r e  a1 
<ha rclaIionlhip nl  8 o r e  and indiridual sncrLcd I" the cnminal proc~sx. I 
shall use #I Io rha~actrnre Psrkrr'r porillon the Ralllc Madcl of the criminil 
p'occa ' 

The only characteristic of the Battle Model to be discerned 
IS the distinction between the two perspectives over the manner 
In which the contest 1s to be foughtY with the "exile function of 
punishment"]' as the issue. "The accused and his champion 
are fighting for his right to remain a member of the common 
society-not to be treated as an O U ~ W S ~ . " ' ~  Thus, in Professor 
Grlffiths'new 

hsmprehlami nlcheproccir j' 

The only u'ay to evaluate the crminal justice system, accord- 
ing to Professor Griffiths, IS to devise a model in which the 
overall relationship is not baaed on hostility. He proposes a 
"Family Madel"18 which looks to preserving the ties between 
theindividualand thesociety which haspunished him: 

lrkei place in the Famill M o d 4  p~niiularly ~n chc cncrgrfic 
ai  tho c ~ ~ c I ' I  #nitre61 in every y a y  C O ~ O ~ L C ~ C  u i th  the 

nccdi. rhal the Judicial Modd "docs not ri3l on the idea lhal 18 1 3  not 
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melsl need lhsi he bc punirhcd His iaenfico far the gcncral goad 81 kcpl 
10 a minimum The expcricnca 13 made 8s palnlcir and as bcncflrial for him 
as posiiblr In mnerew uayi we can make plain rhar whrlc hc has trans- 
gresisd uc do not therefore cut hm olf from us, our concern and dedirarmn 
10 h a  ne11 being wll conunne Wc h a w  punished him and drawn him bask 
tn 8mone YI, ut haw no! c m  him out to fend for himii l l  a8unssL our s y l c m -  
BllEInmllY 

When this model is adopted, so the argument goes, a proper 
perspective is achieved in which the need for an adversary sys- 
tem is largely dissipated, and along with it the creation of rules 
and regulations so necessary for a system based upon battle. 

Unfortunately, Professor Griffiths' efforts to extend the bio- 
loacal,  psychological and social interactions between the par- 
ent and child cannot be readily transferred to a state-indi~dual 
relationship." A major indication of the failure to  do so can be 
seen in the juvenile law field where the principles of reconcil- 
iation between the State and the minor have in recent years 
given way to procedures similar t o  those utilized in trials." 
Accordingly, a system of analysis that fails to deal with what 
"Is" as well as what "Ought To  Be" does not provide a mean- 
ingful frame of reference." 

Even more indicative of the inapplicability of Professor 
Griffiths' proposal to the topic of this article arises from his 
insistence that the frame of reference must be based upon a 
theory of reconciliation. This consideration would have more 
validity if the entire system of criminal procedures under the 
Uni/orm Code of Militory Justice were being evaluated. Even 
then, however, it must be kept in mind that the criminal law 
processes in the Armed Forces are designed to  serve a closed 
society in the sense that the Army is not primarily concerned 
with reconciliation or retention of those whose conduct and 
prospects for rehabilitation within the system have been of such 
a nature as to include some form of discharge as a part of the 
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punishment.') This was expressed by one siafi judge advocate 
as involving "the prospects ior future service of a quality suifi- 
cient to just4 the expenditure of leadership effort (therebj 
depriving orheri of the benefit of leadership time so expend- 
ed)." *& 

This is most strikingly demonstrated by the procedures for 
requesting discharge from the service Once an individual has 
demonstrated that further rehabilitation effons will be of no 
aiail, he IS "exlled" from the Army society as no longer fit to 
engage in the Profession of Arms." Thus the underlying value 
of the Family Model, certainly with respect to discharge from 
the service, is inapplicable to the extent reconciliation is not 
adesired or practicalend. 

It IS difficult to see any major difference between tn'o models 
and one model with two perspectives. Moreover, it is unlikely 
that any sksrem will fit entirely into either category as it may 
have features of each model. Nevenheless, the frame o i  refer- 
ence provides a spectrum of choices that we may utilize in  
ludgmg the outline ai the criminal process. While the analysis 

~~~ 
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in the following sections may show resignation procedures to 
be somewhere between the Administrative Model and the Ju- 
dicial Model, partaking of various aspects of each, the analysis 
presented by Professor Packer permits an evaluation of policies 
underlying competing value choices, and will be followed in this 
arucle. 
111. THE PHILOSOPHICAL BASIS FOR THE REQUEST 

FOR DISCHARGE FROM THE SERVICE 
The concept that an individual may avoid direct punishment 

for his misconduct by simply removing himself from the society 
whose law he has violated has no  counterpart in current civilian 
criminal justice.'6 It LS therefore not surprising to find increased 
congressional interest in such procedures." 

Moreover, the administrative handhng of criminal charges 
has even been subjected to criticism within the military justice 
system by the United States Coun of Military Appeals: 

I am alio ~ l w i r e  of ~ i r w r n s i m c ~ ~  tending Io  indicale fhar the  undriirablr 
dnchsrgr hsa tern used BI a rubxlilute far B mum-manlal. men m drprivslian 
of sn accused's nghri under rhc Unlform Code of Mllltary Jumca HaWrWr,  
the rcrncd) for  chn troublesome m u a u ~ n  re511 ~n the hands a1 Cangrcrr'* 

Although Chief Judge Quinn did not appear to be speaking of 
the request for discharge procedures, his comments do reflect 
the concern that is felt over administrative methods used to 
resolve cnminal matters." Accordingly, it i s  appropriate to 
examine the source of authority for these procedures as well 
as their theoretical framework. 

Requests for discharge from the service have no statutory 
foundation other than the general grant by CongressJo to the 
Secretary of the Army to provide for the termination of service 
prior to its  statutory expiration. Army Regulation 635.200 IS 
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promulgated pursuant to that authont) subject only to the 
minimum guidelines of the Department of Defense." 

Initially the regulation provided for a "request for discharge 
for the good of the service m lieu of rriol."" The wordmg was 
eminently deicnptiw of the process by which the indwidual 
resigned from the service without trial and was generally 
understood to convey that impression-both in theory and in 
practice. However, if the language is used in a strict manner, a 
n u m k r  of questions arise: hlust the accused wait until his case 
has been referred to trial before submitting his resignation? 
Does the submission of a request preclude or suspend court- 
martial proceedings until action has been taken on the request? 
If the accused is tried before action can be taken on the request, 
must the findings and sentence be set aside in order to accept 
the resignation? If the resignation is "in lieu of trial" the 
answer toeachofthese questionsis"yes." 5' 

These questions apparently Here not particularly trouble- 
some until the Vietnam War buildup in troop strength when 
the volume of requests increased faster than they could be 
processed This burden of increased volume was further com- 
plicated by the scattered location o i  units in the war zone which 
made administrative efficiency difficult. As a result, a number 
of requests for opinions on how to cope with resignations in lieu 
of trial were submitted to The Judge Advocate General 

The philosophical basis for elimination began to shft in 1967 
when The Judge Advocate General pointed out: 

110 
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uhrlhrr m indirtdual 15 amenable Io rehabiilarion and uhrlhcr ,uch da- 
charee uould kit w n ~  rhr inieieili of !hi Arm) 

The official change in philosophical focus Came in 1970 when 
The Judge Advocate General opined5' that the resignation 
was for the "good of the service" rather than "in lieu of trial." 
The opinion noted that the Department of Defense Directive56 
was devoid of any such limiting language, and indeed the title 
of the regulation itself was "Discharge for the Good of the 
Service." This brought the resignation procedures for enlisted 
personnel into line with similar resignation procedures for 
officers." The offending language was formally removed from 
the regulationin 1971.s8 

A number of consequences immediately flowed from this 
change in language as the answer to each of the above posed 
questions changed to "no." Of more importance, however, was 
a philosophical reorientation on the part of staff judge advo- 
cates. 

One staff judge advocate, in the light of the change in lan- 
guage, took exception to the author's questions which mferen- 
tially posited that resignations are a substitute for trial by court- 
martial: 

While some concessions can be made lo this objection, a num- 
ber of substantial military justice considerations still exist even 
though the resignation is no longer considered "in lieu of trial." 

IV. OPERATION OF THE SYSTEM 
It is generally accepted that the legislature bears the respon- 

sibility for establishing the substantive and procedural rules of 
criminal 1ustice.l Even when the legislature's efforts to pro- 

$( I A G A  1967 4362,22S- 
'~JAGA1910 4102,61ul) 1970 
!'DaD Dlr 111211 B Y I I K  120 Dec 1965) pro"dad "Dirchargo [ma! hc 

~c i rp r rd l  b) r c a ~ o n  ai rel8gnalian or  rcquirl for  discharge ior the good of Ihr IFIYICI. 

vnh an Undeslrablc Dlrchargc, where a mcmbcr's emdusl rcndcrcd h m  Inable b! 
LOurt-m.ltlalYnd.ledLYm.lsn~~~ uhxh could lead m s  p u n # ~ w c  dirihargc " 

4R615.120 ch I ( 8 A p r  196s) 
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vide policy guidance and directives are as detailed as the L'nt- 
/ u r n  Code o/ Miliiory Jusrice, there remain substantial oppor- 
tunities and requirements for administrative interpretations 
and selection of values.61 The verity of this principle is  clearly 
illustrated by the fact that the entire Manuol for Courrr-Mor- 
r i o P  which prescribes the procedure, modes of proof and max- 
imum sentences before mihtary courts-mama1 is promulgated 
by the President. The only guidance even  IO him by Congress 
is that he shall 

A more expansive grant o i  authority to administratively set 
judicial procedures can hardly be imagined. 

Under these circumstances, it is not difficult to understand 
that while Congress has specifically provided far the manner in 
which a civilian will become a soldier, there is no similar pio- 
\,ision for the manner in which the soldier will become a civilian 
merely to escape punishment far his crime. Indeed. it may not 
have occurred to Congress that such procedures u'ere either 
necessary or desirable 64 

Although an individual separated under this authority can 
receive the same adverse discharge as under other administra- 
tive discharge replarions" which provide substantial prace- 
dural protections.h6 the regulation providing for requests for 

112 
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forth in four pages including the sample form. The difference 
between the adversary nature of the criminal justice system and 
the administrative elimination system and the consensual na- 
ture of the request for discharge procedure is the likely reason 
for the lack of detailed guidance and procedures. Because the 
process is not highly structured, any detailed understanding of 
the values being implemented in the discharge procedure must 
take into account both the regulatory provisions and the prac- 
tical day-today decisions being made by those responsible for 
its administration!' 

A. ELECTION BY THE ACCUSED 

Military justice is largely dependent upon the cooperation 
of a significant number of offenders.68 It is essential to an  
understanding of this procedure to realize that the request for 
discharge must be the voluntary act of the 30Idier+~ He may 
be informed of his right to submit the request by his com- 
mander, but, unlike other administrative regulations which 
provide for involuntary administrative discharge for miscon- 
duct, this procedure is not instigated by the commander.'O Al- 
though this facet of the system places the initiative in the hands 
of the accused, he is not, willy-nilly, discharged from the service 

1911 1,107 T5.920 13907 
19'2 1 867 i1 239 11,134 
19.3 I493 12101 6.62' 
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merely because the mood strikes him nor because a disgruntled 
commander wishes to get nd  of him. A number of specific 
requirements must be met before the accused may request ad- 
ministrative disposition of the charges pending against him. 
I .Veecesriri for Charges It 1% crucIaI to understand and accept 
the proposition that the request for discharge procedure re- 
quires that the accused be pending charges under the Uniform 
Code of Miliiarj Jusiice. Both administrative opinion'l and 
judicial deciimn': have recognized the interrelation between 
the request io) discharge and the charges The relationship is 
that the requesr for discharge IS not independent of the judicial 
process as it must be based on charges which meet certain legal 
standards. 

a. Jurisdictional Requiremenl. In the normal course of 
events, charges are preferred with a view toward trying the 
accused by court-martial'> It is only the intervening circum- 
stance of the accused requesting discharge that prevents this 
expectation from being realized. Accordingly, the initial act of 
preferring charges must look to the jurisdictional requirements 
which must be met. Similarly, when the discharge request is 
examined, jurisdictional considerations must be kept in mind. 

Formerly the regulation required that the accused be charged 
uith offenses "triable by court-martial"" before he could 
subm:t his offer to resign. The clear import of these words was 
that ~n order to be "triable" there must be jurisdiction over the 
accused and the offense. It is interesting to note that the current 
regulation has eliminated this language and now only requires 
that the accused has "committed an  offense or offenses"75 
without regard to whether they are "triable." The opinion 
suggesting the change was unrelated to this question and ap- 
parently gave no consideration to the impact the superseded 
language might have on the need to find a jurisdictional base.16 
Subsequent paragraphs dealing with the approving authority's 
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discretion to hold disciplinary proceedings in abeyance, and 
the extent of his power to  act on the sentence where the trial 
precedes action on  the discharge all indicate the necessity for 
viable charges which meet jurisdictional requirements. 

It is not within the scope of t h ~ s  article t o  rev~ew the law 
pertaining to jurisdictionhl matters. It is important only to 
note some of the problem areas where the lack of jurisdiction 
is likely to arise in order to highlight the need to closely ex- 
amine the file." A discharge under circumstances where there 
is a lack of jurisdiction over either the accused or the offense is 
unlikely to  survive judicial review. 

Because many resignations involve young enlistees who have 
become disenchanted with the senice, the possibility of under- 
age soldiers utilizing this procedure l o  defeat the basis for their 
elimination should not be overlooked. If the soldier is under 
the minimum age'& established by Congress for enlistment, it 
will be unnecessary ior him to  resort to this procedure to secure 
his release as the court is without jurisdiction to  try him for his 
0ffense.7~ What is more likely to happen is that his enlistment 
is merely voidable because of the failure io secure his parents' 
consent at the time of enlistment." The court-martial con- 
vening authority, however, may have available evidence that 
the parents knowingly acquiesced in his enlistment?' or failed 
to demand his release until after commission of the crime.8z 

Other fruitful errors for consideration involving jurisdiction 
over the individual include irregularities in the induction pro- 

'Tee, e g  O'Callnhan \ Parker 395 C S 258 (I9691 (lack o i  
the oflcnre) Reid v Caierl. 354 U S  I 11957) (lack of junidiirion 
United Statci ex r d  Tath I Quarlcs. 310 U S  I I  11955) (10s of pnrdiciion through 
diachargr) 

'& Thc minimum BE? for enliirrnmt I I  17 yean.  10 D S C 5 50% (Supp V. 1975) 
-*United State& , Orenon, 9 U S C M A  684 26 C M R 461 11958) prmider 

th r  rule that no change 10 status from milban to soldrer i s  achieved uhen the  indivldval 

1~,2)fordiicharseproredurr.formina 
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cess,&? constructive  enlistment^,^' and drlayed discharges 
iollowing the expiration of the term a i  service.8J An allied 
area that must be approached with wutian relates to the prob- 
lems encountered in determining whether jurisdictlon survives 
reenlistment?* In esch of these situations, the conrening 
authority must recognize the issue, and either be prepared to 
deny the request and litigate the issue, or,  if he has locally avail- 
able evldence which satisfactorily resolves the Issue, he should 
mcludeitinrheiile 

In O'Collahan Y Parker.8' the United States Supreme Court 
delineated a n  aspect of jurisdiction over the offense that should 
be of concern in the administration o i  requests for discharge. 
In O'Collohon the Court held that a service member could not 
be tried for  offenses in the United StatessB ahich  are not 
"seriice connected " g p  Normally the specifications wlll con- 
tain suificient iniormation to indicate whether the offense is 
triable by court-martial in light of the Court's holdlng In 
OColiohanqO Where the nature of the offense alleged" does 
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not clearly indicate the service connected nature of the offense, 
thesupportingevidencein t h e f i l e s h o u l d d o ~ o . ~ ~  

It is more likely that the form of the charges and specifica- 
tions may present a jurisdictional problem. Where many 
charges are preferred a t  the unit level without the assistance 
of a legal advisor, the possibility that the charge fails to state 
an offense is rather high. Accordingly, the specifications should 
be closely checked against the forms contained in the M a m a /  
for Courrs.MorrioP1 to ensure that they canfarm to  the 
models.*4 Those which do not properly set forth the elements 
of the offense should be amended and resworn in order to pre- 
clude subsequent attdck.*' 

As a practical matter, in ail of these cases, d the accused has 
a valid jurisdictional defense he will not submit a request for 
discharge. However, if his jurisdictional defense is weak, either 
factually or legally, he may elect to avoid immediate punish- 
ment with a view toward later raising the jurisdictional question 
in an administrative or judicial review procedure where the 
opportunity for success may be greater. Naturally, the accept- 
ance of the request for discharge should only be granted in 
those cases which the command is confident will survive sub- 
sequent review. 

b. Punirive Discharge Reauiremenr. Once satisfactory juris. 
dictional bases have been found, the offense with which the 
accused IS charged must be examined to determine whether 
it is punishable by a punitive dischargev6 under the Table of 
Maximum Pun~shments.~'  Obviously what was intended was 
to permit discharge only when the incident was serious enough 
to warrant imposition of an undesirable discharge, but not so 
senous as to demand trial. When the initial regulation author- 
izing this procedure was promulgated, it was limited to "an 
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offense punishable by a bad conduct or dishonorable dis- 
charge."'[ It therefore appeared that a series of minor of- 
ienses, showing a lack of rehabilitative potential, none of which 
authorized a punitive discharge, was not within the scope of 
the regulation Although this was a perrmssible new, in light 
of the restrictive language of the regulation, it was not in accord 
with the policyp9 expressed by The Judge Advocate General 
of the A m y  that the overriding value to be served by such 
discharges IS the best interests of the service-a situation nor- 
mall) present *hen the serviceperson's record demonstrates 
his lack of rehabilitative value. In many such cases, the e h i n a -  
tion of the habitual, albeit minor, ofiender would be more 
appropriate than the elimination o i  one who commits a single. 
more serious offense which fonuitously may justify the impo- 
sition o fa  punitive discharge. 

It seemed appropriate, therefore, in 1968, to amend the regu- 
lation to permit an accused to submit a request for discharge 
when he was subject to  trial "under circumsionces which could 
lead to a bad conduct or dishonorable discharge.''10o This 
change permitted use of the habitual and multiple offender 
pravisionq of the Table of Maximum Punishments which au- 
thorize the imposition of a bad conduct discharge where one 1s 

not otherwise authorized by the substantive offense.lol How- 
ever. subsequent changes to the regulationt0' have sharply 
limited the administrative efficiency of the process by eliminat- 
ing use of the additional puniqhment provisions as a basis for 
the Chapter I O  The effect 1s to move this portion of the process 
toward the Judic~al Model where the grounds for accepting 
"punishment" under the regulationare more limited. 

c Referral io Triol Requirement. Although there has always 
been a necessity for an offense or "circumstances" which are 
punishable by a punitive discharge, there has been some un- 
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certainty as to whether the charges had to be referred to trial 
before a court empowered to adjudge a punitive drschargelU3 
before the request could be approved. The uncertainty was due 
to a change in the regulation in 1968 which required that the 
accused's conduct rendered him triable "under circumstances 
which could lead to" 10' a punitive discharge. This was of major 
concern in the Army where, because of administrative ac- 
tion,lo' punitive discharges could only be adjudged by a gen- 
eral court-martial. Accordingly, the principle of efficiency dic- 
tated by the Administrative Model was largely lost through the 
necessity for lengthy investigations and referral to trial follow- 
ing formal consideration and staff judge advocate advice.106 

The issue was faced when the two major commands in 
Vietnam disagreed and requested an  opinion from The Judge 
Advocate General on the point. The opinion noted that since 
the discharge was not "in lieu of trial" there was no require- 
ment for the offense to be referred to a court at all, much less 
one empowered to adjudge a punitive discharge.10' However, 
this opinion did not eliminate all the uncenainty with respect 
to this issue, and in 1972 the regulation was specifically 
amended to read: 

The r q u c r l  for discharge ma) b iubmmid 81 any Lime d f e r  coun-man111 
sillrgra e x  p n h r n d  agmns! him. regardlcm ai uhethrr the c h a r p  8re 
referred to P c o u r t - m ~ r ~ ~ d  end r w r d l w  of Ihc t)pc ai  iaun.mn~al ID 
whlchrhr charges map ber r fe r r~d  

The change in the regulation appears to support the Admin- 
istrative Model, and in general the staff judge advocates tend 

,#'The pnid i r t ian  of the gcncral caw-mania8 inclvder rhc power i o  adjudge 
a dishonorable and bad conduct d i rehars  LJCMJ a n  18 Thc jwxdrrhan  of thc 

nclvdea the power 10 adjudge a had conduct d m h a r g i  proildid 
P milllarr i u d e  was dcladcd Io the trial: Ireall) q u b f i r d  drfenie muniel Y ~ I  de. 
lailrd Io defend chc accU$Cd ond a iomplctc and vcrbalim rocard 01 the pmcerdm& 
and crilirnoni was made LJCUI arl 19 Thc j u n r d i i m n  of a summary cou11.m~nlsl 
darr nolinrlvdc the pavor toadjudgeapun~lwe dwharge  U C M J a n  20 

'ma AR635-2W.psra IU-l(CS) 
O'Thr Prcrclary of Ihc Army had diroclcd ,ha! COY( reponerr uauld not be 

appainicd f a  spocial coun-msmsl ~ZICQ W h o u  his rpciific ~ p p r o i a l  Arm) Res No 
22-14J Summar~sndSpccialCourti.Maroal,para 7(11Aug 19M) 

'06A formal pretrial aduiec by  the ilaff judsc advocalr must b arcomphshrd 
before charger can be rcfcrrcd IO a g:nml cow-manial. CCMJ an 34 
ma! be leIn that mmclhing roughl) amlasous 10 tho federal pmerdurc of p 
eiamlnsllan and grand jury mdlctmenf IS obtained #n chi military throvgh Ihc "IC af 
s iarmal pcclnal 1mvtmgallan and E O W C ~ ~ ~  authoni) ianiidcraiion " Lafimrr 1 
Compnmii i?  Anahi i i  a/ Adern1 and M l i i o r )  Ciiminri Procedure. 29 T r \ \  L Q  I .  
111955) 

'"JAGA1969 3538 25Mar 1969 
AR 615-?00, paca 10.10 IC36, 19 4 p r  1972) T h o  p m i w o n  1% found m Lhr 

pr~smtrc8ula'lon AR631-200 88'8 IO-lalC42j 
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Lo implement the regulation in a manner connstent with that 
model. All but sebenloD commands would accept the request 
for discharge even though a decision had not been made as to 
the level of court to which the charges would be referred for 
trial.llo Near unanimous agreement was reached to accept 
requests for discharge where charges had been referred to a 
special court-martial not empowered to adjudge a bad conduct 
discharge,"' but a substantial number would not accept a dis- 
charpe where charges had been referred to a summary court- 
martial 0 1 2  Mareover. all hut one camrnandll' would accept a 
request for discharge even though there was some doubt that 
the accused would receive a discharge d referred to an appro- 
priate court-martial The affirmative response was frequently 
conditioned upon a finding that the accused's prospects for 
rehabilitation Were paor, or he was a likely candidate for some 
other 1)pe of adminiatratiie ehmination.114 

A broader range of opinions was reported in the situation 
where an accused refuses nonjudicial punishment in order to 
hare charges preferred against him which will support his 
request for dtscharge.'I5 All but four responding commands"' 
noted. in one degree or another, that the procedures were being 
used by the anti-nulitary segment of the service as a means o i  
avoiding dut) While a majority of these cases were undoubt- 
edly associated uith opposition to the war in Vietnam, the 

~- 

I o r  :hose apprehended ~n a 
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prevalence of the practice IS likely to continue whene\er service 
dissatisfaction, whatever its source, IS such that the prospects 
of an undesirable discharge are considered an attractive al- 
ternative to the performance of duty. All but ten"' indicated 
they would not give favorable consideration to a request sub- 
mitted under service avoidance conditions.'18 Where rhe Army 
is  faced with favorable recruiting conditions which lead to an 
adequate source o i  new recrui:s, a more liberal policy of grant- 
ing requests for discharge is possible; however. where the 
number a i  new recruits IS not sufficient to meet manpower 
requirements, or in future penods of conflict where some men 
must be compelled to serve, principles of the Administrative 
Modelmay dictateamore restrictiveuse oithe process. 

Upon review, it appears that both models have been and are 
being followed in the preliminary stages of the procedure. The 
Judicial Model may be seen in the necessity for mee:ing the 
regulatory "obstacles" such as the need far preferring charges 
authorizing a punitive discharge and the vanous jurisdictional 
prerequisites. On the other hand, there is a substantial body 
of Administrative Model practice ewdent in the regulatory 
provisions which do not require actual referral to trial or any 
necessity for referral of the cases to a court authorized to  
adjudge a punitive discharge. The purpose behind these pro- 
cedures is to accomplish separation of the unmotivated soldier 
a5 promptlyand efficientlyas possible. 

A rather curious inconsistency develops in those commands 
which do not require referral, but would refuse the request 
should the chain accomplish the referralW9 by selecting a sum- 
mary court-martial. In these circumstances both the interests 
of the accused and the subordinate commander's desire t o  rid 
himself of an unproductive soldier would dictate a desire for 
a delay in the judicial process to avoid referral to a court not 
authorized toadjudgea discharge. 

These inconsistencies could be removed, at least on a theo- 
retical basis, by a change in the regulation requiring the charges 
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to be referred to a court empowered to adjudge a punitive 
discharge The Administrative Model objection that the pro- 
cedure would require a significant extra expenditure of time 
and effort IS someahat reduced by the Army’s present use of 
the punitive discharge special court-martial. 120 

It is unlikely, however, that the change would have any 
significant impact on the number of discharges although it 
would provoke a major increase in the paper flow to be handled 
by the staifjudge advocate and the convening authority. Those 
individuals who are determined to secure their release from the 
service at  any cost will d o  whatever is necessary to meet the 
regulatory requirements “There is no sense in forcing a de- 
termined, mature young man to commit another crime in order 
to obtain his desired release from duty.” ‘ 2 ’  Sinularly, nothing 
is gained by requiring the soldier to  commit enough serious 
offenses to permit the convening authority, in a proper exercise 
of his discretion, to refer the case to a punitive discharge court. 
Indeed, if the offenses were serious enough to warrant trial 
by a court authorized to adjudge a punitive discharge, the 
convening authority may be precluded under the regulation 
from accepting the request because the “nature, gravity, and 
circumstances surrounding [an] offense require a punitive 
discharge and confinement.”l However, this potential result 
isnot in keepingwith thepractice. 

In any event, requiring referral to a general or BCD special 
court-martial would result in one of two undesirable procedures. 
First, the chain of command, considenng the nature of the 
offense, and the admissible~21 evidence of his character and 
likely rehabilitative value, would be unable to refer the case 
to a punitive discharge court The case would be tried before a 
regular special court-martial, and upon conviction a n  adminis- 
trative board would be convened and the accused discharged. 
Thus the accused would have a court-martial conviction, would 
likely serve some confinement, and ultimately be in the same 

d 10 $hou bad r h a  
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position as before. Similarly, the Government would have been 
compelled to have a trial and an  administrative procedure a t  
substantial cost with little benefit to legitimate governmental 
Interests. This wmte of time, money and effort cannot be justi- 
fied if one keeps in mind that this procedure is a consensual 
one undertakenat the request oithe accused. 

A second possibility is that the processing of court-martial 
charges and discharge requests would result in a judicial "race 
to the courthouse." The defense counsel, prodded on by his 
client,'races with the request in hand to advise the intervening 
commanders, before they make their recommendations on the 
disposition of the charges, that the accused will be expeditious- 
ly discharged from the service only d recommendations for a 
punitive discharge are made and accepted. Here the defense 
counsel, in an effort to assist his client in achieving desired 
goals, must actively seek to secure reference to a punitive dis- 
charge court  One can imagine a client's surprise when his 
counsel secures referral to a punitive discharge court in order 
to lay the basis far the administrative discharge, and finds that 
the general court-martial convening authority declines to  ap- 
prove the discharge. 

It seems more appropriate to leave the operation of the sys- 
tem unchanged and in the hands of those who know the ac- 
cused, are in a position to judge his rehabilitative value and 
can tailor an appropriate disposition for his case. Cenalnly any 
other approach would require major revision of the guidance 
presently given by the ~egulation. '~ '  All of the responding 
commands recognized the need to judge the rehabilitative value 
of the soldier regardless of the level of trial t o  which the case 
is referred. If the concern is with the number of discharges 
being approved, it must be kept in mind that no  discharge can 
be approved unless it 1 s  first voluntarily submitted, and it seems 
unlikely that the determined soldier will be deterred from his 
goal of immediate discharge. The solution is not t o  limit the 
means of discharging the undesirable soldier by compelling 
him to commit additional and more serious offenses to  reach 
his desired end, but rather to secure more highly motivated 

-___ 
4R 635-2110 para I O d  l C i h l  prmadcd "Exam ILI 0, ,uih ca%is uould in- 

'appropnare and encouraged uhcn Ihe cammandm derrrmmea that the offcme 
charged 1, rufficlrnr'? s~rloui  to  uarranr ehmmauan from ~ h c  Strvicc and the Indv 
*ldual has no r ~ h a b i ' i ~ i i i a r [ i i . J ~ o i m r i a l  " 
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soldiers and to eliminate service irritants It is obvious thai not 
all of these objectives have been reached as yet,l2' and given 
the nature of military serwce where the potential for combat 
service 1s always present, it 1s doubtful that they can ever he 
fully realized 
2 Conieni b i  rhe Accused A key principle of the Administra- 
tive Model is that the preliminary steps of investigation and 
preferral of charges are so reliable that the result will be the 
e m :  of a plea of guilty."' The accused, realizing the hope- 
lesiness of his case. seizes upon the plea bargaining process as 
the besr means of ameliorating his plight. Setting aside the 
correctional values to be achieved,lz' this goal is desirable from 
a n  efficiency standpoint in that any slight shift in the number 
of guilty pleas to contested cases will impose a viRually impos- 
sible burdenonrhejudicialpracess 

The Supreme Court has lent specific approval to plea bar- 
gaining as an "essential component of the adnunistration of 
justice." Nevertheless, the Judicial Model, primanly con- 

J X 4 L  P 291ti372 SIP, ' 1  4llhaueh the number of Chapter 
I t  ihauld rcmaln s cpt UB vith the  mu expcnencrd ~n 1972 
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cerned with legal guilt as opposed to factual guilt,”0 discour- 
ages guilty pleas as tending to cut off “almost irrevocably. any 
disinterested scrutiny of the earlier stages of the process.” 
Even where such procedures are to be permittedll’ they should 
be “hedged about with safeguards designed both to cut down 
their incidence and to prevent their being used in cases where 
possiblemernorious challenges tothe process exist.” ‘ 3 3  

Although the Supreme Court has approved a guilty plea 
bargain designed solely to avoid the death penalty,l” it re- 
mains concerned that the innocent nught “falsely condemn 
themselves” 1’’ through offers of leniency tendered in return 
lor a plea. Although negotiated pleas are “no more foolprool 
than full trials to the they are largely an “invisible 
process” 13‘ In u,hich discretion is largely unstructured and thus 
inconsistent with the Judicial Model. Its presence within the 
criminaljustice system is accepted 

d that there ma) bc \ a l w  In dclindanh 
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him." 141 The essential feature, of course, IS the requirement 
that the accused voluntanly submitl" a request to be dis- 
charged for the good of the service. This importance can hardly 
be overemphasized. for once action has been taken to discharge 
the accused, if he desires t o  appeal 

[hlr 13 dc a diradianlagr. far hr must aicrcomc thc rif:cr af his admiirioni 
and his W ~ I V E ~ .  which IS 8 dIfficvh lair If rhr proircuiion ~gcncciri h a w  

n. The Requirement /or  Counsel. The key to securing a dis- 
charge which is largely immune from successful collateral 
attack is the presence of defense counsel. Professor Packer's 
view is that of "all the controvened aspects of the criminal 
process, the right to counsel, including the role of government 
in its provision, is the most dependent on what one's model of 
the process looks like.""' The criminal justice system ex- 
presses the values of the Judicial Model in its requirement that 
an  accused have counsel, unless he waives that right, before 
he may enter a guilty plea. 14' 

A trend toward the Judicial Model in the Chapter 10 process 
IS apparent insofar as the right to consult with counsel is con- 
cerned. At the time the author's survey was conducted, the 
regulation provided the soldier "a reasonable time (not less 
than 48 hours) to consult with counsel and to consider the WIS- 
dom of submitting such a request for discharge."148 The cur. 
rent regulation retains this provision, but increases the empha- 
sis on the importance of counsel in a manner consistent wnh 
the Judicial Model: 

A mrmbcr nCVCnhilesI. mai not UalYF ConSYIILIIDn wirh P ConSYbnR 
C O Y ~ S I ~  If fhc m c m b r  rcfuici IO CO~SYII  vnh a caniuiiing ~ o u n i i l ,  he %il l  

ared t o  da IO b! bn sammsndrr If he pernslr ID htr iafuial P st i le -  
0 chis effrct will be owpared b> Ihr commander and included m ,he 

Where the soldier persists in his refusal to consult with counsel, 
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the approving authority may properli reiure to accept the re- 
quest far diecharge.I5@ 

b The Requirernrnr /or Advice. A plea of guilty is of major 
importance to an accused as It waives substantial constitutional 
rights, including the fifth amendment privilege against self- 
incnmlnation; the sixth amendment right to a trial by jury, and 
the sixth amendment right to confront one's accusers.lil The 
tiafure of the inquiry uhich must be shown m order 10 find a 
ioluntarj  waiver of the foregoing nghts includes an undei- 
standing of the nature of the charge and the consequences cf 
the plea.!52 "Moreover. because a guilty plea is an admission 
of all the elements of a formal criminal charge, It cannot be 
rruly roluntary unless the defendant possesses an understand- 
ingofthelawInrelation tothefacts" 153 

Similar reqdirements have been incorporated into military 
law as a result of the Supreme Court's decision in BoJkrn i. 
Alobama."' even though the Uniform Code of Milriarj Jusirre 
has required a detailed inquiry since 1951.15s In L'niied Srnres 
Y.  Care,!56 the Court of Military Appeals expressed ita concern 
that the number of post-tnal attacks on guilty pleas"' indi- 
cated that 11s earlier recommendationl'8 to fully inquire intn 
the prowdency of such pleas was not being followed. The court 
then set fonh a detailed procedure far inquinng into the prov- 
idencg of the guilt) plea which must be reflected in the record. 
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Further, rhe record ~ Y I (  ab0 demonitraw the mlbtar! m a l  !udgc 
permndl! addressed Ihr accuard, adilrcd him char his plca UUVLI h#s rlgh! 

ighc to a trml oi rhc facis b! a cow-mnrlial, 
d b? rhr UltnDIICI &gams1 h m  and that hr  

Although the regulation provlder that the iormal advice must 
be given by counsel, there appears to be no lack o i  knowledge 
as to the availability o i  the request ior discharge option." For 
the unknowledgeable Indimdual, either his commanding offi- 
cer161 or other personnel who are enmeshed in the toils of the 
law stand ready to make him aware of an alternative to  stand- 
ing trial and remamng in the service.l61 The possibility that 
some element of coercion or overreaching of the accused may 
be present in the emphasis placed on !he availability of the 
discharge procedure may have been behind the report o i  one 
staff judge advocate m,ho "discourap[d] unit commanders 
from bringing it up Initially." This approach IS not in keep- 

P plea of guilt, 1s dacrcuanari uith Ihr judge,  hourrer. the mpormncc that t w  

i d c h a r p i .  
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In@ with the Admmistratwe Model where eiiiciency In eliminat- 
ing an undesirable soldier would at least dictate adnsing the 
accused that such a right exists164 and that such advice be 
given at an earl) stage in the process. As with plea bargaining, 
I! IS not enough that counsel merely lend his name to the dis- 
charge process, however. if the commander merely advises 
the accused of his right to apply for discharge, and leaves it to 
cduniel to proiide the details on his rights and the conse- 
qu:n'eb of  dxercliing !his option in a particular way. the request 
bho:i!d n u  be connder:dial.o:untar). 

The accused has always been required to initiate his applica- 
tion with a certiiicate detailing the advice which he has received 
from his counsel The certificate used in 1966'65 was limited 
to advice concerning the collateral consequences of the dis- 
charge. Except for minor word changes, no additions were made 
to expand the cautionary advice u,hich assures a knowing and 
intelligent waiver until the regulation was changed in 1972. 

Following the decisions of the Supreme Court in Bo.vkin and 
the Court of Military Appeals in Care, a major revision of the 
sample application form included in the regulation was accom- 
plished. The major changes dealt with advice concerning the 
charges which had been preferred, and the availability of de- 
ienses to  thecharges ' 6 6  

While the expanded advice represented substantial move- 
meiit away i r o n  the Administrative Model,lk' it did not fully 
meet the requirements of the Judicial Model as reflected in 
Boykin and Core. One could contend that the certiiicate re- _____ ~ _ _ _  

uird ai his rishr le r ~ q u r r r  discharge *auld ai the 
arraree for thc  neir i iar$ judec adiocaie cavnarling 

nfien i:romplchrd .n jlnc or 1-0 days B I  Lhcm YBI no 

adrlrsd char rhr canrrqumccs a1 the 
c an ondriirablc d i i s h u s  lhar if h i  

.I disrhargc. he could e x p c ~  i o  
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quired the defense counsel t o  as fully inform the soldier of the 
military justice aspects of the offense and available defenses 
as he would be required to  do where the individual was con- 
templating entering a guilty plea a t  However, the dis- 
tinguishing feature between the discharge request and the 
guilty plea was that the application for discharge did not then 
contain an admission of guilt, nor did the regulation require 
the individual to acknowledge his guilt, a matter which will be 
more fully addressed in a subsequent section. If the advice 
were I i m ~ t e d I ~ ~  to whether the soldier should seek to  avoid a 
determination of legal guilt at trial by means of resignation, 
the request entirely avoids the adjudicatory process of the 
Judicial Model. Under the Administrative Model the request 
for discharge, as far as the accused is concerned, dispenses with 
the issue of legal guilt, and leaves to the convening authority 
the determination of factual guilt from the information in the 
file. 

Although few complaints were noted by the staff judge 
advocates concerning the advice received by  soldier^,"^ in 1973 
a significant amendment to the regulation was made. Both the 
substantive provision in the regulation"' and the form request- 
ing discharge reflect a necessity to provide the soldier with 
substantial information on the criminal law aspects of his case 

rqucsl  SJARejp 2J 
' AR635-2W. mra 103blC42) 
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before he makes his election to request diversion from the cnm- 
mal process The form reflects. 

E.! expanding the scope of counsel's advice to the soldier con- 
cerning the relative merits of the underlying criminal charges, 
a substantial step has been taken under Chapter 10 to bring the 
process into accord with the Judicial Model as reflected in Care. 

The right to confront his accusers presents a similar problem 
but with a more practical solution. The request for discharge 
includes an opportunity far the accused to submit statements 
in his own behalf which could, In theor), probide the accused 
the opportunity to meet the allegations against him should he 
s o  derire.1" While this procedure does not satisfy the right of 
confrontation, assuming the full applicability of the sixth 
amendment to administrative procedures of this ature,['J it 
does permit the accused to submit matters in extenuation and 
mitigationl" even though they do not directly reflect on the 
issue of guilt. Normally. if he 1s requesting discharge, an !ndi- 
vidual would not desire to submit such matenal for exculpatory 
purposes, but rather to lessen the seriousness of the aiiense in 
An effort to secure a more favorable type of discharge The dii- 
iiculties raised by accepting a request ior discharge under 
Chapter IO despite the soldier's protesta!ion o i  innocence are 
mooted b} the overwhelming practice of staff judge advocates 
not to accept requests for discharge where any protestaaons 
of innocence emst either in the file or  accompanying the request 
for d i~charged '~  Although not constitutionally requ!red,l'' an 
individual who, ~n effect, asserts his innocence will not be per- 

i32  
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mitted to waive his right of conirontation and bypass the judicial 
system."8 

Of all the richts subiect to waiver. the neht to a tnal b r  a 
court presents ;he mosidiificulty. This diffic;lty IS not rendered 
less pressing by eliminating the concept thar the discharge is 
"in lieu of trial." The fact remains that the accused is waiving 
his "right" to a trial, and that a "sentence" lSo In the form of an 
undesirable discharge having a major punitire impact u,ill 
result. While both the guilty plea and the request ior discharge 
waive the adversary process, the guilty plea still requires a 
factual determination of guilt by a courf. This judicial deter- 
mination is waived by the request ior discharge and thereaiter 
accomplished by the approving authonty. Under these circum- 
stances there 2s only minor difference between the waiver of 
a right t o  a trial where the purpose LE to enter a guilty plea, and 
a request for discharge from the service because of existing 
crlminal charges. It may be that this is a significant diiierence 
requiring, in the Administrative Model, a more detailed waiver 
reflecting "an intentional relinquishment or abandonment of a 
known right orpnvilege." 
3. Timely Procersmg. 

a. Submission by [he Accused. An accused may submlt hls 
request far discharge any time after charges have been pre- 
ierred.lE2 As a practical matter. it is common for the accused 
to submit his request prior t o  referral to trial.18' The accused 
may, however, submit his request at any time prior to the final 
action of the convening authority on his court-manial.18' Sub- 
mission of the request after the convening authority's action is 
limited to those circumstances where the court has adjudged 
a punitive discharge, and the convening authority has sus- 
pended thedischargein hisaction.lB' 
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The value of prompt submission of the request, where it IS 
likely to be accepted, is to avoid any further waste of time and 
effort processing charges which are not going to be tried. The 
Administrative Model 1s not satisfied by the regulatory pro- 
visions that the submission of a request does not preclude 

nor that a request can be accepted after trial without 
the necessitv of d i sao~rovine  the findine.s.18' In  either event. 
a duplicat& of efioii has been require2 which substantiall) 
reduces theefficiencyofthe system. 

Staff judge advocates have resorted to a number of adminis- 
trative procedures designed to expedite the submission and 
prompt processing of the requests.'88 The most advantageous 
procedure is to put the accused into early contact with his 
counsel l a p  Although this approach has surface appeal, the 
recent changes requiring counsel to evaluate the facts of the 
case and the possible defenses>% will delay the advice and re- 
quest except to the extent other procedures are available to 
ensure prompt availability of files and the preierral of 
charges.19' 

Establishment of arbitrary time frames within which to  sub- 
mit the requests would he contrary to !he regulation and legally 
o b ~ e c t i o n a b l e . ~ ~ ~  However, the delay occasioned by defense 
counsel or his client could he taken into consideration when 
the command considers whether to accept the resignation"' 
ordelaythe trial.19' 
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b. Acrion b)  the Command. A more fruitful area in which 
action may be taken to eliminate delays involves the prompt 
processing through the chain of ~ a m m a n d . ' ~ '  It is important 
t o  get resignations under control as soon as they are submitted. 
This can be accomplished by personal monitoring by the staff 
judge advocate'P6 or the legal advisor to the major subordinate 
c~rnmander.'~' When it is submitted, the recommendationslq8 
of the subordinate commanders must be promptly secured. 
This can be done either by telephone,lPg or a requirement that 
the file be handcarried between headquarters,mO or through the 
use of a special resignation clerk at the general court-martial 
level who walks the file through the recommending head- 
quarters.20' When the accused remains in the unit, the self- 
interest of the command normally promotes rapid processing. 
On the other hand, when the accused IS in pretrial confinement, 
the processing may be somewhat slower due to the operation 
of the principle of "out of sight, out of mind."202 One of the 
more effective poiicies in cases of this sort is to require the 
chain of command to process the request within a specified 
number of days or the accused is removed from confinement 
and returned to his unit.>O' 

Where the process adopted does not achieve the desired 
result, the general court-martial convening authority may elect 
to hold the court-martial in abeyance pending his decision on 
the request for discharge.>" The regulation provides no wide- 
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lines, however, and the decision appears to be left to rhe sole 
discretion of the approving authority.'OJ Accordingly, the 
approving authority normally seeks to minimize any further 
unfruitful expenditure of effort. This can be done by delaying 
the trialzo6 provided arrangements can be altered without 
undue expense 01 inconvenience to the Government,"' and 
the accused IS willing to request the delay.20z Even when the 
delay can be properly attributed to either the defense counsel 
01 his client,10q it may be necessary i n  oppose a defense re- 
quest for a continuance submitted by the accused at  his t r ~ a l " ~  
d command insistence in prompt submission of requests for 
discharge is to remain credible. 

Although the general court-mania1 convening authority may 
&la!, the case, he may also permit it to go to  tnal and accept 
the request after tiial.2ll Where the request for discharge is 
approved prior to the action on the court-martial sentence, 
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the convening authority should not approve a punitive dis- 
charge, nor any confinement or hard labor without confinement 
in excess of that already served.”’ It has also been held that 
because the trial and the discharge action are separate and dis- 
tinct, the request, if submitted in a timely manner,”’ can be 
accepted any time prior to final appellate review.”‘ The sig- 
nificant feature, however, IS that in order t o  accept the request 
for discharge, the approving authority need not dismiss the 
findings of guilty,”’ nor will his action in accepting the request 
defeat appellate jurisdiction.2‘6 

The interrelation between timely submission and available 
courses of action following trial appears to have little practical 
significance. Over one-half of the staff judge advocates have 
never deferred a request for discharge until after trial, and can 
imagine no  circumstances when it would be appropriate.“’ The 
most common illustration of when deferment takes place in- 
volves the situation where trial is set and the timing is such 
that the request does not reach the approving authority in 
time.218 This CLrcumstance tends to indicate that no actual 
deferment takes place, but that the trial continues in default 
of affirmative action being taken by the approving authority 
to delav the trial. 
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The strongest abjection to deferment was voiced by one 
staff Judge advocate whose position was limited to considera- 
tion ofthefindings. 

( I  uhariocic, [uoold I dcior 8 r~gucrf] If Ih; di i -  
ivbsrqunc acrack h\ the m c m b r .  dcicrmcnl o i  imon  

c m s a ~ 1 1  If hc 1s  convictrd UL =auld gam nothing ior 
uilrrd, uc csn no, expic! xceplancs l o  itand up under . Llra"'l'i,nqu,ri . '  
correctly states the practical results of an 

acquittal, a number of dfferent reasons were suggested where 
a deferment may be of value. The suggested reasons for de- 
iernng action include the situations where the accused deserves 
a punitive discharge but there IS some doubt that he will receive 
one.220 where the needs of discipline require some affirmallve 
public act of pun!shment,22l and where there are additional 
charger under mvestigation."2 In addition, there ma) be a 
deferment because there IS some indication that the accused 
is undergoing a change of heart with some prospect of reha- 
bilitation;:' or 

i e  accLred was not a c m g  in  hi3 0-n inc~res l s  and did no1 
nd Ihr m p a c t  of his deciiian or  if ihrro [lil daub, 81 !a !he 

nd I +ere  n~seriar! 10 eanduci !he 1.78: bcforr l i i ine 

hese reasons largely depends on whether the 
adjudged punishment is sufficient, whatever its degree, to 
achieve the purpose. On the other hand, if It does not include 
a punitive discharge, the Government will have lost Its advan- 
tage, as the accused has now gained a nghl of withdrawal of 
h is  request fordischarge. 
4 Powers of Wiihdrowai. The opinion has been expressed that 
the Government may accept the request at  any time Irrespec- 
tive of the results of trial and subject only to the accused's right 
to withdraw.:2r This right is limited to  those circumstances 
where the decision has been deferred pending trial and the 
accused has either been acquitted or received a sentence which 

1 i unh r r  of  1mrs 810 I" u h i i h  a Marine Carp? corn- 
rd (or aairmh1r.i his command and formalli 'drummme 
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benefit'll is to avoid the necessity for both a trial and a sub- 
sequent administrative proceeding, either situation would 
theoretically support a discretionary decision to execute the 
discharge provided the accused wished to continue. Acaptance 
of a request in this situation may, however, be limited by the 
general principles of the regulation which prohibit considera- 
tion of conduct which was the subject of a trial which resulted 
in an  acquittal or which was the subject of a trial in which the 
accused could have received a punitive discharge but did 
not.*' In any event, the Government has no  cause to complain 
havingdeferred its decision on the request pending trial. 

Unless the accused finds himself in a deferred resignation 
situation where the result of trial has given him the right t o  
withdraw, he may d o  so only with the consent of the general 
court-martial convening authority.lz8 The regulation provides 
no  guidance as to how the request should be withdrawn, or on 
what grounds the accused should be permitted to do  SO.^^^ The 
practice is far less strict than the regulation allows, and indi- 
cates an effort on the part of most commands to  ensure that 
the accused's request is fully voluntary. First, very few requests 
t o  withdraw are submitled.'lO This should come.as no surprise 
as it is consistent with the accused's desire to get out of the 
service. Nineteen commands expressed the view that the ac- 
cused should be, or is, permitted to  withdraw whenever he 
chooses, with four more specifying there should be some 
indication of rehabilitative potential.23' Only four com- .- 

1~ SirnorralS2484and accompanymgtaxt infro 
double jeopard) pm\mons of para l.l3a(lj h ( 3 ) .  AR 

1) to  requerrr for discharge under Chapter 10 PsverihcIe%x, 
The Judge Adio ia l i  General has opined that approbal oi P Chaplcr 10 mqwsr a i m  
acqnalal would b ~ m p r o p r  even though Ihe request not withdrawn DAJA-AL 
1974 4151. I lune 1974 Howcier. a differmi rerdr 13 reached where an indnidual 

n l r m  discharge. hut 15 convicted in  United Siaicr , Gwalmey 
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mandri': reported cases uhere reasons given to permit with- 
draual contained elements indicative of "manifest injustice" 
uhich the accused 1s required to prore under the Federal Rules 
of Criminal Procedure"' and the American Bar Association 
Standards ii4 

Thus the practice difiers substantially from the regulatory 
provisions. Even though the Secretary of the Army has pro- 
vided maximum latitude far the approving authority to exer- 
cise his discretion in a manner that would ensure, once the 
accused submits his application, a successful resolution ot the 
case through discharge, in actual practice every benefit IS given 
to theaccusedifhedesirestoexercisehisnghttotnal. 

B. ADJUDICATORY PROCESS 
A request for discharge does not result in a "trial" in the 

sense employed in the Judicial Model. This model insists 

caseaea " i l i l r n  -,' 
This does not mean, however, that there are no decisions being 
made which will have an important impact on the accused's 
future What i s  taking place 1s more consistent with the Ad- 
ministrative Model where the regulation "places heavy reliance 
on the ability of investigative and prosecutorial officers, acting 
m an informal setting in which their distinctive skills are given 
full sway. to elicit and reconstruct a tolerable account of what 
actuall) took place in an alleged criminal even["216 and what 
shouldbedoneaboutit. 

Follouing submission by the accused, each officer in the 
chain a i  command and those actually involved in the final 
decision must address themselves to two ultimate questions. 

~- 
2 '514 R ~ b p  P ldrnial 01 zu11t). 25 idlipulr o,cr vhal recommendallor of unll 

case uas deferred and !he accurrd did ~ Y I  pt 
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Should the accused be permitted to bypass the judicial process 
by receiving favorable consideration of his request for dis- 
charge? If so. what should be the character of his discharge? 
Professor Packer points out that the "animating presupposi- 
tions that underlie both models in the context of the Amencan 
criminal system relegate the adjudicatory agents to a relatnel) 
passive role, and therefore place central irnpanance on ihe role 
of counsel.""' It will be the purpose of this section to deter- 
mine which of the models predominates 
I .  Adversary Process The regulation provides little guidance 
for the defense counsel beyond requiring that he advise the 
accused of his rights, the consequences uf his request and then 
secure an appropriate election. One of the grounds common to 
both models "is the agreement that the process has, for every- 
one subject to it, a t  least the potentiality of becoming to some 
extent an adversary The deienae counsel may 
look to his duties before courts-martial as a source of suppon 
for his efforts on behalf of his client 

The analogy is not completely accumte, however. As w e  have 
seen, the request for discharge has been initiated by the accused 
as a matter which he desires to see accomplished, and he does 
so with full recognition of the possible outcome."o Further, 
once the request has been submitted there is no "right" to 
withdran, it except in the circumstances previously noted. 
Accordingly, the defense counsel's scope of representation i s  
generally limited to persuading the adjudicator to accept the 
discharge, and to secure the most favorable discharge possible. 

The extent to which defense counsel engage in adversary 
representation with the chain of command varies considerably. 
Those responding considered that the question was one of tac- 
tics which The deiense counsel handles as he feels appra- 
priate 241  The words used to characterize the extent of defense 
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counsel's discussions with the commanders do not carry con- 
wction that the adversary process as it LS thought of in the Ju- 
dicial Madel 1s at work.242 Even fewer adversary tactics are 
shown in dealing with the approving authonty. The reports 
indicated that In only rare instancesi43 did the defense counsel 
argue his case before the approving authority. Occasionally the 
defense counsel submits a written b n e P  or has a "private dis- 
c u s ~ i o n ' ' ~ ~ ~  with the approving authonty. Although many1" 
saw no abjection to having the defense counsel present, four"' 
staff judge advocates would not p e m t  their defense counsel 
to accompany them during discussions with the approving 
authority. 

The infrequency of the defense counsel meeting with the 
approving authority may be due to the fact that the "general 
pattern of activity has been sufficiently consistent that counsel 
know whether a request will 'fly'"'" In addition, once the 
defense counsel is informed what the staff judge advocate's 
recommendations will be,"? the high compatibility between 
the staff judge advocate's recornmendations and the decision 
of the approving author~t). '5~ even when contrar) to the rec- 
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ommendations of the chain of command,Z5l provides little 
opportunity for adversary success.152 While neither the staff 
judge advocate nor the commanders should be a "rubber 
stamp" for the other,i'j a significant amount of disagreement 
an  the decisions k i n g  made should be a matter of concern for 
the staffjudge  advocate.^^' 

A significant feature is that while the staff judge advocate's 
decisions generally agree with those of the convening authority, 
agreement with the remainder of the cham of command is not 
so frequent. Moreover, when the SJA disagrees with the chain 
of command, his advice is not followed by the approving auth- 
ority in a substantial number of cases. The reasons behind the 
apparent conflict can perhaps be attnbuted to the results the 
program achieves. For the overworked and understaffed staff 
judge advocate, the program represents a method to reduce the 
stockade population and assist in clearing up an overcrowded 
trial docket."' To  the line commander, who is charged with 
maintaining discipline in his unit, the program has little de- 
terrent effect as compared to the impact of punishment that 
can be meted out by a court-martial. The commander may not 
view the advantages of expeditiously ridding his organiration 
of a disciplinary problem as sufficient t o  justify the apparent 
lack of punishment which the remainder of his command would 
observe. We will return to this problem in a subsequent section. 

As will k seen,zi6 staff responsibility for processing re- 
it  of rhaie commands which W I r D  able t~ eitimalc a p(rccnlage, !he ~ p p r a i i n g  

'''The r e a m s  for thr hieh dcsrcc 01 campafihdn! are u n c e m n .  bur one mlshr 
w c u l a l c  I h a  11 ma! he due. ID iomc pari to  the lack of advsrsar! pcaccdurn and 
pmctncrr 

:'!The & t i f f  pdec advocate3 agreed i i t h  rhr recommandations of !he chsin a1 
cammand 8n 90 65 af rhe CBW Twehc rroorird hrlau 90Cr cnmoatibilify S J 4  Resp 

20%). 31 (8061,  
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quests for discharge has been assumed by most of the staff 
judge advocates In reviewing the file for the approving author- 
ity. he ensures that the request is made voluntarily and with 
an understanding o i  the consequences. and that the charges are 
legally sufiicient. Although the staff judge advocate IS not ihe 
approving authority, the high degree a i  reliance the approving 
authority places on his recommendations leads to a C O ~ C ~ U S ~ O ~  
that the staffjudge advocate occupies a position not unlike that 
of the judge who rules on a proposed guilty plea This Immedi- 
ately raises the question of whether the staff judge advocate 
may properly take an active role in the preliminary negotiations. 

The reasons for not permitting the judge to engage in plea 
bargaining with the accused prior to entry of a plea were suc- 
cinctly set out in United States ex rei Eiksnis Y Gillrgan."' 

On the other hand, It has been held there IS no objection per 
se i o  having the Judge participate in discussions leading to a 
plea.'" provided he does not overstep the bounds of judicial - 

1111) 
"Leo 
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propriety. Indeed, where the discussion is with the defense 
counsel, there may be substantial value to  the accused where 
his counsel actively seeks out the trial judge to secure a fav- 
orable arrangement Acontrary result 

udgc ahour a p d t )  plea hifor; 
a dcfmdas has mad? up hi> mind 10 plead E U ~ I I ) .  would deprive him 01 m e  
afrhemoilialuahletoolsoihiidsfcnir 

The reasons advanced by Elkrnis and the American Bar 
Association Standards are not generally persuasive when re- 
lated to the discharge procedure. The staff judge advocate does 
not deal with the accused directly, although an)' tacit under- 
standing as to the staff judge advocate's recommendation is 
undoubtedly communicated to him. But more importantly, in 
the event the accused does not submit the request for discharge 
or it 1s disapproved, the staff judge advocate has no  control 
over the sentence of the military judge.i62 Accordingly, there 
is no direct risk to the accused that either his sentence or a 
determination of his guilt w ~ l l  sufier from failing to submit his 
request for discharge or for withdrawing it, as might be the 
case when such action takes place before the trial judge in the 
context of an improvident plea. However. the possibility that 
prior negotiations may r a se  some questions concerning the 
voluntariness of the request u'as suggested as a reason for not 
becoming involved in preliminary discussions with the defense 
counsel.26' 

Despite the importance of the staff judge advocate's recom- 
mendations, there 1s no pattern of extensive defense advocacy. 
The general rule seems to be that the "exceptional Cases or a 
case wherein counsel wants a deviation from the prior pattern 
has resulted in persuasive efforts by counsel.''164 In part, this 
may be due to a desire to avoid making a commitment until 
the entire file has been reviewed,2*J but it is more likely that 
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the reluctance of the defense counsel IS due to a strong policy 
of the staff judge advocates of not engaging in "plea bargain- 
ing" either as to the underlying charges or the character of 
the discharge Exceptions are sometimes made where the 
evidence 1s ueak and the accused insists on a discharge.Z6' The 
lack of interplay between the staff Judge advocate and the de- 
fense counsel may be a major reason for the substantial prac- 
lice of submitting the request for discharge even though the 
staff judge ad\ocate i s  going to make unfavorable recommen- 
dations to the result sought bycounsel.'hs 

The author's experience has been that where a legal advisor 
does not assist in drafting the charger, a number of factually 
deiicienr cases wil l  result. In all but five commands,26' the 
ewdence upon which the request f-r discharge is made is re- 
viewed ior legal sufficiency and, presumably these commands 
either bolster the evidence or  dismiss the request ushen the 
evidence cannot sustain the charges upon which the request 
1s predicated :'O If this examination does not take place, "plea 
bargaining" can suffice as a substitute to ensure that the file 
contains only charges which can be proved. However, where 
neither IS done. there is a possible risk that an individual may 
be requesting discharge on the basis of groundless charges 
despite the advice o i  his counsel. Those are the cases which are 
mostlikelyto beset asideuponsubsequentattack. 

Although there are a number a i  theoretical opportunities 
for adversary processes, they are not bemg utilized. Indeed the 
opportunities may be illusory. It is  the client's desire to be dis- 
charged, usually without regard for the consequences. Even in 
those caseb uhere the character of the discharge is of concern, 
the neceisit) to find that the accused lacks any rehabihtative 
value whaisoever before approving his request for discharge 
virtually dictates the character of the discharge. l'nder these 
circumstances, I t  is  reasonable to expect counsel to direct then 

c?p 9 ,  14, 21 22 24, 12 1.' & 
3 8  
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efforts to cases where adversary representation is more pro- 

2. Deeirion Molter. 
a. Participants. Although a great deal of stress has been 

placed on the staff judge advocate’s position in the decision- 
making process, it should be kept in mind that the decision to 
order the discharge is a command function exercised by the 
officer who has general court-mania1 authority over the ac- 
cused.2” The regulation also requires that those officers in the 
accused‘s chain of command also provide recommendations on  
whether the request for discharge should be approved, and if 
so, what discharge should be awarded.”’ 

The Adjutant General is assigned staff responsibility for this 
regulation and processes all other discharges under it. One of 
the most interesting aspects of the request for discharge is the 
manner in which the staff judge advocate has assumed staff 
responsibility. In a11 but one command”3 the staff judge ad- 
vocate is the action officer. The shift of responsibility reflects 
the emphasis being placed on  the legal determinations that must 
be made, as well as on the need for efficiency. Each request has 
a major impact on  the processing of court-martial charges. It 
has been the author’s experience that the Adjutant General‘s 
office is institutionally incapable of providing the prompt and 
expeditious processing of the request for discharge which IS 
necessary to avoid delays in the judicial process. 

As a result, the Adjutant General is reponed as participating 
in the process leading to the decision in only eight com- 
m a n d ~ , ~ ”  and in three of those he is not involved in cases 
arising in the Personnel Control Facility. Surprisingly, one 
staff judge advocate”’ reported that neither he nor the Ad- 
jutant General was involved in cases arising in the Personnel 
Control Facility despite the large numbers of cases normally 
associated with that processing point.2” In addition, some 
commands have included the Command Sergeant Major,”’ 
the Secretary to the General Staff,”8 and the Chief of 

. ductive and consistent with the client’s wshes. 

AR 635-2W para 10-7LC12) 
Id par8 IO.3b 
SJARerp 30 
SJA Reip I 2. 16. 19.28,34,37 B 18 

SJA Rsip 28 rcparli rhar ~n the 4th Quarter, Fiscal Year 1972. there YFII 

636 case tn the Psrionnel Control FailllIl bur ~ n l j  I I  in the  remainder of chi corn. 
mand Arm“ vide 8n FY 1972. close to 2 I . m  out ar 25,465 SPPCE were p r W s s 3 d  In 
P~rrannelConrrol Fncililirs Y e  note Siupra 

>. ‘SJA Rerp 18&26(ciceplianal~a.er) 
2’’SJARsrp 1 

SJAReip I 9  
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Stail.?" It 1s assumed that in each case the command con- 
cerned b e l w e i  that the additional parties provide some de- 
gree of expertise not otherwise found in those normally asso- 
ciated with the adjudicatory process Although there ma) be 
some value in having the command's highest enlisted member 
parricipare in the decision-making process, i t  3s difficult to 
justify theothers 

b Delegotion of Authortry The Judicial Model, as exempli- 
fied by the L'nflorrn Code of Mihrory Jusrrce, would require 
that in determining whether the discharge should be granted 
and the character of any such discharge, the approving author- 

s perlorming a "judicial function '':Bo Normally. in such 
cases, the power IS personal to the commander and may not be 
delegated.zi 

The regulatory scheme for approving requests for discharge 
provides that the general court-martial convening authority 
may delegate his discretion to a general officer in command 
wlm has a judge adbocate on his staff 2s2  Although the par- 
celing out of authority provides a more efficient and quicker 
method af resolving the request for discharge, it  does not nec- 
essarily follow that an adjudicative process which permits dele- 
gation in this manner fully embraces the Administrative Model 

The distinction to be drawn revolves around the authority 
for the delegation and the individual to whom the grant is 
given. For example, the reg~lation'~'  providing for adminis- 
trative elimination of those whose misconduct or unsuitability 
renders such action appropriate also perniits cenain delegation 
of authorityZE4 except when an undesirable discharge is to be 
awarded. The delegation may be I O  the general court-martial 
convening authority's principal assistant or some other officer 
in the headquarters. Within the same regulation, the absence 
of a specific provision authorizing delegation was held to  pre- 
clude such action ~n order to waive counseling and rehabilita- 
tive efforts before an indindual could be administratively 
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In both of these circumstances, the goal is to exercise the 
approving authority's power for him, and in the manner in 
which he would exercise his power if he personally performed 
the act. On the other hand, the delegate acting on requests for 
discharge submitted by his troops is exercising hls own dis- 
cretion, although pursuant to the authorization of his superior 
commander. In either event. it remains subiect to the "ob- 
stacles" of the Judicial Model that have been discissed. 
3. Decision Making. 

a .  Discreiron. 
(1). Reguialory guidance. The decisionmaking process, as 

has been indicated,ia6 1s largely managerial rather than ad- 
versary in nature. Although the procedure for obtaining a dis- 
charge under Chapter 10 is also voluntary on the part of the 
accused, the discretion of the approving authority IS structured 
as to those circumstances in which the request will be ac- 
~epted.1~'  

The current structure limits acceptance to those cases where 
the seriousness of the offense does not require the imposition 
of a punitive discharge and confinement or where the facts do 
not establish a "serious" offense notwithstanding the maximum 
punishment authorized for the afiense. Thus the regulation 
provides a balance between the administrative burdens of trial 
and confinement on the one hand, and the impact punishment 
will have on the rehabilitative prospects of the oifender on the 
other. The balance IS to be drawn with the benefits t o  be 
achieved by the Army and society in mind. The regulation 
speciiically approves the practice of accepting requests for 
discharge in those cases involving situations "where the of- 
fense charged is sufficiently serious to warrant elimination 
from the Service and the individual has no rehabilitative 
value." 

This guidance worked reasonably well during a penod when 
the Army was undergoing i phasedown in troop strength. 
Commanders could justify an  expansive interpretation of the 
regulation on the ground that they were making a significant 
contribution to the strength reduction program by eliminating 
their undesirable soldiers. Whether :hat philosophy can con- 
tinue under the post-war circumstances remains io be seen. Both 
the desire to attain an all-volunteer Army and the claimed input 
of higher quality accessions suggest that newly-enlisted soldiers 
possess a greater potential to serve In an acceptable manner. 
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These factors would also indicate that gea t e r  rehabilitative 
effortv must be made before requests for discharge should be 
accepted 

The result of this approach may be to further structure the 
discretion of the commander. Efforts in this regard have been 
made. The Judge Advocate General has reiterated the Army's 
success in attracting higher caliber personnel and has encour- 
aged staff judge advocates to be more selective in their recom- 
mendations concerning requests for discharge. 

c i  mcmhr a i  YIII BI Lhr oileric iiaelf should 

votrd 10 rim offenderr who haw rahsbclmlne 
11 record rhauld bi ronildcrtd Lo 8 ~ ~ 1 6  Ihc 
dilkrcnl Icadcnhip, w l h  guidsnsc and w u n -  

iellbng. lheindiwdual magboamca ~ o o d  raldicr 

Many of these news have been incorporated into lhe regulation 
as it has been amended. Such changes tend to  reduce the ef- 
ficiency with which this procedure has operated in the past 
by restricting the exercise of the commander's discretion.m 
Nevertheless, the present structure affords the commander a 
slgnificantiy wide latitude within which to operate even tho.Jgh 
he must make a "fair amount of revision of guidelines from 
time to time as views on the subject of Chapter 10 have a 
unique way of changing in line with the political spectrum of 
the time " 

12; Discretionary practice. The flow of the criminal justice 
process touches upon a number of key points where largely 
unstructured discretionary decisions are made. The policeman's 
decision to arrest,zq2 the prosecutor's decision to charge,Zq3 
and the judge's decision to accept a pleazP4 are those admin- 
istratiw adjudications which will primanly govern the dis- 
position of the case They are also the points which are least 
subject to adversary proceedings and controls over the exercise 
of discretion. 

The regulation governing requests for discharge, however, 
is highly structured in terms of the manner in which it operates. 
Indeed nineteen responses indicated no further policy guide- 
Imes were necessarv zp5 One staff iudee advocate correctlv 
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summarized the requirements of the regulation in the following 
manner: 

Summarily atalrd, and of soursc ruhjrci 10 many rondmanr and iacrr of 
individual 11~11, the drlrrmlnalion pr8clically WIS on three canndcrauom 
II ihirr B proipcir of valid r r h a h h t a l m  (0  which ins1 and p u n i r h m m  
wdI iontnbule, doel the individul know what he 18 damp, Ihe F O ~ P C ~ Y ~ C ( I  

a1 his aclmn, and ginuln~l) milif on rhc dmhargr: and what 811 !he pros. 
PCU for f u l ~ r r  I ~ I Y > S <  a l  a (IYIIII~ ivffiricnt IO juatify the cxpcndilvrr of 
Ikadcrrhip cffon necerriary !a schiwr that YNISF from the individual 

Five=’ additional commands suggested that their main con- 
sideration was the rehabilitative value of the individual to the 
service. This test wasexpressedas follows: 

Chapter 109 thould b approved m LU -I *hem the h d i n d u l ’ i  condun 
mdica!cI he 18 unfit for funher milimn erne and should k obliruM 
p v r i v n n t i o [ A R 6 3 S - ~ , C h p t  2 , f m m m n d u n I . ~  

T w 0 2 ~ ~  commands reported that their decision was largely 
unstructured in any manner. Significantly, only thrcem com- 
mands reported the existence of specific written guidelines in 
addition to  the regulatory provisions. 

Although these organizations deny any established rules, 
there surely develops a “common law” of discharge arising 
from the favorable or unfavorable action taken in other cases. 
The practice develops “informal guidelines for administrative 
purposes”’0’ t o  which interested parties may refer.”’ The 
guidelines may coalesce into administrative considerationslo’ 

2% S I A  Kesp 16 
:*. SIARcrp 4 . 6 , 1 0 , 2 5 & 3 1  
‘ a S J 4 R ~ r p  31 

The largc nvmbcr of such mxs makci rhcm ionduciic 10 appl~cauan of rather mcchan. 
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01 rules relating to the nature of the oifense.10' The latter is 
more preralent where large numbers of similar type offenses 
such as absence without leave are processed and the nature of 
rhe oifenie permits routine handling.'05 

The reluctance to provide specific guidelines is understand- 
able First. it leads to problems of unrealized expectatlons.306 
particularl) ti the guideline leads an accused to believe he 
w I 1  receire more iavorable consideration than he actually 
ieceiws. Vormall). this can be corrected by permitting the 
dccuied t o  withdrau his request whenevei he  choose^.'^' The 
mure crucial considerarion appears to be that o i  possible later 
r ev lewof themanner in~h ich  thediscretionisexercised: 

rounding t i c  LIC 01 'Chapler  1 0 '  dhcharge 
B I  poisibit There 1% a rcamnablr belief t 

o r e i i e ~  b, ~gencics outside the Arm) and 
uniirucrured ~ r o g r a m i ,  mosr adapiablr 10 rhangingeirnli 

The problem of unstructured discretion IS, of course, a matter 
of basic concern to bath the Administrative and Judicial 
Models Maximum efficiency would be achieved in the proc- 
essing o i  cases if defense were fully aware of the 
circumstances which nould result in favorable action on any 
request. Greater understanding of the practical mles of the 
game might result in the submission of fewer requests which 
are certain to be denied contrar) to the recommendations of 
the staff judge advocate This. of course. requires affirmative 
notice to the defense counsel o i  the approving authonty's 

YE do not recommend acccpiine Chipier X 
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policies"0 rather than an assumption that such policies are 
known through practice in thejurisdiction.'" 

b. Review of the Evidence. A major concern of the guilty plea 
process has always been that the plea accurately reflect the 
guilt of the accused.ll~ In the federal system, the Federal Rules 
of Criminal Procedure require the court to ensure there is a 
factual basis for the plea: "[Vhe court should not enter a judg- 
ment upon such plea without making such inquiry as shall 
satisfy it that there is a factual basis for the plea."J11 Under 
this rule, acceptance of a plea of guilty is discretionary with 
the judge and he need not accept the plea unless he i s  satisfied 
that the underlying facts warrant a conviction for the of- 
fense."' If this factual basis is met, the plea may be accepted 
even though the accused maintains his innocence.'" Although 
the military rule does not permit an accused to plead guilty 
and also maintain his innocence, the factual predicate of guilt 
isalso required.l'6 

The problem is that the presence of plea bargaining itself 
may operate to  defeat both the voluntariness and the accuracy 
o i  the plea. Where inducements are tendered, the efficacy of 
the guilty plea can be weakened by the possibility that an  
innocent defendant might bargain the risk of conviction and 
sentenceforapromise of leniency. 

The extent of the inquiry which will be made into the moti- 
vation of the accused depends on the model to which the ap- 
proving authority subscribes. His perception of the goals the 
system serves also determines the extent to which he will in- 
quire into the sufficiency o i  the evidence used to support the 
charges upon which the request for discharge is based. The 
Administrative Model sees the process of having both counsel 
and approving authority make factual determinations as un- 
reasonably unproductive: 

The judge nerd no! ~nqusr ~ n l o  the factual c ~ r i u m s t a n ~ ~ ~  underljing rhe 
commirrion of Ihr oifensi except to  Ihc C X I C ~  rhal he thmkr II w d  help him 
perform his ~ e n o n i i n g  functian An) r e q s r c m m r  that rhe judge m q u r r  
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inlo tho issue ol guilL k i a r r  mccplms B plea would m p a u  the elficanc? of 
chc p r m m  a n d  urdcrminr  the plea of eullly b\ ~ ~ n i i n i n s  tho amisnmmcni 
iniarnabbnriaLrd t r ia lon ihrmrrits 3 ’ ’  

The dangers of an innocent soldier requesting discharge are 
ofmajor concern tothemilitaryas wel1:lla 

Yarursll!. ( thr  broad rpicirum af i a i l o n  10 b conaidcrcd m aeung on 8 

requcic far diirharscl producer !he PDiilbihly a1 ~ i i m l i a l l y  f a k  char&%. 
bur Ihr  indimdud is guarded ID ruo wag8 mi, he has EOYIIIFI, and I Y O  $ h i  

y another staff judge advocate when 
he indicated that he did not usually review the file for suffi- 
ciency of evidence to support the charges: 

ns (3) I beliwr she Slafi Juda  4duocatc 15 cntirbd 10 place 
n Ihr d i i m i i  COY~%FI.I a d b m  ID tho accused (Cauna4 may 
bmil s wques! for diiehargi uhrn hc knows chr ascurcd 13 

CBIL the Chapccr X rcqucsl docs not rcach mi 
red [The conicnine authorin !I rcquircd Io  find 
d b) iildcncc indirarrd tn rhr report a i  IOVCIII- 

Both expressions miss the mark insofar as the participation 
of counsel 1s concerned. The request for discharge regulation 
focuses on the most dsible aspects of this process: the right to 
counsel and the inquiry into the appropriateness of the dis- 
charge. What it does not focus on is the “invisible”32i part 
involving the defense counsel and his client. The defense 
counsel is required to advise his client of the elements of the 
Qffense, the facts which must be proved and the deienses which 
mag be available.’2’ During the course of the advice, it is 
reasonable to assume that counsel will assess the client’s pros- 
pects and provide advice on whether the client should request 
discharge. He may even counsel against submitting the request; 
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however, there is no requirement for the client to accept that 
advice"' nor is there a requirement for counsel to concur in 
the client's request for discharge, Just as with other aspects of 
the adversary process in the Judicial Model, neither counsel 
nor the accused is required to account for the process by which 
the decision is reached.'= 

It follows, therefore, that the concern for accuracy in the 
charges is not totally satisfied by the presence and advice 
of counsel. Something more is required if the system is to be 
satisfied that the accused's desire for discharge is not prompted 
by improper inducements in the form of immediate release 
from pretrial confnement ,"~ release from the service where 
that is the abiding goal to the exclusion of all other considera- 
tions,127 and avoidance of the possibility of a federal conviction 
and punitive d i ~ c h a r g e . 3 ~ ~  

The Judicial Model, on the other hand, would require the 
aDDrovine: authority to satisfy himself that there is "probably 
s?ficien<evidence-to sustain a conviction on the charge or 
charges against the defendant.">" The evidence, under this 
model, would have to bc admissible under the strict rules of 
evidence, and the approving authority would be required to 
make an affumative determination that no evidence had been 
illegally obtained and that no other constitutional or  stalutory 
violations had taken place. "Only after he is satisfied that the 
record is clear in these two general aspects-the establishment 
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of guilt and the absence of abusive practices at earlier stages 
ofthe process-should the judge accept a plea ofguilty."330 

The Court OS Claims has made It clear that some evidence 
sufficiency examination must be made. In .Veal v Lrnzred 
Sroies.'!' the accused accepted an administrative discharge 
under threat of court-martial for commission of homosexual 
acts The court held the discharge invalid because It was based 
on a confession for which there was no corpur delicti. Similarly 
m .Uiddleron v Unired S t a r e s , ~ ~ ~  the Court of Claims held it 
was improper to offer a member an opportunity to request 
discharge where there was no underl!ing charge subject to trial 
by court-martial Middleton had been tried and ultimately 
acquitted for  acts of sexual perversion by the civil authorities. 
Nav) regulations generally prohibited trial by coun-martial 
under such circumstances. Accordingly, Middleton "was denied 
due process and fair treatment by being Saced with a harsh and 
diaagreeableoptionuhichsimplydid not exm''333 

commands do  not 
examine into the sufficiency of the evidence relating to the 
charges Where the command does not accept requests for 
discharge until after referral i o  trial,33s 11 may rely on the 
presumption that the convening authority has proper11 per- 
formed his duty and determined that the charge is "uarranted 
by e\idence indicated in the report of investigation '"lb The 
remainrng four". commands which accept requests for dis- 
charge based upon charges uhich have not been referred to 
trial and do not examine the charges for legal sufficiency are 
not tulfillingthe expectations oftheludicial Model 

Even among those who do  examine the charges for legal 
suificiency there i s  a wide range of practice on what should be 
done w,hen the file is legally insufficient to establish the offense. 

It therefore seems surprising that 

I56 
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A number of d o  not bolster the evidence when 
they find it weak. Indeed the opinion was expressed that "boi- 
stering the evidence is a problem separate and apart from the 
Chapter If the review is to be meaningful in terms of 
ensuring that "it will withstand subsequent attack by the mem- 
ber ,"3*0 the file must be bolstered or the request denied."' 

(I) .  Siondord of permanon. While the Army standard for 
administrative determinations is "substantial evidence,"j4> 
it has been persuasively argued"' that administrative boaid 
eliminations, because of the risk of an undesirable discharge, 
should be governed by a preponderance of the evidence stand- 
ard: 

[ I l r  I I  dcRnue, can more c a d )  bo applied in B uniiorm mmnrr. and 1s not 
so drmanding chac the adminirlrallic i)ifcm vi11 bcrarnc ignored IL brings 
!he wiighc and rrrdibilu) of d l  the eiidonm tnto diracr conrideranon ~n rhc 
dicnan makine proceis Finall!. II rcqercs  a dcgrrc a i  p r o d  m m  ~n balance 
uith chedelnrnrs ofrhcundrnrabk discharer 

As a matter of practice, among those commands which test 
far sufficiency, three345 require substantial evidence, oneY6 
requires a preponderance of the evidence, four" require a 
standard sufficient to refer the case to trial, fourM8 require 
proof beyond a reasonable doubt, and twenty-five require a 
prima iaciecase.349 

These difierences largely reflect the values involved in the 
difference between legal guilt and factual guilt in the two 
models. The presumption of guilt involved in the Admnistra- 
tive Model is the "operational expression of [the] confi- 
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dence” ’Iu reposed in the “reliability of informal administra- 
tive fact-finding activities that take place in the”3” preceding 
stages of the criminal process and administrative process. Thus 
the accused may be discharged “merely on  a showing that in 
all probability, based on reliable evidence, he did factually what 
he is said to have done.”’” TNs approach was recognized by 
one staff judge advocate who noted, while commenting on  the 
evidentiary significance of the accused‘s submitting a request 
for discharge 

Genrrali?, 11 must be arwmed that hy d c m r q  to  nubmil 1he rcqurst rhr 
acivred IS admiltme ~m$oliaminl and mush of the factual ailcgriioni 
Whtle rhr i c c u d  ma) or ma! not bc sdmllring technical. cnmrnal gullt, he 
obviously would not requelt dachsrgc if the charpcr wcz rotsllb f d i e  

By submitting the request for discharge, the accused elects not 
toemploy the Judicial Model where 

he 13 to  be h4d guilf) if and only 11 rhcic laetual dclerrmnalioni arc made 
an proceduralll regular fashion and by authontar aol.n$ w h i n  competcnmi 
duly allornld to  them Furthermore. ha IS not to bc held IYII~Y, w i n  Ihough 
,he ihctual dsttrminaiion IS or  mishf h adrene 10 him d V ~ O D Y S  rulss dc- 
rimed I D  p r ~ l w  him and i o  iafipuard rhr mtsgnly ai the procmr sre not 
p,“mefiec, 3.. 

Because the “presumption of innocence is a directive to 
officials about how they are to proceed, not a prediction of out- 
come,”’” the accused, by submitting a request for discharge, 
renders himself subject to having action taken against him on  
the basis of factual probabilities. It follows, therefore, that the 
approving authonty need only find that degree of evidence 
which satisfies the standard for referral t o  trial,lJ6 which is 
in all likelihood only a prima facie case. 

(2). Weight IO be given IO the submission of the request for 
drschorge. The significance which will be given t o  the request 
for discharge may depend on how one characterizes the proc- 
ess. The analogy to the guilty plea process of the Judicial Model 
affords some insight into the necessity far independent exami- 
nation of the evidence supporting the charges. In Kercheval 
Y. L’niredSrares?J’the Supreme Court stated: 

A pler of gY>it> differs 8n pumors and crfeiccr from B mere admlrrlon Or an 
Of B JY‘, I, I S  

i m r a  . Mufieit 10 US C M A 169. 2’ C M R 343 fi919) 
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COOEIYIII~ More is no1 required, the COY" ha3 nothing Io do hut give iudg- 
mcntandicnlenc~ 

Can it be contended that the act of tendering a request for 
discharge, assuming a finding of voluntariness, may be con- 
sidered as an admission of guilt which eliminates the necessity 
for reviewing the sufficiencyof theevidence? 

Prior to 1973 there was no requirement in the regulation 
that an accused admit guilt of the charges when he submitted 
his request for discharge. As a consequence, most of the com- 
mands drew no evidentiary significance from the mere submis- 
sion of the request.'" Among those which did not find any 
evidence of guilt, a substantial number'" would nevertheless 
accept the request even though the accused made some claim of 
innocence provided the issue was resolved prior to action on 
the request. The devices suggested were all designed to  ensure 
some degree of accuracy in the adjudicative process such as 
requiring the accused to submit a statement admitting guilt,"> 
ensunng the defense counsel has adequately considered the 
case,362 requiring the defense counsel to submit a satisfactory 
resolution of the apparent conflict,"' and requiring specific 
admissions by theaccusedin a1l~ases.J~'  

The staff judge advocates who equated the tendering of a 
request for discharge, in some manner, to a plea of guilty were 
a decided minority.ss Those who were a t  least amenable to  
the proposition that the tender has evidentiary significance 
also sought prophylactic support for the request where there 
were indications of innocence in the file. This was found either 
in other convincing evidence in the file which reflected the 
accused's guilt,'66 or by requiring a statement from the accused 
indicating that he knew of the availability of the defense but 
wished to persist in his requested discharge.36' 
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However, in 1973. the regulation was changed to require 
an  acknowledgment of guilt in the application for discharge. 
The current form contains the followinglanguage: 

for diishargr I acknouledgc ?hat I mm 

Although this language does sharply limit the accused's wbse- 
quem efforts to assert his innocence in a collateral attack upon 
his discharge, It does not satisfy either the Judicial or Admin- 
istrative Model, and does not do away with the necessity to 
find a prima facie case in the file materials. 

Basic to the providency of a guilty plea under both the federal 
and military rules IS a detailed factual inquiry of the ac- 
c ~ s e d . 3 ~ ~  The inquiry is designed to ensure that there is  a fac- 
tual basis for the plea. Because of the administrative nature of 
the process, any factual exarmnation must be made of the ac- 
companying file and not of the accused. Thus, under the Judicial 
Model, the submission of the request even though accompanied 
by an admission of guilt is not the source of the inquiry, but 
merely one factor to be considered In evaluating the file. 

It was suggested3'O In the survey that the tendering of a 
request for discharge could be equated to a plea of nolo con- 
tendere. Decisions on  the impact of a nolo contendere plea do 
yield relevant comparison, although the final conclusion 1s not 
free from doubt The impact of such a plea has been considered 
by the Supreme Court on a number of occasion% but prior to 
Vorih Carolina v .  Al/ord,3'l it was not considered in a setting 
dealing with Its significance as an evidentiary matter. In 
Hudson Y. Untied Siaier,]'~ it was considcred as an "admw 
sion of guilt for the purposes of the case." It is possible to ren- 
der ludgment based an  the plea alone "for the obvious reason 
that in the face of the plea no issue of fact exists, and none can 
be made while thc plea remains of record."1.? Although it 1s a 
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“confession of the well-pleaded facts of the charge,”’” the 
court must still pronounce judgment. 

The analogy to nolo contendere so far as considering the 
request for discharge as an  indication of guilt is concerned has 
some vaIue.J’5 Under Rule Il(b) of the Federal Rules, it is 
sufficient for the court to give “due consideration [to] the view 
of the parties and the interest of the public in the effective 
administration of justice.” In North Corolino Y.  Alford.3‘6 the 
Supreme Court remewed the law and concluded that it 

IS impowbit  Lo %Ute p r e o i i l i  uhat d defendant docs admit s h i n  h i  ~ n t m  

Throughaur 1,s h w o r )  rhac 8 1 .  !he plcs of nolo conanderr has been i iewed 
not 8s sn erpres admsrmn of gurll bur a3 B eaniant b! chi defendant that hr 
m a i  b p u m h e d  ailfhcueragulll! snda praicriorlmancs 

Although the current form appears to go beyond the signifi- 
cance of a plea of nolo contendere, the latter principle does 
explain the absence of a factual examination of the accused, 
The Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure3’B fill this gap by 
permitting entry of a nolo contendere plea without the neces- 
sity for inquiring into the factual basis of the plea as required 
in the case o fa  plea ofguilty. 

Moreover, the limited effect of the admission of guilt noted 
by the Supreme Court in Aiford has found both judicial and 
administrative support in the Army. In United Stares v. 
Pinkney,l’P a case prior to the change in the regulation, the 
Court of Military Appeals held that it was error to bring out on 
cross-examination that the accused had unsuccessfully submit- 
ted a request for discharge. In reviewing the philosophy of the 
program. thecoun expressed the view that 

[nleedicss f c  ~n aciuird nccd nor ~ncnmina!e h i m x l i  whcn hc requests 
, ard B cun,cmng amhanq docs no1 ~ C I I -  

on gull! or  inno~ence or  ~n Ihs mppmprm1c. 
ne15 o f  an, punishment othei than the requasfad diichargr whrn hr denies 
rvcha rcqunr 

ne .am? far plea3 “i 
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It may be that the opinion of the coun  was primarily a result 
ofits determination to ensure that 

%hen sn aceuicd iarki  IO ala11 h m r l i  o i  I h r  adminirrralivc mrani 10 di i .  

pose ai  the crimina. chdrger agalnir him no harm should come Io him a6 B 

r i iu l t  of rhr failurc (0 30  i m l v i  rhr  ease by h d m m n r z f n i  r a t h i r  than 
c.lmlnaltr.al ,*' 

The decision in Pinkney was rendered at a time when the ac- 
cused was not required to admit guilt of the underlying charges. 
If the admission is to be gven effect beyond the immediate 
administrative action,it2 a different result would obtain under 
the present regulation. However, The Judge Advocate General 
of the Army has reaffirmed181 the Pinkney result under the 
current regulation, thus rendering some support for the Admin- 
istrative Model reflected in the plea ofnolo contendere. 

However, the Administrative Model IS not fully satisfied by 
the addition of the admission of guilt in the application. The 
efficient operation of an  administrative system would dictate 
that only the admission of guilt to well pleaded charges need 
be examined to speed the soldier on his way. But as the Court 
of Claims has made clear in .VeaQO' and M~ddle ton. '~~ sole 
reliance on the admissions made by the applicant may be fatal 
on appeal Renew of the underlying charges is still necessary, 
but if one accepts the analogy that the request for discharge 
determination i s  similar to the action of a grand jury,laa limi- 
tations on admissibility of evidence are of little consequence. 
Where an  effort is being made to corroborate the admission 
contained in the application, hearsay evidence,18' incompetent 
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evidence,jSB and illegally seized evidencelSP may be con- 
sidered, as all have been found sufficient to suppon a grand 
jury indictment. 

Because there is to be no adjudication of legal guilt by a 
judicial body, factual guilt may be based on the accused's 
assertion of guilt when he submits his request for discharge 
and meets the other requirements of the regulation. Based 
upon that assenion and the other evidence in the file, the ap- 
proving authority may then proceed to determine whether the 
request should be approved, and if so, what "sentence" should 
be adjudged. 

C. "SENTENCING" 
The closest parallel to the administrative discharge in the 

civilian sector is being "fired" from a job when the employer 
determines that the employee is undesirable for further employ- 
ment. However, if congressional testimony)* is to be believed, 
the nature of the stigma attached to being fired by the Armed 
Forces is significantly greater. 

I1 iS because of the Army's "right to punish"391 through 
administrative action that the discretionary power involved in 
the request for discharge takes on added importance. The puni- 
tive effects, for example, accompanying a discharge for homo- 
sexuality are significant. 

(H>r repulalion ah a deant woman wa3 oElcisUy d m r o g d ,  her right5 lo  
her aecrved pa) and amrued IUIYF, and to nYmEr~m b n r t i l l  soderrcd by 
the nahan and many of tho states upon formcr aoldirra W e r e  iodated."' 

Indeed. to characterize an individual as "undesirable" for mili- 
tary service may have greater impact than a discharge for acts 
of misconduct. 
1. Regularory Guidance. Although the regulation contains 
rathev detailed guidance on when to accept a request for dis- 
charge, there is little assistance given on what principles should 
be fallowed in determining the character of the discharge to be 
awarded. It may be that the punishment function, whether 
administrative or judicial, is such that structured discretion is 
not possible. Indeed, the failure to consider sentencing in his 
models of criminal justice processing was a major point of 
cnticism'P3 of Professor Packer's thesis. ____ 

Holtv Umlcd Smrcs.2lS U S 245(19101 ,** LmredStateir Calmdra.4lrli S 139119711 
1 1  La.ls,avpro""(e47,al98 
'"'Blandi  Cannal!y, l93F268)2,658,0 C Clr 1961) 
RnClaikumv i'niicdSf#ici.!lZCf C1 4C4.407(1960) 
-3 Cniilthl,avprvnoII32,af371-80 
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For the administrative discharge, guidance as to the charac- 
ter of [he discharge to be aw'arded is contained in only two sen- 
tences "An undesirable discharge cenhca te  will normally be 
furnished an indiwdual who i E  discharged for the good of the 
service. However. the discharge authority may direct an honor- 
able o i  general discharge if warranted." 3*4 Another section 
of the reg~lation'~'  provides guidelines for the general char- 
acteruation of dmhargei,  but this has been interpreted as not 
Preemptive whert the soldier IS being discharged under regu- 
latiow which aulhonie other than an honorable d1scharge.3~~ 

riir Importance oi thx declrion to the accused cannot b e  
overemmared H hde acceptance of the request tor discharge 
L E  3 major goal of the accused, the characterizarion oi  his serv- 
ice as undesirable may "brand hlm for life."Iq' However. In 
light of the minimal guidance provided in the regulation, it  1s 

to the customarb practice that the accused must look if he IS 
to receibe an! meaningful information on the character at the 
discharge he is rnosthkelytorecelve. 
2 Discretionor) Praciice. Although the approving authority i s  
not required to follow cnteria permtring an honorable or gen- 
eral discharge where the accused "has been awarded a personal 
decorauon,"198 the practice is not uncommon >") In the ab- 
sence of these exceptional cases,"o the need to retain a "man in 
the senice unless he shows little rehabilitation merit""' almost 
dictates the award of an undesirable discharge: 

haprrr X candidi i i  and 

As a result, the regulatory provision that an accused would 
"normally" receive an undesirable discharge is viewed as the 
"norm,""' "the rille, not the exception.""' and "required ""I 
Ir IS therefore. not su rms ine  that the overwhelmins maiaritr. 
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of discharged soldiers are awarded undesirable discharge cer- 
tificates.“6 

As viewed by the staff judge advocates, the primary purpose 
of giving so many undesirable discharges is to suitably charac- 
terizea’ the accused‘s Service in terms of his present offense and 
his record. A by-product of ensuring proper recognition of un- 
satisfactory service 1s t o  enhance and maintain the integrity 
ofthe honorable discharge: 

Thoci uho are quirk In find fad!  i i l h  the  Chap IG ofrrn overlook I h e  good 
naldier who t l c c t s  10 do his job but  m w  serw iiniil h n  ETS to  get his goad 
dirrhargrandCavl bencfiu 

These reasons are founded in the belief that the individual 
who does not serve should not receive any of the various bene- 
f i t ~ ~ ” ’  “bestowed by a benevolent (vote conscious) Con- 
gress.” 

Although there is  some support‘” for the proposition that an 
undesirable discharge should be issued to deter unsatisfactory 
service, none of the commands suggesting this purpose was of 
the opinion that it has that effect. There were only three“‘ 
responses which indicated a belief that there was any deterrent 
effect in the prospect of receiving an undesirable discharge, 
although it may serve as some incentive for those who satis- 
factorily complete their full military obligation.’l] 

counreling SJA Rrip  I .  

Rerp  2 0 , 2 5 8 2 8  
“ S J A R c i p  3 8 3 4  
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The possibility that using the undesirable discharge as a 
~ u n i s h m e n t ~ ' ~  tool, to "extract a 'pound of flesh',""' or to 
"brand h m  for life""' may not produce the desired effect 
is not a11 there i s  to the problem. The view was expressed that 
it may actually encourage misconduct u.hich wrll be counter- 
productive m bath the long and short run.4J7 Those organiaa- 
tions with Personnel Control Facilities with large numbers of 
individuals being held for absence without leave indicate the 
availability of this program may contribute to the comnussion 
of offenses by those desinng to terminate their Service on the 
most advantageous  term^.^'^ If this is true ai other offenses 
as well, the discretion currently being exercised in favor of 
discharge may have to take into greater account the criticisms 
beingexpressed by the chain ofcommand. 

It i5 significant to note in this regard that few objections to 
the elimination procedure are being expressed by the com- 
manding generals 419 The criticism 1s being voiced in the main 
by the lower echelons of command. These commanders corn- 
plain that permitting an accused to obtain B discharge without 
adequate punishment undermines the disciplined environment 
they are attempting to create. The commanders who are most 
closely associated with unit discipline have "philosophical 
difficulties in accepting the fact that an undesirable discharge 
IS  punltibe. The act of bringing an accused tn trial s e e m  to 
have psychological benefits." r 2 0  

While the responses did not indicate how widespread the 
complaints are within the jurisdictions, the fact that seventeen 
cornmandr411 noted some degree of dissatisfaction IS signifi- 
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cant. The staff judge advocate who blithely encourages favor- 
able action on requests for discharge primarily because of fac- 
tors relating to his own operation may be in the same position 
as the prosecutor who encourages guilty pleas: "It apparently 
never occurred to  them that the role they had assumed of 'pro- 
tecting society' as vigorously as possible might be criti- 
cized."Q22 The fact that both the staff judge advocate and the 
prosecutor do not insist upon full payment of the debt owed 
to their respective societies because of tactical and administra- 
tive considerations may be of little consequence to those most 
directly concerned with the offender and the results of his 

'The discretionary power to impose an undesirable discharge 
must be exercised with great care. The individual who has in- 
tentionally sought discharge from the Army may be deserving 
of no consideration. 

Uhil i  I ma) f e d  $ o n )  for him because i behevr he I% misgvided 10 his 
approach 10 life. and r h i l i  I uould adilie h m  aeainit such P c L ~ o ~ ,  *ere 
I his drfense counsel nanethclrri II IS a fact !hat such an indiridual 1s u m h -  
l i s %  and .s no1 and prahahl) neier would he an ac~eptahle member of the 
harrlinclarce 

Nevertheless, the significant consequences which attend being 
designated as "undesirable" are matters of deep and abiding 
concern for those charged with the power to accomplish that 
action. As one staff judge advocate noted, "The problem which 
haunts me is the knowledge tha! a 19 year old who is adamant 
in his present decision not to serve will, at age 25, bitterly regret 
it."4z5 Nevertheless, the "regret" often comes at a time when 
the emergency for which he was called to  SeNe has been met 
by others, and no longer presents the menace which may have 
prompted his original decision to  seekdischarge. 
3. lmpoct ofthe Dmhorge. 

a. On the accused. If the accused is in pretrial confinement, 
the most immediate impact may be upon his confinement sta- 
tus The general practice"6 IS to release the accused from con- 
finement immediately or within a short period IO allow for - 

lrrhulrr The Proiecurai's Rate m Pic# b 

A~\~r170 ,73 (1961)  

Turnti-two cammandr #mmcdiarcly rtlraird the eccuscd Tun cammandl re- 
Porlcd l e l C l x  m o r  Io h a '  n ~ l m n  whwc 8t appeared 1hkt1) that Iavarable cansideranon 
vnuldhrsii in S I A R a p  19hZS 
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out -process~ng.~~ '  The theory giren 1s that a "decision has been 
made not to go forward uith a trial. There being no  trial con- 
templated, pretrial confinement becomes legally objection- 
able.""B Exceptions to this rigid rule are present in commands 
ujth Personnel Control Facilities where the recidnous trndenc) 
of absence without leave provides a ground for retention in 
~ a n f i n e m e n t . ~ 2 ~  

A mmonty of  command^^^^ do  not release the accused 
immediately The theory advanced IS that pretrial confinement 
in the judicial system and the administrative elimination pro- 
cedures dre entirely separate Becduse charges are not dis- 
missed upon approval. they provide a valid legal basis for  con- 
finement until the discharge 1s actually accomplished. In gen- 
eral. the confinement issue has not been a practical problem 
for some of the commands because confinement IS so closely 
controllrd thai individuals whose cases are appropriate for 
approval and discharge are normally not in confinement."' 
or the period between approval and discharge IS so short as to 
be reasonableunderthecircum~tance~ 

As a general practice.'" no formal action IS taken t o  dismiss 
the pending charges It uould appear that the rationale utilized 
to necessitate immediate release from confinement would also 
suggest affirmative action be taken on the charges. Nine com- 
mands"! dismiss the charges, generally through the action 
of the approving authority8l6 A3 a practical matter, except 
for the administrative loose end a i  having charges in existence, 
the discharge o i  the accused operates to "diimiss" [he charges 
because ofa loss ofjurlsdlctlon over the mdiridual."~ 
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The most important impact upon the individual is, nf course, 
the character of the discharge. The importance 11 may have, a t  
least in theeyes ofone federalcourt, bears repeatpg: 

rherr can hr no doubt (ha: [an undrilrablcl dsrhargc  1% puniwe 8n 
nature, %in(* I I  m#maiiui  I ~ L  ~ c n i c ~ m a n ' i  r<putmnon impcdri his rblht! 

il irr*icomnn'rrharacrrr pal 

It also has a direct im e federal and state"g bene- 
fits that the individual can expect to receive. 

Federal benefits vary according Io the nature of the benefit 
involved and the character of the discharge. For undesirable 
discharges, the Veterans Administration has extensive discre- 

an'' means P perron uho has r r n c d  in Lhr ~ c m i  m 
,<e .  and uho %as dischareed or  rrlraicd lhrreirom 

erpretation of the words "conditions other than 
dishonorable" that the Veterans Administration has virtually 
exclusive authority and d ~ s c r e t i o n . ~ ~ l  

Where the discharge is either honorable, general or dishon- 
orable. there is no exercise of discretionary authority by the 
Veterans Administration, The individual IS either entitled to  the 
benefits of his service, or nol, accordmg to the title an  his dis- 
charge certificate. When the actions of the soldier result in an 
undesirable discharge, the Veterans Administration must ex- 
ercise i t s  discretion to determine whether the discharge was 
issued under "conditions other than dishonorable." The govern- 
ing Veterans Administration regulation prowdes' 

des. p n e r a l l i  COD- 

____ 
departure 11 chi charilei 

him baiaure a i  ruhrequent mi%- 
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There may be segments of our society which would applaud 
such individuals. Inability to adjust to a military environment 
requiring self-discipline and team effort may be thought of as 
a healthy and commendable trait. But the fact remains that 
those whose conduct has rendered them “undesirable” may 
expect substantial prejudice in civilian life.“ The inability to 
acquire satisfactory employment or to secure financial assist- 
ance for personal or business undertakings substantially re- 
duces the individual’s stake in society. The result will often be 
additional and more serious acts of miscondun as grist for the 
criminal justice mill. Although the individual ceases to be a 
problem for the Armed Services, both he and his future con- 
duct will be of concern to society in general. The gunman does 
not inquire of his victim whether he is civilian or military. 

V. ACHIEVEMENT OF OBJECTIVES 

In the administration of criminal justice, the con~ensual 
resolution of criminal charges plays an important part. In any 
given case, both the Government and the individual a n  achieve 
a mutuality of advantage which dictates the desirability for 
resolution of the issues through agreement rather than contest. 
This, of course, is the essence of the Administrative Model. 
The Supreme Court has recognized the legitimate interests 
served by this process: 

For che defendant uha sees slight poirihihty of ~squirral, rhe sdvantagcr 
of plcading guilly and limiting the pmbahlc penall) BR ohnau-his eipoiurr 
IS reduced. rhe corrcctmal  proccs idn bcsin ~mmodialoly. and the pmcucal 

eliminared For Ihc Slate thcrc IR alia 8dwnmRes- 
posed p m d m e n r  after an admlwon of su1It mas 
the ahjcciivor of punirhment, and with the avoidana 
and proncoufonal ~ C I D Y ~ D I P  %re c a n s n c d  far those 

case% m which there 81 B subitanrial ~ S S U C  of thc defendant’s pih or  m w h c h  
rhcx 1s iubilantial doubt rhal rhs S l a w  can ~ustain 111 burden of proofy’ 

In an effort to provide guidance in determining when the court 

Eucwrsiul ~ D I S  Io  2 0 9  In calsndar )ear 197s those who made a p~rranal apparanee 
recrlvrd favorahlc m~llen ~n 228% and rhax  r h o  dld not mnks on appearance _re 
rucrridul ~n 21 1% of such calls In 1976 Ihc iuccesrlvl mppllcanlr have k e n  con. 
riderahl! mor( numerou~ January--18 W‘, Frhrusry-$4 m, March- 32 3%, Apnl- 
17 0%. and Mn~-42% Some of the more recent LYEC 
opporrunlllei to make pIr30n~I ~ppcamncsl  before Ih 
mg~anal  panels wire eirahliihcd. and I” February 1976 
The ahaie lnformilllon u s 3  furmihed In (he author b) 
Di(charpc Rei iru Board. Depuri As8111mt Secretary o i  
Per8 sec > 

V L  Dirchvrgrr A Legal m d  Empiriirl 

“‘Biadyr  UnlrdSraar.397L S 743,?S2(1910) 
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can grant concessions to those pleading guilty wthout  violating 
the "concepts of impartiality and fairness which have tradition- 
ally guided the exercise of the judicial iunctions,"450 the 
Americon Bor Associarion Srandardr Reialrng lo Pleas of 
Gurlrj have indicated some of the circumstances where "the 
interest of the public in the effective administration of criminal 
justice . would be s e r ~ e d " ~ ~ I  by the compromising of crim- 
inal The extent to which these objectives are served 
by the discharge procedure willnow be considered. 

A .  BY THE GOVERNMEVT 
When compared with the Standards, the benefits which the 

Gmernment expects to achieve by acceptance of the request 
for discharge are pnmarily those of expediency and necessity. 
That does not mean, however, that the values are inconsistent, 
although there is some divergence in the emphasis being placed 
on thevaluco 

It can be said that the request for discharge aids in the 
prompt application of "punishment" to the accused. To the 
extent that the goal of eliminating the soldier who has no re- 
habilitative value is realized without the delay associated with 
the necessity for  trial, the best interests of the service are 
achmed.  The weakness of the case:51 the difficult and time- 
consuming proof required in some  offense^,"^ and the pos- 
sibility that the court will not adjudge a punitive discharge4" 
are illusrratians of situations where the discharge procedure is 
compatible uith guilty plea justifications for concessions to 
defendants 
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On the other hand, it appears that the ready availability 
of the procedure does not necessarily aid in the accused's re- 
pentence and rehabilitation. Only commands affirma- 
tively reponed that the possibility of receiving an undesirable 
discharge has deterrent effect. Indeed, there appears to be 
evidence that the procedure LE being used as an "easy out" for 
individuals who commit offenses solely with that end in mind."' 
In this respect, the discharge procedure is subject to the same 
criticism directed toward the rehabilitative effect of pleading 
guilty In civilian criminaljustme. 

will prohabiy t a b  a $udIy plea for reasom 01 expediency. not pr 

tice vary in Cases where acceptance of the request for discharge 
is motivated by administrative convenience. The Standards 
permit charge and sentence concessions only when the accused's 
plea has "mcreased the probability of prompt and certain 
application of correctional measures to orher offenders.'' 4'9 

All but one4" of the commands believed that the substantial 
savings of time, effort and expense being achieved by the dis- 
charge procedure were the primary benefit to the Government. 
While this may have, as the Srandards suggest, value in terms 
of permitting greater attention to other cases, t h s  result only 
comes abom because the acmsed's case is not being tricd.16' 

an "eai!.out' for Ihc " a m - m  Four rcrponddcd 17 %as ant and nine 
noted wml Imdanc) ~n that orhers Indlrated I I  %as more often the 

in dcrling vith mn accuicd in Ihc corrcetianal x i l i ng  uho has plcadcd no10 ionlenderr 
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The distinction which the Standards are trying to make IS, by 
and large, semantic rather than practical. 

Where the charges have been referred to  a court-martial 
empowered to adjudge a punitive discharge the procedure 
affords a “swift disposition of cases which will probably result 
in punitive discharges but little post-trial coNinement.”462 
The authority to grant discharges in these circumstances is not 
unlimited. It may not be exercised “where the nature, gravity 
and circumstances surrounding an offense require a punitive 
discharge and confinement.’3461 In practical operation, the 
major use of the authority seems to involve military o f i e n ~ e s ‘ ~  
such as absence without leave46’ rather than felony 
charges.l6 This particularized treatment is consistent with the 
Srondards’ wew that plea concessions may properly be given 
in order to tailor corrective measures to  be taken in order to 
better achieve the purposes of correctional treatment.’6’ In 
these cases the discharge procedure is appropriately applied 
to those individuals whose records indicate they will not benefit 
from the rehabilitative effect of confinement and the offense 
does nor require the st ipna of a punitive discharge following 
the delay and theexpense ofajudicial proceeding. 

There are a number of cases, however, where the charge 
has not been referred to trial4* or has been referred to lrial 
by a court which cannot adjudge a punitive discharge.469 In 
these circumstances it has been claimed that the advantage 
to theGovernmentislessrelevant: 

11 would a p p a ,  that a conrrning aulhoruy hsi  decided either that diichargr 
rd  either for fhc uffrnir or  lor the oflender. or  from some 
f bolh. or !hat he dosi no< bellrvr a c o ~ n - m a n m  uouid ~n 

der faces a dilemma: He “either lets a 
rehabiliratable soldier ‘out’, 01 . . rectifies a situation where 

972 anornx8marcl~ 21 WO UYI of 21465 dixharici 
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discharge is appropriate but can t  be achieved by other 
means." 4'1 

The dilemma, unlike the Gordian knot, i 8  easily untied. 
Referral to a court-mania1 not authorized to adjudge a puni- 
tive discharge does not necessarily mean the soldier has re- 
habilitative value. Discharge may be appropriate but not ex- 
pected either because the evidence relating to the aCcMed'5 
character and lack of value to the service ie generally not ad- 
missible'7Z or because of the attitude of the sentencing agency: 

Given the p r c m ~  m l u d e  of rhc 8sniral public and mihfiry IudpeI toward 
p~n i l i ve  diichar8C for  purely military affcnsr,  such indiriduld do no! gel 
B punilivi discharge until !he Zd 01 l d  eonwEtmn When II 13 obvious that a 
Firn c ~ n \ i c t m n ,  w e n  by regular SPCM. WIII haw h t r k  07 no rrhabihtalw 
effect, Chapter I O  18 a dcairibls IubsLIIuLe for  [ A R  6352W, ch I11 pro. 
ceding$ 0 3  

Normally, in these cases the trial of the accused will be followed 
by an  administrative board pr0ceeding.4'~ Whether the request 
for discharge is considered a substitute for other administra- 
tive elimination proceedings4" is of no consequence. True, the 
accused receives far fewer rights consistent with the Judicial 
Model, but if he desires not t o  avail himself of these safeguards, 
he may do so. As long as the initiative is with the accused to 
elect a more expeditious discharge, he should be accommo- 
dated so long as the approving authority is satisfied that there 
is in fact no further rehabilitative value warranting further ef- 
fortson the part ofthecommand. 

Obviously, "the individual who hates the Army and is unwill- 
ing to accept routine military has httle 
rehabilitative value. The problem is, however, concerned with 
more than whether the soldier has a "potential for positive 
contribution""' and the removal of an  "unhappy nonproduc- 
tive soldier"47' although both detract from the proficiency of 
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modern armies. The rapid elimination of those "trouble- 
makers" who "[adrersel! affect] troop efficiency and dis- 
cipline" IS required if "their contaminating influence" 
u tn beavoided. 

As has been Indicated, the request iar discharge procedure 
has been utilized in a significant percentage of disciplinary 
cases in some command~. '~2 Some indicatlon of the scope a i  the 
procedure can be grasped by companng the number of cases 
tried w t h  those disposed of by Chapter 10. From 1971 through 
1975, 9,025 general courts-mania1 and 77,029 special courts- 
martial were tried which resulted in c ~ n v i c t i o n . ~ ~ ~  Durinp the 
same period, 90,948 soldiers were discharged under Chapter 
10 4x4 

It has been e~tirnated'~! that the cost of a general court- 
martial IS S1,OW 00 more than the cost of accepting a request 
for discharse. While the study was undertaken a t  a time when 
cnurt members uere required In all cases, the addition of 
counsel and military judges at the special court-martial, as 
well a i  the personnel requirements far subsequent adnunistra- 
tire boards, more than make up for  any costs deducted for 
those cases in which counsel did not panicipate. Assuming only 
one-half of the 90.948 Chapter 10 applicants uere eliminated 
through a combination of punitive discharge courts and admin- 
istrative boards rather than the prompt acceptance of a request 
for discharge. the additional cost for the pcriod would have 
been approximately $45,474,000.00! 
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It appears that the request for discharge has produced its 
most important benefit in reducing what would have otherwise 
been an unmanageable case load. Although these Administra- 
tive Model considerations may not meet the theoretical objec- 
tions of the American Bar Assmiorion Slondords, they do  have 
the constitutional approval of the Supreme Court.'86 They 
should not be lightly abandoned 

8. BY THE ACCL'SED" 
The notion that charge reduction 1s proper In order to achieve 

an opportunity to individualize the consequences of the con- 
Gction; to avoid high mandatory nunimum sentences and the 
lack of opportunity far probation: and in order to avoid a label 
of "felan" is accepted by the Standards for application in 
appropriate cases. All but three488 responses noted that the 
primary benefit to the accused is the avoidance of the conse- 
quences of trial and conviction. The most important of these con- 
sequences are the lack of a federal conviction on his record,"? 
and the a,oidance of confinement normally adjudged in those 
cases sufficiently serious to warrant d i~charge . '~~  

4 frequently mentioneddq( benefit sought by the accused is 
the avoidance of a punitive discharge. Here the benefit may be 
illusory depending on the status of the case As has been seen, 
a number of commands accept requests for discharge e w n  
though the case has not been referred to trial 01 not referred 
to  trial by a court authorized to impose a punitive discharge. 
Under these circumstances, the accused is receiving no benefit 
other than the avoidance of further service in which additional 
conwctions leading to a punitive discharge or an adverse ad- 
ministrative discharge might resul1.~~2 

"It is without question a fact that some soldiers purposefully 
amass sufficient infractions, all usually minor, but which in 
concert authorize the issuance of a punitive discharge by couTt- 
martial, specifically to make themselves eligible to be discharged 

c .e,poniei lndltalrd I h l  aieldancr O f  d. tiderill CU"%l/ I lO" vis a 

I77 
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pursuant to Chapter X."49' The desire to gratify "his most 
driving desire-his prompt separation from the Army"494 is a 
composite of many factors. Use of drugs by servicemen, the 
unpopularity of certain service such as that required during the 
Vietnam War, the obnoxiousness of military life to soldiers not 
motivated to adjust to it,"J racial tensions, and the hatred 
many )oung people feel for the Army as one of the most power- 
ful bulwarks of the '"establishment." all contribute to a socio- 
logical climate )n which the accused desires to "return to a so- 
ciety he belie,.i. >> more beneficial to him."49P( The decision 
to request drscharge for the good of the service may be the 
result o fa  number ofconsiderations: 

H: dois not hair  a icdrral ~ ~ n v i r t i o n .  IS remoird [ram prelnal confincmmt. 
#el% OUI ai :hi Arm! IS mmcd from r b  luauma and ambarrarmmL a i  a 

confinrmcnl. and mabl i ,  him ID rtiurn~ c l ~ i l ~ m  Mi 
ish f rom i i i o c l s l i o n  uifh E D ~ P ~ C I I  lor an c ircndid  

e commands. however, not all of these goals are achiev- 
ed,  and the fact that the majority of such discharges are "unde- 
sirable" does not deter such individuals and in fact may be a 
positive sign foracceptarice within their peer group. 

Whatever the motivation, it appears that a substantial 
number of young service personnel are satisfied to  waive the 
protections offered by the Judicial Model and rely upon the 
adjudicative process of the Administrative Model to achieve 
their goals 

VI .  EVALUATION 
A.  MODL'LAR CO.NSIDERATIO.l~S 

The request f a r  discharge procedure has a number of "ob- 
stacles" of a nature one would expect t o  find in the Judicial 
.Model The rquirement for jumdictlan over the person and 
the offense, the necessity for charges. and the requirements 
for a free. knowing and voluntary election by the accused 
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found in the court-martial process. Indeed, the action of the 
approving authority in determining whether the request should 
be approved is not unlike that required when he takes post- 
trial action on the findings and sentence of a court-martial: 

[He must] eaniidsr fhr pmeeedmgr laid b f o r c  hhm and dcsidr pemonaUy 
whether ihci ought LO k carncd ~ n f o  cifccl. Such B power he cannot ddrgafr 
HIS plrional judgmsnr 18 nquscd. ai much QD SI ~f would have k e n  m para. 
mg on the UIC d hc had brcn m e  01 thc members a i  the coun-mamd 
imsU And this kcauw ha IS the perron. and rhc only pinon, Io whom ha% 
k e n  camrnrfrcd the ~ r n p o f i ~ t  judicial power of imally dcsmmmg [the 
legalityoithe procecdingl." 

However, it must be recalled, there are no findings and sen- 
tence of a duly constituted court or jury as are normally asso- 
ciated with judicial processes involving punishment, nor arc 
the discretionary decisions being made subject to appeal in the 
military justice system.'" Both the regulation and the prac- 
tices of those who administer the system reflect an informal 
administrative adjudication leading to a "sentence" having 
>ignificant consequences 

process,and the part played by the defense counsel 
A majar touchstone of the Judicial Model 1s the adxcrrar) 

one in which the iniiiativi ID invoking r r l ~ w n t  rules r m x  pnrnnnly m (he 
parka ranmmcd. the ILUC and the secuwd.'m 

The defense counsel initially plays a nonadvenary role in ad- 
vising the accused of the availability of the option and the 
advisability of attempting to exercise it. Once the decision to 
submit the request has been made, counsel's adversary role is 
usually limited to those rare instances where the nature of the 
case is such that it is necessary and appropriate for him to ac- 
tively assist the accused by contending he should be discharged 
and occasionally seeking to upgrade the character of the dis- 
charge. Normally, however, the case is processed to a con- 
clusion as a matter of agreement between the Government 
and the accused. Neither the defense counsel nor the adversary 
process is conspicuous in either the regulatory scheme or the 
daily practice of those involved in its processing. 

."Runkle i  UnitsdSlarei, 122U S 543,517(1887) 
4WThe rmonalo 13 rhir en admini3trative discharge ccquerl IS not a "_c' 

Hudson, 48 C M R 270 within xhr S E D P  of appellate r tnew See L'niled Staler , 
iACMRI974) 

m P A r r i a a t  172 
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The rolume of cases being disposed of under this authority 
dictates recourse to the Administrative Model. 

This model in  order I o  "perale ~ u r c ~ r i f u l l i  musl produir  a hieh raw 01 

apprehension and con% clion rnd must do $0 ~n a contixt uberr rhr magni- 
iodr i  h i r e  dr8.i u n h  arc > e n  larer and 'he ~ I I O U T C L I  far dealing uirh !hem 
s r e j m  I h v t c d  

In this context. the "limited resources'' the responding staii 
judge advocates were concerned with was an inadequate num- 
ber of judge adbocate counsel to properly try all of the cases 
before courts-martial. Any significant curtailment of this auth- 
ority will have to be accompanied by a proportional increase 
m the size of the Judge Advocate General's Corps if major 
backlogs of untned cases and bulging stockades are to  be 
avoided. The total inability or unwillingness of Congress to 
provide adequate incentives to attract and retain a sufficient 
number of w m o  attomevs will dictate retention of the Ad- 

I "  

ministrative Model and retard any significant progress toward 
a Judicial Model 

B, DISCRETIO.VAR Y CONSIDERA TI0,V.Y 

Although the regulation provides some guidance concerning 
when a request for  discharge can be accepted, the central issue 
is whether the accused has "rehabilitative" value. Even fewer 
guidelines are provided for determining the character of the 
discharge to be awarded. The problems faced by the approving 
authority in these areas are no different than those of deter- 
mining whether the accused 1s sufficiently "dangerous" to war- 
rant pretrial detention, and how to utilize the seemingly un- 
11mited punishment powers judges possess. 

Many of the criticisms directed toward the unstructured 
discretion in the civil criminal process are largely inapplicable 
to this procedure. The reason is that the accused has voluntarily 
applied for this option knowing the processes involved and the 
likely outcome. Under these circumstances, 11 should come as 
no surprise to the accused that if the approving authority finds 
that his conduct warrants discharge, he will probably receive 
an undesirable discharge as hir"sentence." 

C. "SE~VTENCING" CO'SSIDERA TIONS 
It IS clear that discharge for the good of the service, partic- 

ularly where an undesirable discharge is awarded, 1s the equiv- 
alent of a "sentence" It is the culmination of an administrative 
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fact-finding process in which the accused, with his consent and 
at  h n  urging. has been found to  be undesirable for further serv- 
ice. It is unique in that while a specific act of misconduct forms 
the basis for the request, the entire record of the accused, some- 
times including factors that are not criminal in nature and would 
not normally be admissible in a court-martial, forms the basis 
for the discharge as well as the charactenration of his service. 
Although it could be contended that this procedure does not 
result In criminal punishment,"? the impact upon the individ- 
ual, depending upon the moral condemnation society wishes 
to place upon the recipient of an undesirable discharge, is 
almost as great as that o i  a bad conduct discharge imposed by 
court-martiai.50' 

It has been asserted that there are only two theories of pun- 
ishment: 

p o x s .  bul I" Ihr m d  al l  of I h e a  a n  3 m p l i  lnlcrrncdialc model of one or  the 
o l h i r a f l h c  Iuo u l t i r n a l ~  purpairi 

Awarding an undesirable discharge does not operate to prevent 
crime in the service, either by rehabilitation of the accused or 
through deterrence. The accused is discharged only when the 
determination has been made that there is n o  spark of rehabil- 
itative value which can be reached. With regard to the deter- 
rence, if service separation is a goal to be achieved at  all costs, 
the discharge procedure is an attractive way of reaching that 
goal. Thus the procedures may actually encourage rather than 
deter misconduct. Any prevention of crime which is realized, 
at  least within the military service, results from the offender's 
discharge. This does not mean that the accused will be deterred 
from the commission of further offenses. It only means that the 
prowsing  and punishment for such misconduct will no longer 
be theresponsibility oiihe milita-y. 

It fo l low that the "punishment" must be justiiied upon a 
retributive basis. First of all, it suitably characterizes the nature 
and quality of the accused's service, and distinguishes that 
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service from that of those who have serv-d honorably and well. 
Second, it operates to deprive the individual of any financial 
or other benefits to which he might otherwise be entitled. Per- 
haps more ~mportantly, it represents the moral condemnation 
of the military community that the accused's service has ren- 
dered him undesirable for further participation in the Profes- 
sion a i  Arms. Philosophical considerations are adequately 
served by characterizing the accused as the scoundrel he is: 

i h a w  heaid II m u e i r r d  that B man should br required to  s e n e  out his 
enli~trnent, eithrr in rhr unit or  canfincmznl, Wore k i n g  discharead. and 

D. EXPECTATIONS 

As has been seen, the Chapter 10 procedure mixes elements 
from both the Administrative and Judicial Models. Purists who 
insist upon full compliance with either model will be disap- 
pointed with the system in both its regulatory structure and its 
practical operation. Their cries for change will be both loud 
and ins>stent, but, as is true of many reformers, those who would 
overturn the cart should first ascertain its cargo. Recognition 
of the value choices which were made in the regulation, and the 
implementation of the procedure in day-today operations will 
yo a long way toward reducing the disappointment and anger 
which emanate from unrealized expectations ab to how the 
system is to operate. That is the necessary first step toward 
meaningful dialogue in determining the most desirable mix of 
values. 

'0'i.erter lram Msjor Geacral Shoemaker Commanding General, U 5 Army Air 
Dcfmrc Center and Fan Bls?,  rwnnird zn THE Aa\n LA%rra. Apr 1972, sl 17 
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APPENDIX 

This is the questionnaire which was sent to 39 general courl- 
martial jurisdictions in September 1972. The responses to this 
questionnaire determine the manner in which the Chapter IO 
Discharge Program was utilized during that time period. See 
note9supra. 
1. EVIDENCE SUFFICIENCY 

a .  Do  you consider the submission of a Chapter 10 the equiv- 
alent o i a  piea ofguilty? 

b. Do you examine the sufficiency of the evidence to  support 
the charge? If so, do you take action to bolster the evidence 
when it appears weak? 

c. By what standard of proof do you test the sufficiency of 
the evidence? 

d.  Do  you accept a Chapter 10 when the accused denies guilt 
thru an exculpatory statement in the file, a statement submitted 
with the Chapter IO, or thru the defensecounsel? 
2. CONSEKT 

a ,  Is the Chapter 10 option well known among the troops? 
Do  youpublicize~t? 

b. Does the unit commander or the defense counsel initially 
advise the accused ofthe availabilityof Chapter IO? 

c. Have you had any difficulty in “educating” the command- 
inggeneral on the advantagesofthe Chapter IO? 

d. Have you had any complaints from individuals that they 
have been improperly advised on the impact of a Chapter IO? 

e. What ground rules do you have on permitting the accused 
to withdraw hischapter IO? 

i. In what cases have you permitted an accused to withdraw 
hischapter IO? 
3.  FAIRNESS AND PROPRIETY O F  PROCEDURES 

a .  What are the advantages of the Chapter 10 to the United 
States? 

b. What are the advantages o i  the Chapter 10 to the ac- 
cused? 

c. If the individual is in pretrial confinement at the time the 
resignation is approved, is he immediately released? If not, 
how long does he normally remain in pretrial coniinement until 
he 16 discharged? 

d. Once the discharge IS approved, do you take action to 
dismiss the charees? 

e Under %‘hat circumstances would you defer action on the 
resignation untilafter the tnal? 

183 
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1. Is the accused counseled in an) ws! concerning his duty 
to continue to soldier pending completion of the action on his 
Chapter I O  and the possible consequences of subsequent mis- 
conduct? 

g. What criticism o i  the Chapter I O  do you receive from 

h What cl'iticsrn o f the  Chapter 10 do )ou receive from local 
company, battalion. and bngade commanders? 

attorneys or bar associations' 
1 Do you follow the exact procedures canti,ned in Chapter 

I O ,  or haic !ou drxeloped local proceduiei. and if so, uhat are 
they? 

1 Does the defense counsel accompany you to plead his case 
befare the cornmandmggeneral? 
4. EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY O F  THE 

PRACTICE 
a .  How long does it take for you to process a Chapter 10 from 

initiation by the accused until departure from your command? 
b. Do  you have an) data available on the iiumber of Chapter 

10s approved in comparison with the number of cases tried? 
c Does the Chapter 10 have any deterrent effect on mis- 

conduct? 
d. Do you believe the Chapter 10 IS being used as an "easy 

out" for anti-military individuals? 
e Has the Chapter iO proved to be a signiiicant tool In 

lowering the stockade population or reducing the backlog of 
untried caws? ~ ~~ 

f Do you have an) local ground rules on the prompt submis- 
sion ofthechapter loin ordertopreventdela) oftriais? 
5 .  DISCRETIOX 

a Who participates in the decision making process on u,hether 
to accept the Chapter 10 and the character of the discharge to 
be aa,ardedn 

b Does the defense counsel discuss the case with the chain 
of command to feel them out before submitting the Chapter IO1 

c. Does the defense counsel dircuss the case a i th  you to 
asccrtain uha t  !,our recommendation u,ill he before submitting 
thechapter I O n  

d. Do  ?ou engage ~n any "plea bargaining" with the deiense 
counsel either as t o  the charges to be submitted IO the com- 
manding general. or the character of discharge 10 be awarded' 

e. What percentage o i  the time do you agree with the rrc- 
umrnendationi ofthe chain ofcommand? 

f What prrccntage of the timc does the commanding seenerd1 
accept I O U I  rcsilrnrntndations' 
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g What percentage of the time does the commanding gen- 
eral accept your recommendations when contrary to those of 
thechain ofcommand” 

h. Does the defense counsel submit Chapter 10s knowing 
that your recommendations will be contrary t o  his requests? 
j. In addition to the guidance contained in para 10-3b, d o  

you have any specific rules as t o  when a resignation should be 
accepted and the character of the discharge to be awarded? 
What are they? 

k. Are these specific rules known in same manner by the 
defense counsel? 

I. Would you accept a Chapter 10 where you doubt the ac- 
cused would receive a discharge if referred to an appropriate 
court-martial? 

m. Would you accept a Chapter 10 where no decision has 
beenmadeas to thelevelofreferral? 

n. Would you accept a Chapter 10 where referred to a sum- 
mary or regular special court-martial? 
0. Would you accept a Chapter 10 where the accused was 

initially offered “on-judicial punishment which he refused in 
order to submit a Chapter 10 following preferral of charges? 

p. What IS the purpose in awarding an undesirable dis- 
charge? 
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The IBP Research and Editorial Staff. 1976 Federal Tax Desk 
Book: Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Institute for Business 
Planning, Inc. Pp. 543, appendixand index. $29.95. 

Lawyers are more and more turning to specialization as a 
method of coping with the increasing complexities of practicing 
law in today's society. Even in the military this drive towards 
specialization has taken root.1 While many of the emerging 
specialty areas are the product of new, highly structured fed- 
era1 regulatory systems, one narrow field of expertise has been 
with us f o r , a  considerable length of time-the practice of law 
emanating from the Internal Revenue Code. This field has as 
its recognized Savants those who have obtained advanced 
degrees in the specialty area and those who participate in the 
increasing number of tax institutes. Despite these two certifying 
credentials, those who actively engage in tax practice must either 
accumulate or have access to a substantial library of materials 
devoted to the substantive and procedural aspects of the federal 
tax law. Most of the services are multi-volumed, frequently 
supplemented, highly technical, and of concern to all of us, 
expensive.> This last concern takes on an increasing impor- 
tance to military attorneys who deal with seemingly limitless 
areas of responsibility and who have limited budgets for library 
acquisition and maintenance. In light of these facts, it may 
be particularly difficult for military attorneys to justify the 
creation (and maintenance) of a library devoted to a subject 
which they have neither the occasion nor the expertise to 
practice regularly. Nonetheless, if only for purposes of recog- 
nizing potential problems, judge advocates must have a nod- 
ding acquaintance with the substantive and procedural sections 
of the Internal Revenue Code. 

It was for this reason that the announcement of the publica- 
tion of the Institute for Business Planning's 1976 Federal Tax 
Desk Book should be of interest to military attorneys. The IBP 
publishes what is, ounce for ounce, one of the test  estate 

* A l l  Oplnlons arc thoac of the Indmdud ~ ~ Y I C Y S T S  and do not n~clsaanly r r p n  
sent Ihs new3 01 The l u d s  Advocate Ocncral'i S c k  or any olhrr ~ovemrncnual 
W " c Y  

L ~ ~ , ~ ~ ,  
Apc 1976.aliI.24 

L C r n l l  ReMnucCcdeind Rigvisfionacam $69 mpwyem 

'See e r .  Award o / J u d w  Advarrlir g c c i n l n  DesllgnozlonL TR. 

'Even w t h  I "g0ucrnrnenl dlrcounl" a publxatmn whish anll lnclvdn the In. 
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planning guides available That modestly sized volume out- 
lines the various options available to those planning estates 
and includes appendices uhich are invaluable. If the Tax Guide 
could provide as complete and concise a n  overview of federal 
Income taxation as its companion does for estate planning, it 
would be a highly recommended addition to each judge adco- 
cate'spersonaloroffice hbrary. 

The Federal Tax Desk Book 1s divided into two major parts 
and iubdiiided into I 1  sections. Unfortunately. the first part 
which comprises 360 of the book's 500 pages of text is entitled 
"Business Tax Planning Strategy'' and 1s of only marginal 
importance to judge advocates. Another 20 pages devoted to 
tax sheltered m e i t m e n t i  (including citrus and almond groves, 
and imeyards) will in all probability be infrequently used by 
military attorneys. 

However. two af the sections are of major Utility to Judge 
adiocates and may by themselves justify the purchase of this 
or  a succeeding edition of this book. The first of these sections, 
entitled Planning for Income Tax Sanngs, succinctly outlines 
the methods to best utibre the deductions available under the 
current tax law Although current congressional initiatives 
have as their purpose the substantial alteration of the always 
popular home office and child care deductions,' the desk book 
c a m  these. the mo\mg expense deduction, sick pay exclusion, 
the proiision for tax deferral of profits from the sale o i  personal 
residence, and more m language which IS readily comprehen- 
sible by the nonspecialist The treatment is essentially pros- 
pective-in other u a r d i  read this at the beginning of the tax 
year rather than at the end; and use it to advise clients of the 
tax possibilities of their situations. not to fill out their 1040's. 

Yonerheless, in my biew, the best section IS saved for last. 
Section XI. "How To Stay m IRS'r Good Graces," is a concise 
but important contribution to the generalist's library. In only 
34 pages i t  gives a practical outline of what happens once the 
tax return 1s filed-from initial review of a return to judicial 
~ e s ~ l u t i o n  ofdisputes uith the IRS 

One cxample of the ralue of this book for the nonspecialist 
wvlll suffice. Outlining the coursc of a typical audit from the 
niotirstional perspective of the agent, the book notes that "pro- 
duction" IS one of his stronger drives s Consequently, to maxi- 
mize his return. he will want to settle small cases with relative 

RP,a.m A C ,  Of 19.6 

i ncc- mana8:mm'r 
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rapidity. The easiest way to d o  this is to have the taxpayer 
agree with him. He may d o  this by explaining his theory of the 
facts and law to a taxpayer who is typically frightened at  the 
thought of being audited; who typically wants to pay his just 
debts; and who will acknowledge his "error," and agree to 
waive his procedural nghts by simply signing a f o n  870 
(Forms 1902-E, 4549 and 4906, not mentioned here and typ- 
ically not mentioned even in more specialized texts, may also be 
used forthis purpose). 

Unfortunately, Once one o i  these forms is signed, the sub- 
stantial opportunities for negotiation and compromise (all 
briefly outlined) are lost to the taxpayer. At this point, if the 
taxpayer finds the agent's theory to be misstated or plain 
wrong, he must pay the tax and sue for reiund in a federal dis- 
trict court or the Court of Claims rather than utilize the admin- 
istrative system where he can negotiate, litigate and then pay. 

This chapter can help military attorneys better advise clients, 
or a t  any rate prevent them from making disastrous mistakes 
early in the tax collection process. With the wide range of prob- 
lems facing military attorneys today such issue identification is 
vital: yourclient ~ssubjec t toaudi t .~  

Captain Brian R. Price 

IS9 
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Johnson, David T., and Schneider, Barry R., eds. Current Issuer 
in U S .  Defense Policy. New York: Praeger Publishers, 1976. 
Pp. 254,notesandindex.$18.50. 

If you can't tell an  ASROC from a SUBROC or a SNW from 
a TNW (and want to) this is the book for you. The editors have 
collected a series a i  issue papers prepared by staff members 
a i  the Center for Defense Information, an "independent and 
nonpartisan research and educational agency" which aims to 
atimulate a greater public awareness of contemporary defense 
ISSUCS. As one is led to expect from the preface and perusal of 
the biographical data on the editors and contributors, the mews 
expressed are not necessarily those of the government "ex- 
perts." The individual papers d o  present alternative news and 
are valuable for that reasonalone. 

The first six chapters deal with the U.S. Forces stationed 
abroad. Bepinning with an evaluation of post-Vietnam policy, 
Part I focuses on specific geographic areas, to wit: Europe, 
Korea, Japan, the Indian Ocean and the Persian Gulf. Part I1 
looks at the U.S weapons program beginning with an over- 
view of the military budget and continuing through a discourse 
on the militarization of outer space. 

The book has the merit of being reasonably comprehensive 
and succinct. Although it employs the jargon of the strategic 
studies community, it makes a conscientious eifort to explain 
the jargon and the acronyms. It is not incomprehensibly men-  
tific m the discussion of weapons systems and, therefore, is use- 
ful to thereaderwholacksatechnical background. 

This is precisely the sort of book which one would expect to 
find among the required readings in a Strategic Studies course 
m a graduate school of foreign affairs. It i s  a good single Source 
document far the mihtary attorney who wants to get to know 
his clients' vocabulary and become conversationally bterate 
about current defense issues at the strategic level. One never 
knows when he might be drawn into a conversation about the 
1atest"braken arrow"or FROGS in Bessarabia. 

Malor Fred K .  Green 
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Leibowitz, Arnold H.,  Coloniol Emancipaiion in rhe Pacfic 
and ihe Caribbean: A ,?,e@/ and Political Analysis. New York: 
Praeger Publishers, 1976. Pp .  221, Notes, maps and index. 
$18.50. 

This is a lawyers' book, which is to say it focuses on the legal 
relationships which have developed and continue to evolve 
between a number o i  Pacific and Caribbean islands. Having 
shed their former colonial status, they have not in all cases 
attained (nor necessarily desired to attain) full and unencum- 
bered sovereignty. 

Through a series of case studies the author, a Washington, 
D.C. attorney with practical experience in insular affairs, 
presents a very informative comparative study o i  U.S. and 
British Commonwealth practices concerning decolonization. 
It is, however, primarily an historical and topically organized 
survey of the reiationships without the promised legal analysis. 
In this regard the title overclaims. The author does observe that 
"The United States tends to follow a legalistic, conservative, 
and fairly rigid course in 11s territorial relations." Perhaps this 
is a11 the analysis which IS possible, That there should be even 
this common thread discernible in the U.S. colonial experience 
is surpnsing, considering the diverse interests involved and the 
lack of uniformny m the administrative mechamsms estab- 
lished forthegovernment oithe territories. 

The chapters concerning the Trust Territories of the Pacfic 
Islands (TTPI) and Guam should be of particular interest 
to the military attorney in view of the recent reorganization of 
American forces in the western Pacific which relies heavily on 
the continued presence of U.S. facilities in the TTP!. The 
requirement for this continued presence clearly influences, If 
it does nor determine, the shape of the political and legal 
relationships. 

Praeger Publishers rush their Special Studies publications 
into print to make them availahle on a timely basis. One error, 
presumably a n  editor's oversight, should be attributed to this 
rush. In the preface the author notes a void in the literature 
concerning the phenomenon of the "associated state" and 
posits that "This book is an attempt to iulfill [sic] thrs void." 
In fact the author has made an admirable effort to fill the void. 

Majar Fred K.  Green 
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Roling, Bert, V.A , and Sukowc. Olga, The L o w  o.f Wor ond 
Dubious Weaponr. Stockholm: Stockholm International Peace 
Research Institute, 1975 English. pp 78.  List of References 
Paperback pnce Swi kr. 47 50. Dlatributed by Almquist Br Wik- 
sell International, P.O. Box 62,  S-101, 20 Stockholm 1, Sweden. 

This little book is very readable and a useful orientation io 
the continuing discourse on the development of humanitarian 
lau applicable ~n armed conflict. Chapter One probides an 
anal)tical revie%, of the traditional general principles of Inter- 
national law applicable in hostilities and suggests the develop- 
m m t  of some new principles encompassing the notions of SUI- 
viva1 of the race and the preservation of the eniironment The 
authors give extended attention to  !he problems that the vanous 
strategies of nuclear deterrence raise for traditional concepts 
of humanitarian law, and necessarily so, a i  it is in this milieu 
that the rational thinker often suffers a total mental disconnect 

Chapter Two 1s devoted to review, lacking in depth. of 
certain weapons and weapons systems which the authors label 
"dubious " Among those considered are nuclear, chemical, 
bdogical, geoph)sical, Incendiary, small-cahbre high-velocity, 
fragmentation. flechette, and delayed action ueapons (mines 
and booby traps) and all weapons which are indiscriminate 
in their effects Accepting thls catalog. we find very llttle in the 
wag of modern armament which is not of questionable legalit). 

The authors are not, however, mere]? naive humanitarians. 
The? attempt !O present a balanced \lea' of the various po- 
sitions, both pragmatic and legal, which have been advanced 
concerning the legitimacy of modern weaponry There should. 
hoaever. be no doubt as to where the authors come from nor 
about the institutional bias of the Stockholm International 
Peace Research Institute (SIPRI), which the) represent SIPRI 
has been an outspoken leader in arms control and disarmamen! 
efforts since its founding in 1966 by the Swedish Parliament 

The book suffers from generahzauons and assertions which 
are not supported b) citation to facti or authority and makes 
some statements of the law whxh are smply inaccurate ' The 
authors' conclusions too often mix the I S  and the oughr. In  thls 
regard the book IS of dubious value to judge ad>ocatrs who 
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must concern themselves with what I S  rather than u h a i  ought 
to be. Consequenrly, this book must be used with great care 
as 11 is an expression of the hoped far, rather than an accurate 
statement of exst ing law It tells US (inaccurately in some re- 
specis) where we are and where we ought to go, but, like most 
books of 11s genre. fails tn show us a practical and enforceable 
way to get there 

Major Fred K .  Green 
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Whitsan. William W.. ed. Forergn P o i q  and C:S, .Voiionoi 
-ew York. Praeger Publishers, 1976. Pp. 373, bibli- 
d index $22.50 hardback;S6,95paperback. 

In his preface to this collection of essays on foreign policy and 
national securit), the editor notes h o a  America's perception of 
Its role in world affairs has changed since the end of the Second 
World War AI the u,ar's termination. the United States emer- 
ged with the pouer and unasailable prestige of a clear w t o r  
Shortly thereafter. however. this posinon was challenged by the 
assertion of So;iet poiier and the godl of American economic, 
militar) and foreign policy became the "containment" of com- 
munist influence 

Apparentlj some individuals at BDM Corporation, a sub- 
urban Washington " lu l l -sen ice  consulting and professional 
senices company" concluded in 1975 that "containment" no 
longer aptl j  defined the focus of American policies. While not 
sugpeitinp easy answers as to a h a t  term either should or does 
leflne this na!ion's current role in foleign and secunfy affairs, 
[he authors "attempt to articulate the challenge" to the con- 
gressional and executire leaders who will hold office after the 
1976elecnons 

The authors, typically holders of advanced degrees from 
eastern universities who have worked or are uorking uith the 
Government. consider a uide range of issues under the topic 
headings of "Major Globdl Issues," "Major R e p n a l  Issues." 
and "Policy Instruments. The Question of Means." The first of 
these sections considers the broad problems of global starva- 
tion, multinational corporations and technology transfer. and 
terrorist organizations. Although these sectioni provide inter- 
esting reading. the second section which deals wrrh reaonal 
issues will be of primary interest to judge advocates who desire 
to be better acquainted with the overall policy overseas .4meri- 
can military presence supports. Of particular interest is Army 
Colonel William Kennedy's analysis of American policy with 
respect to  Korea, Japan and Okinawa. particularly in light of 
the current rapprochemeni with mainland China His obserra- 
lion that the goals desired by Congress and the executibe are not 
in accord reflects the difficulties inherent in the debelopmenr 
and execution ofa  coherent foreign policj 

After the discussion of various area Issues, the authors con- 
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mental concern, creative internationalism, and strength to  
share I' 

In summary, this book highlights specific, current issues in 
foreign policy In a palatable 15-20 page format. The issues are 
only highlighted, and there is no  attempt in any of the vignettes 
to definilively analyze what course should be followed. Accept- 
ing the book at face value, military readers will oblain a deeper 
understanding of the goals their deployment overseas supports, 
and a more thorough understanding of the problems facing 
American strategic and foreign policy in the last quarter of the 
twentieth century. 

Captain Brian R. Price 
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